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LMT SHIP HANDLING SIMULATOR

By Patrick Martin
LMT

ABSTRACT

As in the field of aviation, the development of simulators in re-
cent years enables bridge officers to complete their practical training.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce the ship simulator developed
by LMT in France.

This simulator consists of a bridge containing the controls, ins-
truments and equipment used on the simulated ship. The bridge is loca-
ted at the center of a visual system displaying a seascape containing
the usual features such as coastline, buoys, landmarks and other ships.
The behavior of the ship, the instrument readings and the external
scene all respond realistically to commands from the bridge. From an
instructor's station, exercises can be supervised and disturbing fac-
tors can be introduced into the exercise to train the crew in specific
maneuvers.

INTRODUCTION

The growth in shipping traffic density and the ever increasing
size of modern ships have made ship owners, Navies and organizations
such as the IMCO, aware of the importance of bridge officer training.

Conscious of these facts and on the advice of the French Navy,
shipowners and the IMCO, LMT Simulators and Electronic Systems Division
decided to design a ship's bridge simulator. The project received fi-
nancial support from the French Government and, in January 1978, had
progressed to the point where a feasibility prototype was put into ope-
ration.

PURPOSE OF THE SIMULATOR

As in civil aviation, where pilots are now being trained almost
exclusively on flight simulators, the ship simulator must be capable
of providing all or part of the practical training previously taking
place on board ship.

The simulator must therefore faithfully reproduce the environment
and the reactions of the ship being steered.

The ship's bridge simulator provides, in particular, supplementary
practical training to that given in Merchant Navy schools and in Defense
Training Centers.

The practical training which both Merchant and military navies
alike believe desirable, should meet two main requirements; it should
accustom the bridge officers to the reactions-and the instrumentation
of the ship being handled and it should accustom them to take correct
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decisions and action in response to external events.

Training of this kind applied to large ships is difficult to pro-
vide using a small training ship.

ADVANTAGES OF THE SIMULATOR

The simulator has many advantages over the conventional training
ship:

- it is continuously available for training, independently of
weather or tidal conditions. Modern simulation techniques, well
proven in many existing installations in all countries, provide
an equipment with extremely high reliability. At LMT we can
cite the example of the AIRBUS flight simulator installed at
Toulouse, France which is used ?0 hours per day for pilot trai-
ning. Moreover the complete independence of the system from
weather constraints enables users to adhere to a planned training
schedule throughout the year.

- being shore based, it can accept a rapid turn round of trainees.
Ideally a simulator of this type would be located close to the
Naval School's classrooms so that simulator sessions can be rea-
dily interleaved with sessions of theoretical training.

- its operating costs are relatively low. Only one or two persons
are employed a few hours daily for operation and maintenance of
the simulator. Also, since the electronic equipment used is not
only highly modular but common to all types of simulator, repair
costs are greatly minimized.

- it has high educational value. The great asset of a simulator
is that it can be used to set up situations which are usually
difficult to reproduce in reality and which are potential risk
situations at sea. The instructor has complete freedom of choice
of the training area, tidal conditions, wind force, visibility
and the maneuvers of other ships in the training area. The ins-
tructor also has a number of particularly effective means of no-
ting and measuring the trainees'progress.

DESCRIPTION (figure 1)

The bridge simulator consists of five main assemblies:

- a seascape image generation system,

- a seascape visual display system,

- the bridge,

- a digital computer,

- an instructor's station.

Image Generator (figure 2)

The seascape viewed by the occupants of the bridge must have all
the characteristics indispensible for good training. In particular,
the scene changes as it would, if observed from a ship under way, and
it is possible to take bearings and alignments on objects which are
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located correctly in distance and perspective.

To meet these requirements, the system employed provides a televi-
sion image. This technique is, in fact, the only one allowing total
freedom of movement for the image, as opposed to techniques relying on
films or transparencies. Moreover, by conventional inlaying techniques,
the television image allows objects to mask one another depending on
their respective distances from the observer.

The image contains all the usual features of a seascape: sky, sea,
coast, landmarks, buoys, other shipping, etc. There are two broad di-
visions of features: static features, which include buoys and landmarks
andmobile features, such as the sea and other ships.

The static features enable the ship's position to be obtained from
bearings and alignments. This training is indispensible to accustom
bridge officers to steer the ship through difficult channels where the
slightest deviation from course could have serious consequences.

The use of mobile features is mainly for training in busy shipping
lanes. The simulation of other ships, in unlimited number, makes it
possible to create situations in which the bridge officer's decision or
action is vital.

The television image is composed of as many images as there are
basic elements in the scene. Each basic image can be generated either
by a scale model and T.V. camera or by purely digital computing techni-
ques.

Computer generated image technology has not yet progressed to the
stage where highly detailed images can be obtained at a reasonable cost.
This technique is therefore used only for objects of simple shape with
few details. Where the scene requires a great amount of detail, the
camera/model board solution provides the best cost-effective compromise
and is employed.

Instructor selected visibility conditions affect the image realis-
tically depending on the distance of each object.

The image generator can reproduce full daylight, dusk and night
conditions. At night, surrounding ships'lights and shore lights are
reproduced in correct color and flashing sequence.

This system of image generation by processing each basic image,
provides great flexibility in the composition of the final image and
many possibilities for extension or modification.

Visual Display System

Technically this part is the most difficult to realize for, in or-
der to immerse the trainee in surroundings which are as realistic as
possible, the image displayed must be as faithful as possible and cover
a wide field of view.

To give this impression of realism, the image is in color and is
seen at infinity. The infinity image is obtained by using an annular
mirror from which are reflected the images displayed on a number of tele-
vision monitor screens.

The visual display system is modular which means that the field of
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view can cover up to 3600. The use of television monitors in a preci-
sion optical system gives an image resolution comparable to that of the
human eye. The scene viewed thus contains sufficient detail for visual
naviq at ion.

Br idge

The bridge, located at the center of the visual display system con-
tis all the equipment of amodern ship's bridge. The controls and in-
dicators respond realistically to crew action or to external agencies.
The main instruments fitted to modern ships can be simulated: gyro com-
pass, autopilot, Decca, Omega, Loran, echo sounder, Satellite navigation

vstems, etc. The bridge is also equipped with a radar display giving
an imaqe which is coherent with the visual environment.

The bridge layout is usually standardized so that the same equip-
ment may be used for training crews in handling different types of ship.
The system is, of course, capable of simulating any type of ship from
super tankers to coastal patrol boats, at the choice of the instructor.

Computer System (figure 3)

The simulator is controlled by a digital computer. In the computer
memory are stored all the characteristics of the ships simulated as well
as relevant curves of external parameters. This set of information is
known as a mathematical model. The mathematical model chosen is capable
of interpreting orders received from the bridge and of determining the
reaction of the ship in a given environment. It computes acceleration,
speed and position and the indications displayed on bridge instruments
and at the instructor's station. The mathematical model also takes into
account various external parameters such as atmospheric conditions, cur-
rent, depth of water, movement of other ships, etc.

INCOMPUTER ImageAC

Figure - mneration

cotrcontrols

Instruments

stat ion Instructor's

controls stIation

equipments

INTERFACE INTERFACE

Figure 3 -Computer System

The computer processes all the data from the various controls
several times a second and instantaneously transmits the corresponding
effects to the visual system and to the bridqe instruments.

This dialogue takes place via an interface which is an electronic
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unit linking the computer to the bridge equipment. The interfac , ( Cn-
verts digital signals, understood by the computer, into analoq siqriols
which actuate the instruments. It likewise converts signals from tht
bridge controls into digital form.

Instructor's Station

The instructor's station is used for:

- exercise management and supervision

- introducing effects into the simulation.

Exercise Management and Supervision. The means provided for exer-
cise management and supervision include the following:

- a system which continuously displays on a cathode ray tube the
navigation parameters selected by the instructor.

- a track recorder displaying on the corresponding marine chart

the track of own ship and other ships.

- system initial setting controls used to select a particular con-
figuration at the start of an exercise. The configuration can

either be pre-programmed and selected by push button or be set
up entirely by the instructor. The main factors involved in this
setting up are the positions and initial speeds of the various
ships.

- a "freeze" control is provided so that the simulation can be sus-
pended allowing the instructor to point out a specific situation
to the crew.

- an exercise sequence recorder continuously records the latest
half hour of the exercise in progress. This allows the instruc-
tor to replay this sequence to point out any possible errors to
the crew. The recording can also be stored and used for demons-
tration in future exercises.

- an interphone for communication between the bridge and the ins-
tructor's station.

Introduction of Effects. At any time during an exercise the ins-
tructor can introduce various effects into the simulation. Some of
these effects are :

- various malfunctions which could affect the ship's engines, con-
trols or other equipment. These malfunctions can render the
equipment totally unserviceable or partly unserviceable, in which
events the crew will be expected to make a diagnosis and to use
the appropriate standby measures.

- sea state conditions, in particular the current force and direc-
tion at the simulated ship's position.

- wind force and direction.

- visibility conditions. Visibility can depend on the time of day
which can be progressively chang(ed trom noon to full night. At
niqht, the lights in the scene appear in color and with the appro-
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Tabie L. Particulars of Traininq Ship "FUKAI.-MR "

Ar

The performance of the three transduce systems were studied in
full-scale trial to find advantage or disadvantage. In case of yaw mo-
tion by larqe helm operation, it is easy to reproduce a mock yaw mo-
tion, but there is some problems on the performance in yaw motion by
small helri operation. It is necessary for the device to be able to re-
produce the course keeping/alter course maneuvering motions under the-
actual disturbance by wind and wave in view of a basic ship handling
operation. Therefore criteria of the performance in mock yaw motion
are examined with the analysed results of 50 zig-zag maneuvering ex-
periments. On the other hand in case of mock ahead motion, criteria
of the performance in the motion are examined with the response analy-
sis to step movement of CPP control lever in ordinary operation.

BASIC DESIGN CONCEPTION OF TRANSDUCE SYSTEM FOR CHANCING SHIP MANU-
VERABIL ITY

The ship maneuverability transducer is boarded on training ship
and used in actual environment. These facts are most different from
ship handling simulators on land. The most important point in design-
inq this device is safety of the ship from avoiding collision. For
this purpose change-over switch is placed on navigation console in
order to change ship control mode from CPU to normal at once. For
safety of ship, reliability of every calculations and easy operation
of the device are essential. For these requirments a general purpose
digital mini-computer is used in the device. The digital computer
takes some advantages as follows; l)conducting accurate real time cal-
culation for slow movement as ship motion, 2)storing computer program
in simple floppy disk sheet, 3)selecting any desired program in floppy
disk sheet on occasion, 4)no need of checking after programs are com-
leted.

1)EV[CF (J' SHIP MANEUVERABILITY TRANSDUCER

The device receives input signals from the steering wheeliCPP
control [ever and provides output signals calculated from input siq-
nals or st- ring qear/CPP driving unit. Accordingly, signals of driv-
ing part are not the same as signals of operation part. As the results
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ON THE SHIP MANEUVERABILITY TRANSDUCER CONTROLLED BY MINI-
COMPUTER FOR TRAINING SHIP -- ONBOARD SHIP HANDLING SIMULATOR

by Satoru Matsuki,Keiichi Karasuno
and Muneyuki Okumura

Kobe University of Mercantile Marine

ABSTRACT
Training ship FUKAE-MARU 360 GT equipped on board a ship maneu-

verability transducer, which is a device changing her own maneuverabi-
lity to other ship's one apparently. In order to change her own maneu-
rability of yaw(ahead) motions, a mini-computer is linked between the
steering wheel(CPP control lever) and the steering gear(CPP driver).
The computer controls rudder deflection (CPP blades angle) to realize
an optional maneuvering motion characterized by a different maneuver-
ability from the original one. Accordingly a ship operator on board is
possessed with the illusion that he handles another ship. As the
transducer on board can immitate other ship's maneuvering motion, the
training ship may be called a onboard ship handling simulator. The
mock ship ranges from the original training ship to any large ship;
using Nomoto's steering quality indices K-T, turning ability index K
is 0.05-0.2 (1/sec) and course stability index T is 10-150 (sec),
where the original indices of the training ship are K=C.2 (1/sec) and
T=13 (sec) at ship speed 9 knots.

This device must be useful for
lI)ship handling training for students
2)studies of man-machine system on ship handling
3)studies of correlation in man-machine system between full-scale ship

and ship handling simulator

INTRODUCTION

The procedures of ship handling are generally different in ship's
scale and maneuverability. A good ship handling requires enough expe-
rience and perception especially in VLCC. Referring to its education
and training, we have one small training ship of 37m length. It is
necessary for our students to experience to handle every size of ships

Therefore changing her ship maneuverability from original one to
others temporarily by any means, gives the student useful experience
with only one ship. This device, which can change a ship's own maneu-
verability to others, may be called a SHIP MANEUVERABILITY TRANSDUCER.
The device is designed and prepared mainly for training our students
as mentioned and studies of ship handling. A mini-computer in the
device links the steering wheel(CPP control lever) to steering gear(
CPP driver) and controls rudder, e5ljc on(CPP blades angle) in order
to realize an aimed ship motion , ,I,"' (see Figs.l,2 and Table 1).

In this paper changing the characteristics of yaw and ahead mo-
tion is dealt respectively and the employed methods of the change are
three transduce systems as follows. The first system is called OPEN
SYSTEM which controls rudder deflection(CPP blades angle) by only one
computer input from movement of the steering wheel(CPP control lever).
The second system is called CLOSED SYSTEM which controls ship yaw an-
gle(ship speed) following target computed by the computer input from
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In a typical exercise the SCC instructor will set a machinery
condition by keying the VDU and selecting the simulation programme.
The trainees will carry out watchkeeping duties in response to orders
from the "Bridge", the instructor in the observation room. The
Engineer Officer of the Watch (EOOW) may require an item of machinery
to be checked, so a watchkeeper will be sent to the machinery
compartment. He will see on the VDU screen there a plan of the
machinery with a code against each item and he will select the
location of the machine by keying the code number. The VDU will name
the machine selected and a view of it will appear on the back
projection screen. It may be the wrong one. The observation room
instructor will be able to monitor this. The watchkeeper may check a
machine by interrogating the VDU for data such as lub oil level,
discharge pressure and so on. A fault may have been programmed in;
he will report back to the SCC. The exercise may continue thus or
the instructors may inject problems by selecting an exercise which
sets off warnings and alarms. The SCC team then carry out a
breakdown drill to render the machinery safe and maintain
manoeuvrability. The programming of the exercises will be done in
the preparation of the course, initially by the manufacturer and
later by SULTAN staff after appropriate training.

MAINTAINER TRAINERS

These will be sited adjacent to classrooms so that instruction
on the equipment can be followed in drawings and handbooks by members
of the class seated at desks. The equipment will comprise a part of
a working shaft set of panels, chassis, modules and wiring. An
instructors' console will enable faults to be introduced for
diagnosis. Solid state logic and slave actuators will simulate the
functions of the controls. Built in test equipment will be available
for testing. A set of Data Logger equipment will be provided to
demonstrate its functioning.

The Maintainer Trainers will teach fault-diagnosis of the
control system by observation of the operation of the console and by
use of the test equipment. The Procedure Trainers will not show
faults in the control system but will be used to teach how to deal
with faults in the plant by reverting to alternative modes. Thus the
two sets of training equipment have different but complementary
roles. A single general purpose set of equipment would have been
more expensive and could not have met the requirements for course
scheduling for operator and maintainer training.

CONCLUSION

This paper has shown how the use of training simulators for
machinery has developed in the Royal Navy. The review has, of
necessity, been limited to five classes of surface ship. The value
of carrying out an appraisal of early simulators and courses and of
justifying the acquisition of new simulators has been demonstrated.
The need to consider training equipment design at the same time as a
new machinery system is designed cannot be over-emphasised. In the
current work the lengthy research has delayed the placing of
contracts for training facilities but tendering companies have
appreciated the completeness of specificat'-tis and firm price
contracts have been possible. The new faplKities will make use of
latest digital computer techniques bat the course content and
structure will need to be fully prepared for procedure programming.
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Branch will be structured to include both disciplines. During the
initial part of the course it is envisaged that systems will be
taught with the aid of printed notes, overhead projectors and
wall-drops. Subsequently the operation of a system will be explained
by the use of an animated diagram where it is an important, complex
system. The diagrams, by means of illuminated panels and flow lines
driven by solid state devices, will demonstrate the working of the
system in a pictorial form. It will also show how the relevant
section of the control console relates to the system and the way in
which system conditions are indicated on the control console. The
trainee will be able to see that changes of state in one part of the
system have implications for another part of a system and by this
understanding he will be able to take the most appropriate action at
any time under normal or breakdown conditions.

PROCEDURE TRAINERS

Full scale mock-ups of the ship control centres (SCC), consoles
and local control positions are being provided. At an early stage of
equipment definition it was accepted that the accuracy of simulation
necessary for procedure training did not justify the high cost of
total simulation.

A digital simulation system is being developed to cover a wide
range of machinery and systems in such a way as to avoid the need for
accurate and extensive mathematical modelling. This is saving cost
on both software and hardware.

The control of a particular exercise or group of routines will
be by "scenario", which will contain scripted directions to the
procedure trainer and will also monitor the required actions of the
student. Where applicable, the scenario will call for an input from
the mathematical model but where a non-modelled system is concerned,
its simulation will be under the direct control of the scenario.

There will be the ability to run through exercises and routines
initially in slow time and then at real time. The instructor will
have the facility to freeze an exercise at any point or allow it to
continue in an unexpected direction by calling up further scenarios.

Exercises will be tied to the practice of normal and emergency
procedures. Tasks external to the SCC will be accomplished in a
realistic machinery compartment where the trainee will key a visual
display unit to select the appropriate action. Compartment realism
will be achieved by the use of back projection screens showing
selected views of machinery. Communications will be as provided in
the ship. The Type 22 Procedure Trainer SCC layout is shown in
Figure 2 and that of the Cruiser Procedure Trainer in Figure 3.

There will be two instructors' consoles with visual display
units, one in the SCC and one in the observation room. The latter
will incorporate bridge control simulation. The observation room
will enable extra members of a class or visitors to the facility to
watch procedures without intruding upon the realism. The complete
plan of the training facilities showing the various compartments is
shown in Figure 4.
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PROPOSED TRAINING FACILITIES

The initial recommendation was for a systems-orientated PJT
course with simple consoles for familiarisation and a properly
structured onboard training course. In discussions with authorities
concerned the possibilities were shown to be limited by operational
considerations and by the likelihood of variation in standards
between ships. Therefore it was decided that the Consultant should
develop the specifications for the most suitable shore training
facilities.

It should be borne in mind that Naval machinery operation is

complex in comparison with Merchant Ship practice due to the
requirements for (a) a wide variation in power to manoeuvre the
warship in action and (b) a number of alternative systems available
to maintain power in the event of action damage or breakdown.

The general recommendations for training were as follows:-

(a) The operators must be trained to appreciate the machinery
state from the surveillance systems provided and to take
the appropriate actions in the normal and breakdown modes.
To instil confidence in the plant as a whole the facility
should include a representative machinery space environment
for local control and communications.

(b) For breakdown drills requiring diagnostic ability operators
be given an understanding of systems such as transmission,
fuel, controls and the like. To achieve this a series of
training aids in the earlier stages of the course will be
necessary.

(c) Simulators which accurately represent the performance of
ships equipment are not necessary to train individual
operators in their tasks, however, for training
watchkeeping teams, low cost, low fidelity simulators are
justified.

(d) For control system maintenance training, working equipment
must be used, suitably arranged to teach fault-finding.
The equipment and course must demonstrate upkeep policy and
should include a thorough grounding in the use of test
facilities.

(e) The indirect costs and the instructor/trainee costs over a
thirty year period were shown to be five times the
life-cycle costs of the training equipment. Therefore to
reduce costs significantly the length of course and the
number of instructors should be kept to the minimum.

(f) To ensure that the PJT course is kept to a minimum the
balance between the career course and the PJT should be
regularly reviewed.

TRAINING AIDS

For personnel joining the Type 22 frigate or the Command Cruiser
the intention is to provide an integrated electro-mechanical systems
based course which will be common for both mechanically trained and
electrically trained personnel. In time the Marine Engineering
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In a very short time it became apparent that this simulator was
the most effective training aid employed in the instruction of
personnel about to join this class of ship. Within a year,
HMS SULTAN, the Naval Marine Engineering School where the simulator
was installed, was providing the Fleet with an operator who was both
competent and confident. He required much less on-job training and
was more readily integrated iL,tO the ship's company. The simulator
was also used for refresher training for the complete watchkeeping
crews from particular ships.

THE TYPE 21/42 SIMULATOR

When HMS SULTAN was tasked to provide training for the new gas
turbine and electronic control systems of the SHEFFIELD Class it
became clear that the operator training task could best be met by the
provision of a second simulator like that for the COUNTY Class. A
proposal was also raised to obtain working sections of a console to
provide maintenance training for the electronic controls. This was
considered necessary due to the difficulty of giving the control
system maintainers "on-job" training. The proposals were accepted
and the contract for the simulator was placed in 1970 with the same
manufacturer as before. It was later amended to include the
provision of console sections for the AMAZON Class. For the first
time with a new class of ship the watchkeepers were able to take
advantage of simulator training before Contractor's Sea Trials.
Known as HMS AYLESBURY, this simulator was a copy of the Type 42
console with additional panels to represent the Type 21 layout. An
instructors' console and bridge console were provided behind a glass
partition. An annex was added to represent machinery spaces as for
the COUNTY Class facility. (Figure 1).

The maintainer training console was purchased from the controls
system manufacturer and was delivered to HMS COLLINGWOOD, the Naval
Weapon Electrical School in 1971. It has been used for PJT courses
for teaching first-level fault-finding and for training Electrical
Artificers in fault diagnosis and rectification, to enable them to
work within the marine engineering departments in ships. A departure
from previous practice has been adopted in the Type 21/42 PJT courses
in that the mechanical and electrical technicians do almost a common
course.

At the technician level, the duration of the course is nine
weeks. The various items of machinery and systems particular to the
ships are covered in the classroom in some detail, from the point of
view of construction and operation. This is done with the aid of
overhead projectors, wall-drops and where possible, static items of
machinery. Practical maintenance training on the control system is
given by means of the maintenance trainer, on which it is possible to
inject numerous faults, see the effect of each fault on the front
panels of the console and locate the source of the fault by the use
of the test gear as supplied to the ship. The final week is spent
with the simulator and it forms the focal point of the course. It is
during this week that the trainees can consolidate and build on the
knowledge gained in the classroom over the previous eight weeks.
There is opportunity for each trainee to become familiar with the
duties of the other members of the watch. The instructors can give a
series of exercises of varying difficulty to extend the watchkeepers
capabilities. At the end of such a course and more especially during
team training sessions, the trainees can be assessed on their ability
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classroom aids and some real items of equipment to be found on the
ships. This training catered for early ships of the LEANDER, TRIBAL
and COUNTY Classes, with reasonable success. Nevertheless, a number
of incidents occurred with the COUNTY Class propulsion plant,
involving operation of boilers, gearboxes and auxiliaries, which
suggested that a fresh look be taken at the training provided,
especially that concerned with operating procedures.

THE TRAINING TASK

In these ships the operator was faced, for the first time, with
unmanned machinery spaces and a machinery control room from which the
main propulsion plant and the major units of auxiliary machinery and
systems could be operated in automatic or remote control. Primary
surveillance was carried out by the operator from the control room
using the extensive instrumentation displayed. In removing the
watchkeeper from the machinery space environment in which he had been
trained, to the air-conditioned control room, the senses of hearing,
smell, feel and to a certain extent, sight, on which he had depended
were of little value to him. To interpret the information presented
to him in the remote position he required a different appreciation of
the machinery and systems. To meet this situation the decision was
taken in 1966 to obtain a machinery control room simulator to achieve
the following purposes:-

(a) To facilitate the exercising of emergency drills in safety
and allow them to be taken further than would be possible
in any "live" drill aboard ship, thus giving greater
coverage of the emergency aspects of operation than could
be achieved aboard ships.

(b) To allow greater pressure to be placed on trainees so that
they acquire much improved confidence in their ability to
cope with any situation.

(c) To increase the competence of operators with a wider range
of tasks which could be carried out and thus reduce the
amount of on-job training required.

THE COUNTY CLASS SIMULATOR

The first simulator was ordered in 1966 and it is still in
service. Known as HMS BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, it consists of a steam plant
control console on which many of the gauges respond to the
push-buttons and levers through an analogue computer. There is an
instructors' console by means of which faults can be introduced and
operators can be guided by the instructor on correct drills and
procedures. It is very realistic for the watchkeepers in charge of
the boilers and steam turbines but it has limitations for the chief
of the watch. The effects of cross-connecting units are not
simulated and links with the imaginary machinery spaces and gas
turbine control room have to be provided by the instructor from his
cubicle. An annex with suitable communications has been added to
represent compartments from which trainees can .espond to broadcast
instructions. Control system maintenance training is given during
pneumatic controls courses for which an equipment demonstration area
is provided.
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SHIP CONTROL CENTRE 2AINING FACILITIES
FOR THE ROYAL NAVY

By Commander N J Locke
C.Eng., F.I.Mar.E., M.I.Mech.E., RN

and Lieutenant Commander M A Phelps, B.Sc., RN

ABSTRACT

The development of warship propulsion machinery over the last
ten years has resulted in the use of centralised controls and fewer
watchkeepers. Present day machinery operators have to be well
trained to manage the whole plant from a remote position. Computer
simulation techniques have enabled shore-based facilities to be
developed for pre-joining training and for continuation training. To
obtain the most cost-effective facilities, detailed studies were
undertaken, past methods were reviewed and objectives were clarified.

INTRODUCTION

Until the 1960's the Royal Navy traditionally carried out its
Marine Engineering operating training at sea. This was by the long
established method of "double-banking" personnel with qualified
operators until suitable, by observation or by examination, to take
over the duty. Shore training was limited to career training in the
basic principles of machinery operation and, more especially,
machinery maintenance. This method of on-job training was
cost-effective and satisfactory because the large number of technical
personnel manning those ships could easily include a number of
trainees without affecting operating efficiency.

From the early 1950's developments in machinery design were
influenced by the need to provide remote operation of machinery for
transit of nuclear fall-out. This resulted in the provision of a
machinery control room; a small compartment above the main machinery
spaces in which the individual control systems of the propulsion
plant were combined for the convenience of manoeuvring. The control
room was provided with little in the way of surveillance
instrumentation but was equipped with the means of stopping the
engines in an emergency. Any additional or standby machinery
required was prepared and started by the watchkeepers in the
machinery spaces. The trend towards the remote control of machinery
was accompanied by the need to reduce the number of watchkeepers, in
order to make savings on the manpower costs of ships. Both of these
developments made the traditional on-job training methods less
effective. The problem was compounded in the early 1960's by the
increased complexity of modern high-performance machinery in the new
design of ships, for which the shore-based career training courses
were inadequate.

Pre-joining training courses (PJT courses) were introduced to
give the officers and senior ratings concerned a broad understanding
of the special features of the ship to which they were going. These
courses tended to concentrate on the machinery and systems and were
developed into longer, more detailed courses utilising comprehensive

Copyright C Controller HMSO London 1978
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priate flash. Additionally the instructor can introduce the
effect of various densities of foq so that objects are more or
less masked dependinq on their distance.

- modification of the type and position of the various buoys so
that the exercise can be adapted to suit the training require-
ments.

- modification of course and speed of other ships so that the bri-
dge crew meet realistically changing situations which train them
to take the correct decisions and to maneuver accordingly.

SHIP SIMULATOR PROTOTYPE

As a first stage in the design of this simulator LMT has construc-
ted a prototype to test the validity of the technical solutions adopted
and specifically to test the visual projection system which is the ori-
ginal feature of this bridge simulator.

The prototype is installed, in LMT's TRAPPES factory, near PARIS,
and simulates the handling of a 220 000 tonne tanker in an area contai-
ning other ships.
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:'nuverability of original ship is changed apparently to other
ships.

The device consists of following five parts; (see Fig.3)
I)siqnal converters(change-over switch, input interface and output in-

terface): to transfer signals from/to onboard instruments and switch
on/off the device

2)CPU interfaces(A-D converter, D-D converter, relay and interval
timer) : to connect signal converters to digital computer

3)mini-computer(CPU memory 16kw): to calculate for changing ship ma-
neuverability, read in input signals from input interface and write
out output signals to output interface

4)external store(floppy disk, memory capacity 125kwX 2): to store
transducing programs and measured data of ship motions

5)character display: device for conversation with computer, that is to
say, key-board for input to computer and characters on Braun tube
for output from computer

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF YAW MOTION FOR TRANSDUCE

In time of transduce for ship yaw motion, a simple mathematical
model is preferable, but it have to represent reasonably the motion in
ship handling. For this purpose Nomoto's rudder-to-yaw response equa-
tion is sufficient. The equation is described with non-dimensional
steering quality characteristics K',T', ,T'2 and T';

L ' 2 L , =K,( V) +KT(1T ' T' 2  T I ) ,, (T, T' )+ =K )K 1' V3 e1

where L is ship length, V is ship speed ' is yaw angle, S is rudder
deflection and * is time differential( 5 1. The Eq.(l) is not reasonable
to a whole extent of yaw motion. But this equation is applicable to
course-keeping motion and small alter course steering motion without
speed change.

In case of steering motion with long period, the Eq. (1) is trans-
tered to first order linear approximated equation (2) with K' and T'.

LVV + =K'( (2)

This equation is a reasonable mathematical model for slow varing mo-
tion at constant speed.

In this paper a small training ship is employed to change ship
maneuverability. The small TS is easily disturbed by wind and wave.
Therefore mock ship's motion transduced by this device are not always
described with the second order equation (1), so that the rigorous
mathematical model is not necessary in use. Moreover steering quality
indices K' and T' are easily comprehensible by ship operator and de-
rived easily from zig-zag maneuvering test. So first order approxi-
mated equation (2) is adopted in this paper.

TRANSDUCE SYSTEM

Rewriting first order equation (2) in transfer function as rudder
-to-yaw rate response, following Eq. (3) is obtained.
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a) YAW OPEN LOOP SYSTEM

STEERING STEERING TRAINING
WHEEL COMPUTER GEAR SHIP

I+pTH KF 1 +pT__l_+pT

RUDDER YAW
ANGLE RATE

b) YAW CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM PROPOR-

TIONAL
COMPUTER SIMULATION CONTROL

YAW
ANGLE

c) 'AW MODIFIED CLOSED LOOP SYSTEM

r KL 1 l+pTt

I YAW

ANGLE

~Kz + 1' l Krmo I

p(l+pT1 ) C 7pT+pT "

COMPUTER SIMULATION

K& ,Ti Intended steering quality indices of mock ship

K ,T : Estimated steering quality indices of Training Ship

Kv ,TIC Actual steering quality indices of Training Ship
p Complex Number 0% +j W

Rudder angle ordered by Steering Wheel
Rudder angle ordered by Computer

:' Actual rudder deflection

Figure 4. Block Diagram of Transduce system for Yaw Motion
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Ys(P)= K (3)

where L[ ] is Laplace's transform, p is complex numberd +jw, K=K'(
V/L), T=T'(L/V) and t is time. A basic idea of changing ship's maneu-
verability is started from Eq.(3). Namely the transfer function of TS
combines cascadedly a transfer function of an element(computer) to a
transfer function of another ship. This cascade method is a simplest
means to identify the total ship system with mock ship. But consider-
ing the disturbance of wind and wave, there is limit of changing the
characteristics. To extend its limit, a feed-back control system of
yaw angle is considered in this paper.

Three kinds of transduce system as follows are conducted (see
Fig.4)

YAW OPEN SYSTEM. This transduce system consists in direct appli-
cation of mentioned basic idea. The cascade combination can eliminate
the original transfer function of TS and newly produces mock ship's
transfer function. Accordingly the movement of steering wheel gives
only one input to the computer and the computer output signal drives
the steering gear without feed-back of yaw motion.

When the steering motion of TS is described by the first order
response equation, its transfer function is assumed to be YFo=KFo/(l+
pTFo), where the steering quality indices of TS are KFo and TFO. More-
over the transfer function of a mock ship is assumed to be YI=K1 /(l+
pT1 ), where K1 and T, are the steering quality indices of the mock
ship. The transfer function of cascade combined element(computer) is

y (p)= l+pTo K z (4)
C' K; o I+pT 1

The first term of right hand side in Eq.(4) is a factor eliminating
the characteristics of TS and the second term is a factor newly pro-
ducing the characteristics of a mock ship. Therefore the total trans-
fer function of TS is cascade combination of Yc with YFO, so that
Yc*YFO is equal to Yz which is the transfer function of a mock ship.
This Yc is a transfer function of the computer, so that computer pro-
grams carry out the operation of following differential equation

Td _8c S+ , -V-( 9% +TFO d &) (5)

where Sw is a rudder angle of steering wheel(computer input) and Se
is a rudder angle ordered to steering gear by computer(computer output
). As a matter of fact, the steering quality indices K,,Tj,Kpo ,Tvovary
with ship speed, then Eq. (5) is rewritten with non-dimensional steer-
ing quality indices as

d 8r + YV 8, K, L' ( LV +T d(6)
d t L K'1 0 L, L Lz d (

where Lp and L, are ship length of TS and the mock ship respectively
and ship speed V is treated as the same for two ships.
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in this OPEN SYSTEM accuracy for the steering quality indices K'.
,T'Foof TS is necessary. But in the case where estimated figures K',
T'r are different from true characteristics K'FO ,T'o ,the transfer
function of total ship system is

L[S"= (t)] ___ Ki Kr-o

(P= [Kt)] - K 1 +pTj l+pT ,0 l+pT,

K!o 7 1+pT . K 1(
K l+pT;o l+pT l+pTE (7)

This transfer function leads a different second order equation of ship
motion from a intended mock ship.

YAW CLOSED SYSTEM.This system requires a real time simulation of
mock ship's yaw motion responded to steering wheel movement. The mo-
tion of TS is controlled automatically by computer following the tar-
get of simulated motion. The target motion may be yaw rate or yaw
angle.

In the case of yaw rate target, transfer function of ship total
system is

L[ ( (t)] ] Ki 1 l+pTE
Y (t)] =+pT, l+pT 1+ 1 + T 0 + + p 2 Tp Ti

C2 Kr+ C2KFo C2KF

K t I p- 0, C K p.>> 1
I+pT1 I+pTE

C2K o
pT; 0  p--oo (8)

where C 2 is a proportional factor for yaw rate errors of auto-pilot
and TE is a time constant of steering gear.

In case of yaw angle target, transfer function of ship total
system is

( = (P (t_ K1  1 1+pTF1_ 2 Tp0 + TE TT
S,(t)] I+pT1 l+pTE- i+p CKFO + ' CKF0  C1KFO

Kt 1K% 1 1p-- 0
1+pT, l+pT 1

pT :p-- 00 (9)

wherr C1 is a proportional factor for yaw angle error of auto-pilot.

In each cases there is phase lag of response on TS. These phase
lag do not lead the ship motion correctly to intended one especially
at high frequency range. In selection of these two target systems, the
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yaw rate target system is preferable due to be less phase lag at high
frequency range. But in this paper the yaw angle target system is
adopted because of absence of yaw rate pick-up device.

YAW MODIFIED SYSTEM. Before-mentioned both systems have weak
points; for OPEN SYSTEM, it is disturbance by wind and wave, for
CLOSED SYSTEM, phase lag at high ferquency range. Overcoming these
defects and making the best use of advantage of two systems, YAW MODI-
FIED SYSTEM which combines YAW CLOSED SYSTEM with YAW OPEN SYSTEM is
introduced;OPEN SYSTEM orders rudder deflection producing a mock ship
yaw motion and on the other hand CLOSED SYSTEM corrects the error of
yaw motion due to OPEN SYSTEM. When ship motion is nearly equal to
intended mock ship motion, CLOSED SYSTEM part is almost useless and
orders small rudder deflection to correct the course in this YAW MODI-
FIED SYSTEM. Transfer function of this system

1

I I ~ t4 K C1+p 1~ (l+PT,)

Y [6 .(t)] l+pTr l+pTE _Cf + p 1  (l+pTv0
I+pTP Kro

K1  1 0
I+pT, l+pT 1

Tr KFp (10)
KF TF1o

Comparing Eq. (10) with Eq. (9), it is clear that MODIFIED SYSTEM is

superior to CLOSED SYSTEM at high frequency range.

EXPERIMENTS OF CHANGING YAW MOTION

In order to find the limit of performance of the device and
transduce system, maneuvering experiments following sequent right/left
turning motion with small rudd-r deflection, must be carried out. Be-
cause ship handling operation by this device aims mainly to the train-
ing of alter course/course keeping, and turning motion with large rud-
der deflection is performed easily even under the disturbance by wind
and Aave. Then frequency response maneuvering tests or zig-zag maneu-
vering tests are considered. In this paper well known zig-zag maneu-
vering tests are chosen and especially 50 Z test are conducted for the
li:it-study.

The intended mock ships are common cargo ships of 1,000-10,OOOGT
:ship length Lpp are 60-150m, steering quality indices K',T' are both
1 -2 (Table I) and Fig.5 shows a block diagram of conducted experimen-
ts. Most of testing conditions are sea state 4 which are not ideal
test condition for experiments. Ship speed in experiments set about
9 knots of stand by engine speed, 250rpm and CPP blades angle 20 deg.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF CHANGING SHIP YAW MOTION

Valuation of yaw motion changed by transducer must be made how
approximately the device can imitate the intended mock ship motion and
how much figures input data take to realize intended motion. In this
paper the valuation of yaw motion is based on K-T anslysis which is
proposed by Nomoto and is widely accepted.
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CPP CP. IYAW YAW

MODIF. OPEN I IOPEN iCLOSED MODIF.

SY~S. SYS. I Y .SY .S S

TRANIG S I WIND
YAWING MO.TION (K,T) WA&

T;W,= K6'WV
AHEAD.MOTIDN (K4,,TI) DISTUR-

T4 V+ V =K+1 RANGE

FEED BACK FEED BACK

Fiqure 5. Block Diagram of Tansduce Tests
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Original steering quality indices of TS affect the mock ship
motion through the assumed indices in OPEN SYSTEM and through response
lag to target motion in CLOSED/MODIFIED SYSTEM. The analysed K,T
results of Z tests on TS in Fig.6 show that TS is a stable, quick turn
and quick response ship. But her characteristics vary largely accord-
ing to intensity of motion and have non-linearity which is an import-
ant characteristic affecting on mock ship motion with large motion
changing especially for OPEN SYSTEM.

Table 2. Steering Quality Indices of Model Ships

,15. -______ ; . 01 1.0 - 0+

P-; i u ~ l.'h I., . { '.

B-[ l ,! ,.,]' . __.____ .,__ .,

15 0: 4 , &t. ,. 1.,0

T +:6.~ 1  0

10 -0.3 T 0.5

K 0+
+ V0+

5 - 0.2

:af~5 C, .... 0''!

0 - 0. -0.5

0 I I + -1 .0

5-1 10 Z 15°Z

Figure 6. Z Test and Spiral Test Results of TS FUKAE-MARU (V=9 knots)
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Experimental Results on OPEN SYSTEM. An example of time histories
on this transduce system is shown in Fig.7. In this example the length
of mock ship is 100m, steering quality indices intended are K1 =0.063(
i/sec) and T,=44.7(sec), steering quality indices realized are K=0.21(
i/sec) and T=98.0(sec) under the conditions, that is, ship speed of
9 knots and estimated steering quality indices of TS K'F=0.102(sec)
and TF =4.85(sec). Z test results of this system are shown in Fig.8
where ordinates are realized K,T and abscisas are intended K,,T, . Fig.
8 shows clearly the effect of estimated steering quality indices Kr,TF=
of TS on realized K,T. Good estimation leads to good agreement between
realized K,T and intended K1 ,Tj. From the test results it is said that
50 Z tests can be carried out on mock ship of 50-i00m Lpp and not on
150m Lpp.

Ex.No.2-15
OPEN SYS. 1
MODEL: B-i K,=.102 ,TF=4 .b s

15" Lpp: 100 m Kro.063 ,TT=44. 77N
Z TEST: 5 K =.210 ,T =92. 0

OBSERVED

-i k

500 se

Figure 7. Time Histories of YAW OPEN SYSTEM (Lpp=100m, 50 Z Test)

Experimental Results on CLOSED SYSTEM. An example of time histo-
ries on this transduce system is shown in Fig.9. The example shows
that the resultant yawing motion y/ follows target V. which is calcu-
lated by using steering quality indices of intended ship KI,Tt and
steering wheel movements. Although target movement k, is smooth,real-
ized movement V1 is waved by disturbance. 50 Z test results are shown
in Fig.10. In this system realized K are nearly equal to intended K,
and realyzed T are larger than intended Tr by about 25 sec. This shows
the large effect of phase lag in the ship control system at high fre-
quency motion.

Experimental Results on MODIFIED SYSTEM. An example of time his-
tories of this system is shown in Fig.ll. In the system, proportional
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I /sec

0. 4 200

5"Z KI T 10Z Turn
0 f.," 1.70 + I

0.3 150

K' =.846
T' r. 586 150rn

C.U - K =1.66 100 I
T' =1 .70//I I

I OOM

150/ 1/sec 50ai

0 0 i i sec

0.1 0.2 50 100

KI TZ

Figure 8. Effects of K' ,T, on Z Test Results of YAW OPEN SYSTEM

Ex.No.4-3

CLOSED SYS.
MODEL: B-i INTENDED
Lpp :100m

10' Z TEST: 5" OBSERVED

5O.

,4 V
I--

01
10020

-5

/,d K,=.063 1 /ST- =4 4 " s

K =.086 1/S:T =68.0
s

-10

Figure 9. Time Histories of YAW CLOSED SYSTEM (Lpp=100m, 50 Z Test)
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K
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0, 0
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Figure 10. Effects of T', Variation on 50 Z Test Results of
YAW CLOSED SYSTEM
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Ex. No. 5-5
MOD IF.SYS.
MODEL: B-1
Lpp :loom OBSERVED )

0,-Z TEST: 5"

NZ

KL=.O6311 Tz=44. 7s
K =.087 '~T =77 .0s

-1 0

Figure 11. Time Histories of YAW MODIFIED SYSTEM (Lpp=lO0m,50Z Test)

1/sec
0.2 sec

150 0 O :CLOSED SYS.

A 9 a :MODIF.SYS.

K T

0 50 150mi

/ 

50m

I I I'1/sec 1 sec0.05 0.10 0.15 50 100
Kz T

Figure 12. Comparison of 50 Z Test results between CLOSED SYSTEM
and MODIFIED SYSTEM (K',.=1. 41, Tr =2. 0)
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iu o C 1 is not necessary t~o be la rkje r t hanr in C LOSUED SYSTEM, t wer(-
to ,t hit- tactor is adopted to be 1. .0 rat Iher than 2 .0 in CLOSED I SYSTE M.

III t Ilk experiments the effectiveness of MODIFILD SYSTEM are net shownl
Seccause of test condi t ions of sea state 4 . The resul ts of MOD IF I IJD

:Y1Mare compared with the results of CLOSED SYSTEM in Fiq. I?.

IAITIT k)1' C HANG INC YAW MOT ION

There are l imi ts of chaninq; yaw motion on each t ransdue( systefli
b-cauIse 5" Z test can not be carried out on 150m Lpp mock ship by OPFN
. Y, TLM an i i:jcause the motion of the small mock ship can not be rea i -

z'au b,,, CLOSED SYSTEM concern inq [hase Iaq of "',;.

Limit of OPEN SYSTEM. In this system rudder def lect ion in trans-
!VIce mode-are .us-ually small, so that the effect of disturbance from
.,;i i and wave may induce la rqor motion than the i-udder deli elt ionl ir
the transduce mode. Sometimes it is difficult to carry out 50 Z test.
Fam the test resulIts the enable limit of 50 Z test is shown in Eliq. 1
*This limit mav he deduced by reform of minijmum level of effective

rudder def lectionor and rate of rudder deflIect ion.

'A'[ 11B6lEP ANCSLl:

T-irn..evtol of
Fffe' tive

40' /5)

10C 10.200

-"- /O - 5 / e

5 CO~~O3OO sec

I ) 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
T,

Figure 13. Transduce Criteria on YAW OPEN SYSTEM (50 Z Test)
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'it t ut CLOS~I'y YST 1 M. Almost_ all mock o S excupt qu ickt-r i-
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Viqurc 14. Transduce, Criteria on YAW CLOSED SYSTEM (50 Z Test)

L-imit- ofMODIFIED SYSTEM. There is not notable difference in
te!st results between MODIFIED SYSTEM and CLOSED SYSTEM. Therefore
limit of chanqjinq yaw motion may be the same. But in course keeping
motion this system is better than CLOSED SYSTEM because of phase
comp~ensat ion.

INAlILEMATICAL MODEL 01' AHEAD MOTION FOR TRANSDUCE

ControllIintj ship speed with propeller in ship handl ingj, ma inv
operations are acceleration anid deceleration in ahead motion. Es-
pecially it is important for ship operator to decelerate ahead motion
a1*voiding collision to other ship or whalf. Only accelerated and de-
celeriated ahead motion is considered in this paper. Mathematical model
for these ahead motion controlled by propeller are published in recent
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Figure 4.2 shows the setpoint and the estimated low frequency position during
a setpoint change of approximately 50 meters sideways. The curve shows a constant
translation speed with a smooth acceleration and retardation.

1 20-

r' L-.

-0 40--

-I 2 A .. . . . . .. . . . .. ... . .

Figure 4.3

In figure 4.3 the estimation error or innovation process for the Y-direction
is plotted. It will normally indicate the measurement noise. During the maneu-
ver, however, there can in addition be seen a growth to a significiant negative
value. The reason is most likely to be a little difference between the model com-
puted thrust and the obtained thrust while moving.

The heading stabilization during this maneuver is shown in figure 4.4. The
maximum deviation is about 0.8 degrees. The one curve shows the heading estimate
and the other the measurement. Notice the resolution of the gyro compass reading.

4.2 M/V Capalonga

Registrated: During diving operation at the Brent oil field in the North
Sea.

Vessel: Diving support and fire fighting, displacement 5700 tons

Pos.ref.syst: Taut wire

Conditions: wind: 25 kt

current: 1.0 kt

waves: ca 8 feet

depth: 120 m
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O)timal control feedback and thruster allocation. From the model of ves-
sel behaviour and- environiiental states one can now extract the information neces-
sary to compute a proper set of forces and moment. This is done by exactly com-
pensating the wind forces (feed forward) and exactly compensating the computed cur-
rent forces. Thereafter the estimated values of vessels position, heading and spe-
eds are used to stabilize movements and keep the position as close as possible to
the wanted value (setpoint).

The selection of feedback variables is done with proper consideration of the
desired bandwidth of the control system, and at the same time one must assure that
the system is at least critically damped.

The computed force-a-nd momentdemand from the control feedback routine has to
be converted into setpoints for propellor rpm, pitch and azimuthangle. Since there
always is an upper limit for rpm, pitchangle and possibly also aziouth, and there
often is an upper limit for the total power consumption onboard, such a module will
be complicated. Depending on the thruster configuration one can have so many con-
trol signals available that these are not uniquely determined from the force- and
momentdemand. To solve the problem the thruster control is regarded as an optima-
lization task where the most powersaving combination of setpoints is computed.

During this operation the interaction between current and thrusters, and to
some extent also the interaction between thrust and hull is taken care of and com-
pensated for. This is to assure similar behaviour irrespective of current speed
and direction relative to vessel.

It should now be clear that such an estimator-based control system needs a
verification of the parameters used in the different models. During sea trials the
parameters will be tuned until the whole system reacts p-operly.

4. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

In the following the system performance is presented by a number of figures.
These figures are based on data registrations on board several vessels, some of
them showing the vessel in normal operation using dynamic positioning. Others are
recorded during the DP sea trial and tuning period.

4.1 M/V GC 308

Registrated: During seatrials, off Holland

Vessel: Split type barge, displacement 2200 tons

Pos.ref.syst: Artemis short range (microwave).

Conditions: wind: ca 10 kt

current: ca 0.5 kt

waves: zero

Figure 4.1 shows a xy-plot of the position estimates over a period of approxi-
mately 25 minutes of positioning. The maximum deviation during this period is
about 60 cm. The figure shows pure control deviation due to no primary wave motion.
The two axes indicate the distances in x- and y-direction from the reference trans-
ponder.
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velocity in the three horizontal degrees of freedom (surge, sway and yaw), and the
input forces, the estimator predicts the state vector one time step ahead.

We also realize that the measurements of position and heading will only serve
as a correction for the model output by an update of the estimates through the ele-
ments in the Kalman filter gain matrix denoted K. This implies that the estimator
output is the base for computation of feedback forces. Thus we avoid the problems
related to the derivation of the measurement signals.

To avoid modulation of the thruster setpoints as a function of the first order
wave induced motions, these oscillatory components of the vessel motions are model-
led in a high frequency vessel model, in the diagram denoted as wave model. This
model is simply a set of harmonic oscillators with adaptive centerfrequencies due
to the fact that the vessel will oscillate with a frequency close to the wave
frequency.

The following differential equation describes the high frequency model of ves-
sel behaviour:

X H "XH+VIH

SV2H

where: X H - high frequency state vector (wave induced component)

W - angular frequency matrix of high frequency motion

w - angular frequency vector

VIH

V 2H _ white process noise with zero mean

- time derivation

The model is forced to follow the measurements, and the model output is added
to the low frequency estimate before comparing this with the measurements. By this
technique we obtain the correct figures of the innovation process - which is the
difference between measured and predicted position - for proper state corrections.

The integral feedback of the PID-controller is taken care of by an environ-
mental estimator or a current model. The output from this model is a force vector
representing all the stationary unknown forces acting on the vessel, plus effects
from unmodelled or uncorrectly modelled phenomenas. As can be seen from the block
diagram, the current is updated from the innovation process, which means that a
small part of the difference between vessel and model behaviour gives arise to a
change in the estimated current. The current estimate will mainly be the sum of the
real sea current and mean wave drift forces. Thus we have established an equiva-
lent current in magnitude and direction, and because the model is supplied with
information about the relationship between the resulting force and the angle of
attack, we can turn the vessel with a high speed without a transient drift-off in
position.

We also realize that a total blocking of the position measurements for a per-
iod, no longer will cause a breakdown of the control function. The control feed-
back forces are based on estimates and the only effect will be a slow drift-off
in position as the accuracy of the estimates decrease due to no corrections from
the measurements.
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3.2.1 Vessel estimator. From the earlier mentioned problems related to a con-
ventional PID-concept, we realize that a way of improving the DP-system performance
is through better knowledge of vessel dynamics. This information is implemented in
the system by a socalled vessel estimator, which is a rmathematical Mdel of the ves-
sel behaviour, based on Newton's laws. Inputs to this model are all the known for-
ces acting on the vessel - wind forces, current and wave forces and thruster for-
ces.

This low frequency vessel model is decribed by the following vector differen-
tial equation:

MXL -D (iL-Uc I L -Uc I w + V L

where: X L - low frequency state vector

Uc - current speed vector

M - total mass and moment of inertia matrix

D - drag coefficient matrix

F - wind force and moment vector

F - thrust force and moment vector

time derivation

V L - white process noise with zero mean

Based on the current system state vector, which consists of the position and
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The vessel response due to 1. order wove forces will introduce an oscillatory
component in the measurements. (This effect is not related to the actual rrfereW.(e
system). The component has to b, removed from the measurement, because it i,. impos-
sible to compensate for these forces. A socalled notch-filter has been used for
this purpose, but it seems to he difficult to supress the oscillations effectivw-
ly without removing necessary information from the measurement. The consequence is
that the setpoint signals to the thrusters will be modulated with a frequency close
to the dominating wave frequency, and the result will be more thruster wear and
higher power consumption.

The integral feedback from a PiD-controller shall compensate for stationary
unknown forces acting on the vessel. These will be current forces and mean wave
drift forces because they are normally not measured. This integral contribution
needs relatively long time to stabilize, and heading changes have to be done at a
very slow rate to prevent transient deviations in position.

In view of the above mentioned it is obvious that the system performance can
be improved, especially for the situations decribed. We also see a growing demand
for safety, flexibility and easy operation, which is taken into account whet. devel-
oping the system.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

3.1 System Components

The components of a dynamic positioning system will roughly spoken be the same
independent of the chosen contrul strategy. Figure 3.1 shows a system where the
most important components are duplicated.

The operator's console together with a printer are placed in the wheelhouse.
These give the operator total control of the system via buttons/lamps, a tactic
display and printed messages.

The computers are supplied with stabilized power from UPS's (Uninterruptible
Power Supply).

System inputs come from:

- wind sensor, wind speed and direction

- VRU, vertical reference unit

- gyro compass, heading reference

- different position reference systems:

Super short baseline hydroacoustic systems

Microwave surface reference systems

Radionavigation systems

Taut wire systems

Inertial navigation systems

System outputs are control signals to thrusters/propellors: pitch, rpm,

azimuth.

3.2 Control System Concept

Figure 3.2 shows a block scheme of the control system strategy including the
Kalman filter.
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MODERN CONTROL THEORY FOR DYNAMIC POSITIONING OF VESSELS

by Olav D. Ropstad
A/S KONGSBERG VAPENFABRIKK

KONGSBERG, NORWAY

ABSTRACT

The present range of ALBATROSS dynamic positioning systems from A/S KONGSBERG
VAPLNFABRIKK is based on the use of modern control theory and Kalman filtering, in
order to give smooth optimal control to offshore work vessels using a variety of
measurement systems.

The control system principles are presented in the paper together with the sys-
tem performance on board several vessels using different measurements systems.

The paper also deals with an extension to the system providing mooring assis-
ted DP. This combination system has a great potential for providing stable positio-
ning in deep water as well as under severe weather conditions. The anchor para-
meters are estimated on-line to avoid complex and costly measurement techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

The term dynamic positioning (DP) may be defined as: "The technique of main-
taining the position and heading of a floating vessel by means of active thrust con-
trolled by a computer".

During the last decade the field of operation for dynamic postioning systems
has developed rapidly. It has often come up to be the best solution and for some
applications the only one, especially in offshore oil field operations, where moor-
ing is unpractical or prohibited due to underwater pipes and installations. The
demand for accuracy, safety and flexibility is great when tasks as diving support,
fire fighting and drilling are to be carried out. The experiences up to now show
some basic problems related to earlier DP-systems. Based on these facts a new
generation of DP-systems was developed, using optimal control theory and Kalman
filtering.

2. WHY THE NEED FOR A NEW GENERATION?

Earlier generations of DP-systems have been based on conventional PID-control-
lers (Proportional +Integral + Derivative feedback). This means that the control
fe edback is computed from both the instantaneous position deviation, the integral
.f this deviation over time, and the change of deviation (speed). This concept has
showed up some serious handicaps and the total availability has for some applicati-
ons been insufficient.

Due to the demand for accuracy, the most connonly used technique for measuring
the position is based on hydroacoustics. The great disadvantage with these posi-
tion reference systems are the sensitivity to acoustic noise and air bubbles in the
signal transmission line. Blocking of measurements in 20-40% of operation time
may occur. The blocking may be fatal because a PID-controller will not function dur-
ing the period without position reference. In addition the noisy signals create a
big problem. Derivation of the signals is necessary to get a figure of the speed,
which is used to compute a proper derivative feedback force for stabilization of
the vessel.
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K4 ,T4 from experimentally observed data, following equation (16) inte-
grated Eq.(13) by time is used.

-t r t
T+[ V I + SV dt = K4 3ldt + C (16)

where V and lw are considered the displacements from initial values of
V and lw, because of getting reasonable analyses data.

Examples comparing analysed ship motion with observed motion are
shown in Fig.16. Analyses results of K4F,T 4  of original TS are shown
in Fig.17 and the results of K4 ,T4 of the mock ships in Fig.18 where
T4 1 is for the intended, T4 and K4 are for the obsreved and K41 is
constant for all experiments. Symbols Ot, are OPEN SYSTEM results and
symbols 0A are MODIFIED SYSTEM results. MODIFIED SYSTEM shows the re-
sults of K4 =K41 , T4=T41 . On the other hand K4 ,T4 obtained from ob-
served motion by OPEN SYSTEM are not same with intended K41 ,T4 ,. But
ship speed control of ahead motion by the device with OPEN/MODIFIED
SYSTEM is usable.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper deals with the outline of the performance of the
device which changes 360GT training ship to larger ship in motion
apparently. Mathematical models of ship motion are first order linear
equations

T i! + = K and T4 V + V = K4 1

and transduce systems to control the ship are OPEN SYSTEM, CLOSED SYS-
TEM AND MODIFIED SYSTEM.

Following conclusions are derived from experiments
1)YAW OPEN SYSTEM can produce certainly mock ship motion with K,=0.05

-0.2 (1/sec), T =10-60 (sec) at ship speed 9 knots. Mock ship mo-
tion due to this system are affected strongly by disturbance of wind
and wave, so reproduction of the motion is uncertain in rough en-
vironment.

2)YAW CLOSED SYSTEM can produce mock ship motion with 1/K 5 sec, T
10 sec. But there are some problems of response characteristics in
course keeping steering.

3)The effect of YAW MODIFIED SYSTEM is the same as YAW CLOSED SYSTEM.
But it is expected for YAW MODIFIED SYSTEM to operate well in course
keeping steering.

4)Transition of heading angle are natural in YAW OPEN SYSTEM and waved
in other two system. Causes of the waving are disturbance due to
wind and wave and one degree of sensibility for heading angle in
device.

5)CPP MODIFIED SYSTEM is better than CPP OPEN SYSTEM in reproduction.
6)CPP MODIFIED SYSTEM is useful in dealing with speed drop due to
steering and turning.

REFERENCES

(1) K. Karasuno and S. Matsuki,"Design of Device for Changing Ship's
Maneuverability on Trainging Ship FUKAE-MARU", Review of Kobe
University of Mercantile Marine, Part 2, No.20, Jan. 1973
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ANALYSTS OF SHIP AHEAD MOTION AND TEST ,---'TS

A general method to analyse ahead motion is not formularized yet
(7). It is necessary to discuss what are the preferable elements de-
scribing ship ahead motion. In this paper from the point of view of

control engineering it is assumed that response characteristics of
ship speed V to CPP control lever blade angle lw may be described by
a gain constant K* and a time constant T. in Eq. (13). In analysis of
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y (1) = L[ lc(t)I I + p T4* (15)
c L [ l(t)] 1 + p T4 1

where input to computer is CPP control lever blade angle lw, Output
from computer is ordered blade angle 1c, T4F is estimated time
constant of ahead motion of TS and Tvris time constant of ahead motion
of intended mock ship.

CPP MODIFIED SYSTEM. OPEN SYSTEM can not realize speed drop due
to steering and turning. It can be realized by CLOSED SYSTEM or MODI-
FIED SYSTEM like yaw motion. CLOSED SYSTEM in ahead motion needs the
difficult selection of proportional factor and bang-bang control, so
MODIFIED SYSTEM with retouch of OPEN SYSTEM may be better than COSED
SYSTEM only.

EXPERIMENTS OF CHANGING AHEAD MOTION

In ahead motion test, operation of CPP control lever is varied
discontinuously as stop engine(CPP control lever blade angle: 00),
slow ahead(100 ) and full ahead(20*) successively without rudder de-
flection. Intended mock ships are general cargo ships or tankers and
their time constants of ahead motion are 100sec, 200sec and 300sec.
In OPEN SYSTEM estimated time constant T4F is 25sec at CPP blade angle
200 (see Fig.17). In MODIFIED SYSTEM proportional factor C, assumes
51sec/m. Example of time histories on OPEN/MODIFIED SYSTEM are shown
in Fig.15.

kt
10 T4,=100 sec

CPP.:20-0'

V OBSERVED V ON CPP.OPEN SYSTEM

i. C OBSERVED V ON CPP.MODIFIED SYSTEM

20 3-19

%0 INENE V N _PMODIFIED SYSTEM

300100-200.300.-400 sec
I OSRVED CPP.ON OPEN SYSTEM(Ex. No.7-4-1)

100 TIME 200 300ec

Figure 15. Comparison of Time Histories between CPP OPEN/MODIFIED SYS.
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papers and some of them describe ship ahead motion well (6) But as
they are too complicated to analyse the phenomena of ahead motion, the
simplest mathematical model is adopted in this paper to comprehend
ahead motion easily.

In general, considering speed drop due to steering and turning of
ship, accelerated and decelerated ahead motion under ahead propelled
condition may be described reasonablly with following equation (11)
even in large change of propeller revolution(6 ).

V + avv V + aVn V n > 0 ]i)

Rewriting Eq. (11) under the conception of quasi-linear theory, Eq.(12)
is obtained if steering and turning are negligible(6 ).

T+( V0 ,no) V + V = K+( V.,n 0 ) n ; n > 0 (12)

where n is propeller revolution per sec, V is ship speed. It shows
that T+ is time constant of ahead motion and K, is gain constant of
ahead motion. This equation of motion is accepted in this paper.

The training ship equips with CPP, so that ahead motion is con-
trolled by blade angle 1 of CPP instead of propeller revolution n in
Eq. (12). Because of proportional relationship between n and 1, so Eq.
(12) is rewritten as following Eq. (13)

T+( Vo,1o) V + V = K4( Vo,11) I ; I > 0 (13)

Eq. (13) is a first order linear equation and same type as yaw motion.
This equation is used in OPEN SYSTEM and CLOSED SYSTEM on ahead trans-
duce motion. Considering speed drop due to steering and turning, a
following equation must be used only in CLOSED SYSTEM

T+ ( V0 ,lo) V + V + c, '+ c, V = K.( Vo, 1,) 1 1 > 0 (14)

TRANSDUCE SYSTEM OF AHEAD MOTION

Although ship speed is controlled not only by propeller charac-
teristics but governed partly by main engine dynamic characteristics,
a mock element of main engine characteristics is not considered in
this paper. A basic transduce system of OPEN SYSTEM is same as yaw
motion. OPEN SYSTEM on ahead motion requires adequately large CPP
blades angle for mock ahead motion unlike yaw motion, so the mock mo-
tion is not strongly affected by disturbance from wind and wave. On
the other hand the MODIFIED SYSTEM is useful to feed-back control of
steering and turning.

CPP OPEN SYSTEM. Transfer function in computer is following Eq.
(15), because of identifying mock ship's speed at steady state with
TS's speed.
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Figure 4.5 shows a sideways setpoint change of approx. 13 m. The curves rep-
res ent the setpoint, the estimate and the measured position. Notice the oscilla-
tory measurement. This is a typical noise picture for taut wire measurements. The
!ioise has the same frequency as the dominating wave frequency and is caused by t'e
a.lave forces acting on the wire. Note that the measurements from the taut wire sys-
tem are an(qIt, measurements of the wire deviations from the vertical axis. The
.))ter depth is used to calculate the horizontal deviation in meters.

4. f M/V Seaway Lagle

Registrations: During operation at the [kofisk-[mden gas pipeline in the North
Sea.

Vessel: Diving support, 2000 tons

Pos.ref.syst: Simrad hydroacoustic (super short baseline).

Conditions: wind: 40-50 kt

current: ca 1.5 kt

waves: 15-20 feet

depth: 70-80 mi

A0 06 : 0 92 0S

Figure 4.6

Figure 4.6 shows measured vessel heading (curve 3), low frequency estimate
(curve 2) and first order heading motion due to waves (period approx. 5-7 sec.).
Note that the high frequency estimate has a zero mean. Estimated heading varia-
tion is within approx. + 1.5 degree. Note also the effectiveness of the filter in
removing the first order yaw component.
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Registrations: Tests off Haugesund, Norway

Conditions: wind: 15 kt

current: 0.3 kt

waves: 2-3 feet

depth: 85 m

Figure 4.7

The vertical axis of figure 4.7 indicates x-position in meters for curve 1
and 2, which indicate position setpoint and estimate. Note that 5 changes of set-
point were made during this test, and not all were allowed to be completed before
a new setpoint was initiated. The test indicates the dynamics of change of posi-
tion setpoint. The velocity estimate is shown in curve 3. Notice the zero velo-
city at the leftmost part of the curve representing normal positioning, and the
constant speed of approx. 1 kt during the last setpoint change.

Figure 4.8 shows the estimation error (residual) for the hydroacoustic measu-
rement during the translation in the latter part of figure 4.7, ending at the limit
of the HPR range. This can be seen in figure 4.8 as increasing measurement noise
as the distance from the transponder is increased. Note the sequence marked, which
represents measurement blocking.

Figure 4.9 shows thruster pitch variation during 200 sec. of positioning.
The "steps" in plot, represent a deadband programmed into the softwire. Notice
that the deadband is operative up to seconds. Essentially no activity in the wave
frequency is observed.
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. DP ASSISTED MOORING

Deep water mooring of greater work vessels may represent a problem. Oscilla-
tions with amplitudes of 15-20 m may occur, and these oscillations are very slowly
attenuated because of the small damping forces in the system. A DP system working
together with anchors can prevent oscillations or at least attenuate them quickly.

The time-consuming task of moving on anchors will be more or less eliminated
by the flexibility of the DP system. Under severe weather conditions a combination
system with DP and one or more anchors provides a great potential for safety and
stable positioning.

The concept of a combinated DP- and mooring system is shown in figure 5.1.
The mooring submodule is designed as an extension to the normal DP system and may
be switched on and off as anchors are used or not.

I w ' '  
I V E S S E L I - -K

MEASUEMENT

~~STAT CORPECTOAT

Figure 5.1
The dynamics of a moored vessel may be modelled as an equivalent mass-springsystem with small attenuation. The main effect on the mass-spring equivalent ofintroducinq the combination with OP is that the damping in the system will be con-siderably increased. The equation for the anchor model will be:

Ms L =-K a ( X -- + F an

where: M -total mass and moment of inertia matrix
K - spring constant matrix

VELE
F~ ~ - iseiaiN vco
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Xa - equilibrium state vector

- time derivation

With respect to figure 5.1 we see that the current estimator is replaced by an
anchor model. To be able to calculate the correct anchor force acting on the vessel
we have to estimate the bias exitations and spring constants for the actual three
degrees of freedom. Since the estimator is unable to differentiate between the cur-
rent force and the bias exitation, the latter is chosen to constitute the environ-
mental estimator for the combinated system, estimating an equivalent anchor bias.
The spring constants are estimated on the base of the oscillation periods. Notice
that the wave filter is disabled due to the difficulties in deriving the first order
wave motion from the total motion.

The combination system is not yet implemented and tested in practice, but the
laboratory simulations that are carried out are promising. We believe that this
system will be very useful as offshore activity moves into areas of greater water
depth and rougher weather conditions.

CONCLUSION.

The experience with our system concept after the first year of operation is
satisfying. The system seems to work properly with respect to wave motion filtering,
measurement system handling and precise positioning.

We feel that the system so far constitutes a good base for exacting control
tasks in combination with a DP system. Challenging tasks we see coming in the near
future are water monitor stabilization, vertical motion compensation of heavy cra-
ne loads and active anchor winch control.
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THE DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF NAVIGATION
AND*

SHIP CONTROL ALGORITHMS FOR A MINESWEEPER

by J.R. Moon

and J.R.E. Thomas
Ferranti Computer Systems Ltd

ABSTRACT

In minesweeping operations it is necessary for the vessel to be able to follow
as closely as possible a pre-defined path. This paper describes algorithms, devised
and implemented for a shipboard computer system, to accurately estimate the position
and velocity of the vessel and to steer it along geographically-defined paths. The
navigation system inputs are provided from radio navigation aids or from radar
measurements of buoys at geographically known positions. The ship control algorithms
are designed to bring the vessel onto the optimum track and to maintain the track in
all reasonable conditions of wind and tide. This paper describes the analysis and
simulation of the system.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes work sponsored by the Ministry of Defence on the development
of ship navigation and control algorithms for the Brecon class of mine countermeasures
vessels, the first of which is due to go into serviue with the RN during 1979. These
vessels can perform either a minesweeping or a minehunting role, and in both roles
there is a requirement to be able to steer accurately along a geographically-defined
line or series of lines. The algorithms for achieving this objective are implemented
in a mini-computer (Ferranti FMI600B) which also performs many other functions
principally connected with the display and recording of operational information and
the operation of a minehunting sonar. The overall computer system is known as
MCMV CAAIS (Mine Counter Measures Vessel Computer Aided Action Information System).

The navigation and control system divides functionally into two distinct sub-
systems:

(a) Own Ship Tracking - defined as the task of finding the vessel's position with
respect to the optimum track (i.e. the desired line) and its velocity c mponents.

(b) Ship Control - the task of directing the ship onto the optimum track and
maintaining it there.

The hardware interfaces, illustrated in figure 1, consist of navigational inputs
from radio-navigation aids (Decca QMI4 and Hifix 6) and from the surveillance radar,
ship's log and compass data, and outputs to the autopilot, an operator's display
and a helmsman's meter. The autopilot control is rotated via a stepper motor driven
at 4Hz. The helmsman'smeter indicates the across-track error and can be used to
assist manual steering of the ship when not under automatic control.

OWN SHIP TRACKING SUBSYSTEM

There are three possible inputs of navigation data to the system and these are
described below in order of accuracy.

E
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Figure 1. MCMV CAAIS overall System Diagram
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Decc Hi fix 6

This radio positioning system operates in the band 2-5Mttz and is based on
relative phase measurements from a master and two or more slave stations located

ashore. The phase-locked transmitters each radiate at a different multiple of a

tundamental frequency and, with the location of each transmitting station held within

the computer, geographical fixes are derived from the hyperbolic lines of position
([OPs) output from the on-board receiver. The maximum operational range is of the

order I00 to 200km and tne achievable accuracy can be within IOa depending on geo-
graphical and atmospherical conditions.

Radar Measurements of Buoys

In this mode a chain of up to 9 buoys are laid at geographically-known positions

adjacent to the area to be swept and range R and bearing e measurements from the
surveillance radar are used to give the ship's position relative to the buoys. The

short-scope buoys are held under tension to restrict their movement from the nominal

positions. The radar (Type 1006) has a rotation period of 2.5 seconds and, having
a short pulse length and high PRF, is capable of giving positional measurements to

within a few tens of metres. The plot extraction process is performed automatically
by the computer system.

Decca Navigator QMI4

The principles of the operation of this device are very similar to those des-
cribed for Hifix, however the long wavelength of the fundamental frequency (^- 15KHz)

limits the maximum accuracy to a few tens of metres, and this figure can be degraded

by an order of magnitude or more in the worst combinations of atmospheric and geo-
graphical conditions. For this reason it is only feasible to use QMI4 measurements

for ship control in the most favourable conditions although the own-ship tracking

subsystem will continue to provide positional and velocity estimates in all circum-

stances.

Own Ship Tracking

The own ship tracking is performed in cartesian coordinates, and the quantities
that we wish to estimate are contained in the state vector X - (x,x,y,y). A Kalman

filter is capable of providing a minimum variance estimate of this state vector, and
is in fact very well suited to this problem since the dynamics of the situation are

well defined - we know the ship is trying to travel in a straight line and, in
addition, reasonable estimates can be made of the variances associated with the basic
navigation measurements. This algorithm is recursive in that, following a position
measurement, an updated estimate of the state vector is produced from a linear com-

bination of that measurement and a prediction based on the state after the previous
measurement:

= % + Kk1 (yk+ - MKI k+I

where

l+l I= 'k X~k

is the state vector at the current measurement time predicted from the last estimate

Rk via the state transition matrix Ik" Yk+I is the quantity measured and Mk+ I

specifies its relationship with the ship state X{+I, thus Mk+ I XY+I can be regarded

as the predicted measurement. Kk+ I is the matrix of optimum position and velocity

I' weighting factors (gains) and is derived from the condition that it should minimise

the covariance matrix of the best estimate Xk+ . The dctails of the derivation are

given in (I) and are briefly summarised below.
Ar
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"Fhe covariance matrix of the predicted state I'' is calculated from the co-
A k+1variance matrix of the last best estimate Pk by

4 T+ T
k k k k kQk Gk

where Qk is the covariance matrix of the plant noise and Gk specifies its effect on

the state vector. The gain matrix is then given by

K klj = Pk11 %-I 1 [Mk- 'k+1 -T k kI

where Rk I is the covariance matrix of the measurements. The covariance matrix of

the current best estimate can be shown to be

Pk+l= (I- Kk+I Mk+i) I,

The above equations constitute one complete cycle of the filter described in
general terms; the specific forms of the matrices used in this application will now
be derived.

The assumed dynamics of the ship are that only a random acceleration (plant
noise) perturbs its motion from a straight line so that the true ship motion is
assumed to be given by

Xk+l = 'k Xk + Gk 'k

where =IAT 0 0] IAT 2 0
0 1 0 0AT 0AT

k 0 0 1A ' = 0 AT2

0 0 0 10 AT

2
and ak is a random acceleration of variance a which is assumed to be constant for

a
AT, the time elapsed since the last measurement. The measurements of xy position
obtained from the radar or the radio-navigation aids can be written as

Yk+l = Mk+ Xk+l + Nk+Il

where [0 0 1
Mk+l = 0( 1

and N k+ is the vector of measurement noise with covariance matrix

2 o2Ik+ =

2 2
xy °yJ

In the case of range and bearing measurements from the radar this can be expressed as

a2sin 2B + R 2 o2 cs2 B sn2)02 _ 1 2 SR - 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 .22oisin B)- R R BRcosin(2B) (OR B s B

L in( ) " 2  B2" Rs 2 2B + 2 2
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When LOPs are available from the radio-navigation equipment, an xy measurement is
obtained at 21 second intervals by performing a minimum variance fit to all the
available LOPs. This algorithm also provides an estimate of the elements in Rk+I.

One method of simplifying the above equations is the coimnonly-used device of
decoupling the coordinates. If the off-diagonal terms in the measurement covariance
matrix R+ are assumed zero then the equations reduce to two entirely independent
filters or estimating (x, ) and(y,y). The amount of computation is reduced by a
factor of three, but clearly the implications needed investigating. It can be shown
that no bias errors are introduced in the estimate of the state vector by this
approximation, but the uncertainty associated with the estimate will increase.
However tests have shown (e.g. figure 2) that the degradation in performance is, in
practice, fairly minimal and that, for a minesweeping scenario, the only effect of
note is an increase in the variance of the velocity estimate following a turn. This
change though is not significant compared with the effects caused by different methods
of handling own ship turns. The method we chose uses a higher value of plant noise
when the ship is not travelling along a straight leg of an optimum track. This
simple approach is possible since operator inputs inform the system when an optimum
track is being followed.

During straight legs the filter output will reduce the measurement standard
deviation by an asymptotic factor of 4. Figure 2 illustrates how the position
output variances will reduce with increasing number of measurements and also shows
how little the decoupling assumption degrades performance. The averages of ten
simulation runs (with different random noise seeds) are shown for a case where the
measured bearing of the buoy was around 45 degrees (i.e. maximum XY covariance) and
the range about 30 0 0m.

Typically an optimum track for minesweeping will consist of a number of linked
straight legs with angles between the legs not exceeding 300 and figure 3 shows that
the plant-noise switching technique described above will keep the velocity errors to
within I knot during such a turn.

Treatment of Compass Bias

When radar measurements of buoys are being used as navigational inputs the
largest potential source of inaccuracy is due to the compass (used to convert radar
bearings relative to ship's head to true bearing) which can have errors up to 21
degrees following a 180 turn. The principle components of this error are:

(a) errors due to drift - typical time constants greater than 2 days

(b) errors following sustained turns - time constants around 90 minutes.

These errors are sufficiently slowly varying to be regarded as biases as far as the
own ship tracking is concerned. There are other higher frequency errors present
but they are of little concern as they are substantially attenuated by the low-pass
filtering effect of the Kalman algorithm.

One approach to this problem would be to ignore the bearing measurements altogether
and just use the range inputs to provide the updates of own ship's position, however
this would only give acceptable solutions in certain geometries. A more satisfactory
approach is to try and estimate the bias error as part of the own ship tracking
filter and, since the bias error will affect measurements of own ship position based
on different buoys in different ways, then it is intuitively apparent that the
information for providing an estimate of the bias is available. The usual method of
correcting Kalman filter outputs for measurement biases is to augment the state vector
with elements to represent them, but this inevitably increases the complexity of the
filter processing. A modification of this technique has been suggested by Friedland
(2,3) who, by partitioning the augmented state vector and the associated covariance
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Figure 2. Variance reduction due to Kalman Filter
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The ship, initially travelling along the X axis, turned through
30 0 with a radius of turn = 300 yards at a speed of 6 knots.
The new plant noise was switched in for a time given by:

Do8 leg angle turned through (secs) in this case about 60 seconds.
Nominal rate of turn of ship s

0 Plant noise unchanged at turn =0.0009(Ft 2/Sec
4

X Plant noise = 0.1(Ft 2/Sec 4 ) at turn

1.0

ERROR 7UJ RANT NOISE VALUE
(Fri %d) sW9 cHED S ED

IN OUT

Xo 0 50 :
x 5 1 0 0 50

X 

0

STIME SINCE
e TURN (SECS)

X

-1.0 X x o

0

-20

Figure 3. Velocity_ Errors from Ship Tracking Filter During 300 Turn.
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:Atric.s, was ibv to sh'ew that , with some generally justifiable approximations,
t h' hias errors can be estimated recursively by a set of update equations running
in pta ille to the normal Kalman filter update equatious. This method gives a
ecus ide rible sav iig iin computing resources in comparison with the strai ght forward
,k11't1!Ciited mittrix approach.

(hit' used in conjunction with the decoupled ship tracking filter the set of
parIIlll equations assumes the simple form shown in figure 4; those illustrated are
tot tie X coordinate and exactly similar equations are used independently in the Y
L,0ordin,:ite,. The effectiveness of this bias filter in a variety of geometrical
si uatins is i Ilustrated in figure 5.

S 10' C'lRKUl. BSY,';TE

The requirement for the ship control subsystem was that it should be capable of
bringing the ship onto ain optimum track and of guiding the ship along that track to
withili a g:iven accuracy. The control was to be applied via an existing interface
between the computer and the set-heading input of the autopilot. This interface

w0 t O
allowed the computer to change the autopilot heading in I steps through a stepper
motor.

The information available from the own ship tracking filter comprises an estimate
of the ship state vector and a tidal stream estimate derived indirectly from the state
vector and the log and compass inputs. The ship state vector is rotated to give
the off-track distance (p) and its first derivative (p).

Course Correction Algorithm

The simplest course correction algorithm capable of driving p to zero in the
steady state is a proportional plus integral controller with the off track distance
p as its input i.e.

1 = k I p + k2  p (it,

where H is the correction to the autopilot set heading and k1 , k 2 are constants. In

the steady state, the integral term provides a constant heading correction that is
needed to offset the effect of tidal stream.

This algorithm is most suited to the regulator function of keeping the ship on
the optimum track. When used in automatic track changing, the integral term can
produce a substantial overshoot if the initial ship's position gives a large value
of p, and when a significant tidal stream is present a prolonged period of overshoot
may be necessary to build up the required heading offset.

An alternative course correction algorithm can be derived from the ship tracking
filter outputs. Consider the vector diagram of figure 6. If the ship is off-track
p metres with a heading vector u (magnitude given by the log) and a true course C,
then t is the heading required to make the new course of the ship align with the
optimum track angle plus the off-track proportional angle. If it is assumed that
the ship maintains a constant speed through the water then

k p + sin s Sil

where the terminology is defined in figure 6.
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Current Forces

The force on the ship due to the velocity U relative to the water has the
components XH and YH in x- and y-direction respectively, while the moment is NH.

XH' YH and N H are given by:

Xj , ULT CXH (-)
YH ,U LT CyH (Y ) (1)

N ,U L T CNH ( )
The values of the coefficients CXH, CYH and CNH as functions of i have been de-

termined experimentally for a hull form of a similar vessel. The values are shown
in figure 2.

Wind Forces

The force on the ship due to the wind speed Vw , has the components XW and YW

in x- and y direction respectively, while the moment is NW *
XW' YW, and NW are given by:

XW = -a Vw" Aw CXW( w - )

Y W = a Vw' Aw Cyw(Yw - ) (2)
NW = a Vw Aw LCNW(Pw - ' )

The estimated values of the coefficients CXW, Cyw and CNW as functions of ( w- )

are given in figure 3.

Total External Forces and Required Restoring Forces

For a current speed Vc = 3 kts and a wind speed Vw = 30 kts the total exter-

ndl forces Xext and Yext and the moment Next acting on the vessel were calculated.

Xext XH + XW
Yext = YH + YW (3)
N x = NH  + N W'ext NH W
The next step was to calculate the forces in longitudinaldirection and in lateral
direction at 18.34 m forward of the centre of gravity and at 21.0 maft of the cen-
tre ,t gravity, to make equilibrium with the external forces. Those points corre-
,por~ed with the planned locations of the thrust units.
'he angle between wind and current direction (4w 4c) was varied between 0 and
H O with steps of 10 and the relative current direction ( 'c -  between 0 and
360 also with steps of 10'.

Results of the calculations of the total external forces are shown in figure
4, but only for the lateral Y ext An example of the required restoring forces in

longitudinal and lateral direction is shown in figure 5. The most favourable hea-
ding for which the total lateral force is minimal coincides with the heading for
which the forward lateral force is zero.
The most favourable headings and the required restoring force in longitudinal and
lateral direction have been plotted as a function of the angle between wind and
(urrent (,w - c) in figure 6. The required restoring forces in longitudinal and
lateral direction forward and aft for 200 deviation from the most favourable hea-
ding as a function of (,w - c) ' are shown in figure 7.

The next step was to determine the available thrust.
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A firm design requirement was the capability to remain at a fixed position
under external disturbances from wind, current and waves. This "hovering"-capa-
bility is necessary to be able to investigate mine-like objects with the mine-
hunting sonar and in case of a mine to neutralize the mine. As the first part of
the study, the required thrust fore and aft was determined to be able to hover
the design external disturbances.

Another requirement was the reduction of the ship's complement as much as
possible. This lead to the study of an integrated control system, both an inte-
grated manual and an automatic control system.
For the necessary simulation studies, model test were carried out at the Bassin
d' Essais des Car~nes in Paris, whilst computer simulation studies were carried
out by TNO-Institute for Mechanical Constructions (TNO-IWECO) in Delft.

3. THRUSTER SIZING

In the preliminary design phase, the wind and current forces were estimated,
the wind speed being 30 knots and the current speed 3 knots, while the relative
wind and current directions were varied.
The heading of the ship, called the "favourable heading", for which minimal late-
ral thrust fore and aft is required to maintain position was calculated for dif-
ferent combinations of wind and current direction.
To maintain position and heading between e.g. 450 at both sides of this course,
the required thrust was found 90 kN fore and 65 kN aft.
The calculation procedure is explained in the following paragraphs.

Definitions

The current and wind speed and direction are defined relative to a fixed
orthogonal axes system 0 X )yozo as shown in figure 1.
The ship has a heading and a velocity U relative to the water. The axis system
CGxyz has its origin in the ship's centre of gravity CG.

wind waves current

vx

CG y
N

aX
FAY

Figure 1: Axes systems and definitions
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AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL CONTROL OF THE "TRIPARTITE" MINEHUNTER IN THE HOVER AND TRACK-
KEEPING MODES - A PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDY

by A.W. Brink
TNO-Institute for Mechanical Constructions, Delft, The Netherlands

and A.M. Stuurrman
Royal Netherlands Navy, The Hague, The Netherlands

1. ABSTRACT

In a joint venture the French, Belgium, and Netherlands Navies have designed
a mine-hunter and the proto-type is now under construction at a French Naval Dock-
yard.
Precision-manoeuvring was a firm design requirement. To achieve at the design
goals, a thruster sizing study was carried out to establish the required thruster
sizes.
Automatic and manual control in the hover-mode (hovering means position keeping)
were studied to compare the positioning accuracies in both cases and to establish
the need for an automatic position keeping system. Subjects of all three navies
performed a one week simulation exercise to define the precision in the hovering
mode under manual control. These subjects were experienced mine-hunter officers.
Their scores were significantly inferior to the score under automatic control,
which led to the incorporation of an automatic control system in the design.
A further advantage is that automatic control saves man power, in the sense that
people can do additional jobs, while the automatic controller steers the ship.

Results of static and dynamic simulations are presented together with the
comparison between automatic and manual control.
Finally the automatic track-keeping control system will be described and some si-
mulation results of track-keeping under various external influences (wind, sea and
current conditions) will be given.

2. INTRODUCTION

In a joint venture, the French, Belgium and Netherlands Navies have designed
a mine-hunter with France as pilot nation.
For some particulars of the design: see table 1.

Table 1: General data of "Tripartite" mine hunter.

Ship

Length overall 51.0 m
Length between perpendiculars 46.5 m
Beam 8.9 m
Draught (forward) 2.3 m
Draught (aft) 2.6 m
Wind area - lateral 285.5 m
Displacement 490 tons
Centre of gravity - fwd. of aft perpendicular 21.93 m

- above baseline 3.65 m

Thrust units

- Active rudders (2): combinations of rudder and ducted
Distance to centre of gravity propeller - 21.0 m

- Bow thruster: Y-configuration. Direction of flow control-
Distance to centre of gravitv led by va ye 18.34 m

a4
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The Bode plots of these transfer functions are shown in figures II and 12 for
a ship speed of 5 knots. These indicate that the coupling between heading distur-
bances and track deviation is weak, with a peak value in the 0.01 - 0.1 rad/sec band,
but the heading deviations caused by track disturbances is more significant with
the maximum amplitude also occurring in the 0.01 - 0.1 rad/sec band; this will imply
increased rudder activity in rough seas.

Further analytical and simulation work is in progress to examine the performance
of the system in specific sea states and wind conditions, and to quantify the rudder
activity in these conditions.
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Although this form of heading correction is capable of bringing the ship onto
track in a tide with little or no overshoot, it does rely on an accurate estimate
of the tide (or tide-equivalent effects) to achieve a zero steady state value of p,
and, since no position feedback is used in the tide estimating algorithm, an open
loop path exists. The final form of the course correction algorithm, which has
been implemented, is a combination of the above two methods. If the proportional
term is set to zero, then the angle a is the stead-state heading correction to
account for tidal stream. This can then be added to the first algorithm to give
the corrected heading demand as:

H = ., + k Ip + k 2  fp dt.

Analysis and Simulation

The analysis of the system and calculation of the algorithm parameters was
based on a simplified linear model with small angles assumed. This is summarized
in the signal flow graph of figure 7. The other design tool developed was a digital
simulation of the system that included mathematical models of the major components
of the overall control system that are outside the computer, namely the sensors,
the autopilot, the steering engine, the rudder and finally the ship itself. The
mathematical description of these components is indicated in figure 8.

Another important feature of the simulation is that it has been constructed
around the actual system software, rather than just the algorithms. This approach
ensures that the software is rigorously exercised under realistic conditions and
that effects due to quantisation errors in the implementation were not masked. Both
the simulation and the system software are written in CORAL 66 to run on FMI600B
machines.

Figures 9 and 10 are simulation results illustrating the performance of the
system at bringing the ship onto track in (a) zero tide and (b) 4 knot tide conditions
when own ship's speed was 8 knots. The slight oscillations coming onto track are
due to lags in the ship tracking filter, and the slight oscillation around p = 0
when the optimum track has been achieved is due to a dead band built into the k, p
term (for p less than 10 feet) in order to minimise rudder activity.

Once the initial design of the course correction algorithm had been established,
the simulation was used to confirm that the linear analysis was a reasonable approxi-
mation to the system. The analysis was then extended to assess the magnitude of
the coupling between the heading control loop and the track-keeping control loop,
and to investigate the effects of random disturbances on the overall system. The
coupling between ship heading disturbances and the resultant track deviations is
represented by the transfer function G ht which can be found by appling Mason's

theorems to the signal flow graph:

-G AG
G cch

ht I+A(G h- Cf2 Gv/U+GfGccI(G hU+G))

In a similar way the coupling between disturbances on the ships track and the
resultant heading disturbances is characterised by the transfer function

I (U-2AGv )
G th =I+A(Gh-Gf 2 Cv/U+Gf IGccI(GhU+G)
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C = coursen Track
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Figure 6. Course correction Algorithm Using Tide Estimate
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Still' TRA(KING FILTER BIAS FILTER

Read :!easurement & Variance Predict U Vectorx I X mu , + T
XmU' = u + w

WI W

Iiedict Covariance Matrix

X I=.\+ 1T1. X+F- AT /4 predict S

3x
X\" X +'t.Q A'IQ2S = ra u'

V '= v+AT
2

f, +

Compute Cain Flements Update U Vector

X,( +XI) - - u' + as

- w -V/X+' w' + HS/T5 = .XV'/(Xm+Xf)

Predict State Calculate Bias Gain

= x + vT k = 2 f)/xV m
Update State Estimates - Predict Expected Residual

r x Xm xv r' =sb

X =X' + (Lr

v = v' + rr/T Update Bias Estimate

_ __ b - b+k(r-r')

1 6x = b.u'
Update Covariance Matrix N

m 

!XV =;X Correct Position Estimatem
= V, m ' = x- E m

Notation

X,v are ship's position and velocity i.e. the state vector elements
X,V,XV are the associated variances and covariance, A is the plant noise
xm,X mT are the measurement, measurement variance and measurement interval

i,w are partial derivatives of the position and velocity with respect
to the bearing bias

s is the partial derivative of the measurement residual r w.r.t. bias.

igure 4. Parallel Filter Scheme for Compass Bias Estimation
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Figure 4: Total external force YEXT as function of the relative current angle.
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Figure 5: Restoring forces as function of the relative current angle.
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1,i lable Restoring Forces

Two alternative thrust unit configurations were investigated. The first one
uinj a combination of two active rudders in the aft section of the vessel and a

!.ow thruster, the second one being two propellers in combination with two con-
.kitional rudders.
.ti1e Rudder Force. The forces acting on an active rudder can be devided into

wo parts,- ing- the ducted propeller and the rudder. It is assumed that the units
.tre uutside the wake area of the ship.

/

~x di. Lcti on

yyx propel ler

5 I,

centre line

Y , centre 1 i ne

U is the ship's speed relative to the water.

Figure 8: Axes systems of the ducted propeller.

The forces in x- and y direction are, as can be seen in figure 8:
X = X cos,, - Y sin6

Ys X s sin , + Yis cosS

Thp forces S s, Y are functions of the propeller rpm, rudder angle 6 and velo-
(5

city U.

Uw Thruster Forces.

U

[ .x
I: = 180 ' - (, - )

YT ( + nt)

U is the ship's speed relative to the

Ly water.

Figure 9: Nomenclature of the bow thruster.
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The bow thruster force wjs assumed to:

YT " (sign nt ) 10415 nt Dt' - Ct U] - Cti U

Ct = 780 with Ct 8300 when (sign nt)lv > 0

Ct 10 with Ct - 0 when (sign nt)i; < 0

Prqpeller and Conventional Rudder Forces. Propeller and rudder are in the wake of
the- -a-n-dth-e-uder is - nthe s ream of the propeller. The forces of both
propellers acting on the ship in x direction are (forces of both propellers in y
direction cancel each other):
Xs z 2(1 - 0.2)S = 1.6 S

where S is the thrust per propeller.

Positioning Capabilities

With the known characteristics of the thrust units the positioning capabili-
ties were calculated. At first only the bow thruster capabilities were investi-
gated, secondly the aft thruster capabilities and finally the combination of bow
and aft thrusters.

Bow Thruster. For the most favourable headings the required thrust at the bow was
ze-rooTh-enominal required thrust for headings at 20 on both sides of the most
favourable heading is given in figure 10. In this figure also the available no-
minal thrust for two cases ( 0.8 tonf and 1.5 tonf) is shown.

In figure 11 the areas, where the lateral thrust at the bow of 0.8 and 1.5
tonf was sufficient to make position and heading keeping possible, are given in
terms of off-sets from the most favourable headings as a function of the angle
between wind and current direction. These areas thus apply only to the forward
thruster.

Active Rudders. In figure 12 the area's, where the thrust generated by the speci-
Ti-f-actT-e--rudders at the stern was sufficient to makc position and heading
keeping possible, are given in terms of off-sets from the most favourable hea-
dings as a function of the angle between wind and current direction. These areas
thus apply only to the active rudders.
Two areas can be distinguished: an area with propeller rpm ahead and an area with
rpm astern.

Oropellers and Conventional Rudders. The combination of propellers and conven-
t o ru-ers was found to be inferior to the alternative configuration of ac-
tive rudders and bow thruster.

Active Rudders and Bow Trusters. Position and heading keeping is limited by bow
thruster, as-weF as. or . tnf as for 1.5 tonf.

For a bow thruster with a minimal thrust of I tonf and specified active rud-
ders, the positioning and heading keeping areas were also calculated, see figure
13. In this graph also the rudder angle, relative rudder angle and the longitu-
dinal thrust force per active rudder have been plotted. Moreover, the thrust
force for which cavitation of the propeller is expected at the corresponding re-
lative rudder angle, is shown. Cavitation data were supplied by the Netherlands
Ship Model Basin, Wageningen.

4. SIMULATION MODEL

Introduction

Figure 14 shows a block-diagram of the simulation model.
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The following components are part of the process: the vessel and the thrust
units. The environment of wind, waves and current are the external disturbances.
The process is controlled by a digital control system.

Mathematical Model of the Vessel

The block diagram shows two vessel models, a low frequency model and a high
frequency model.
During the simulation, the low frequency model is used. The high frequency model
is used off-line to compute the effects due the waves. Only the results of these
calculations are used on-line: the wave induced motions are superimposed on the
low frequency motions, while the secondorder wave drift forces are introduced as
external disturbances in the low frequency vessel model.

The low frequency model is explained below in more detail:
Usually three coupled equations are taken into account, describing the motions in
horizontal plane: longitudinal and lateral translation and rotation about the
vertical axis. These equations are non-linear, however, the hydrodynamic coeffi-
cients are constant and not dependent on frequency. These coefficients were ob-
tained from model tests, executed by the French "Bassin des Car~nes".
Once all forces and moments, acting on the vessel, are known, the acceleration
of the vessel can be computed and subsequently the velocity, which is the velo-
city relative to water.
By co-ordinate transformation and introduction of the ocean current, the velocity
relative to earth is found. From that the position in earth fixed co-ordinates is
computed.
The vessel's heading is computed by direct integration (twice) of the yawing
acceleration.

To obtain the total position and heading information, the high frequency
wave induced motions have to be added.

Model of the Thrust Units

The model of the thrust units can be devided into two parts.
The first part describes the response of the thrust units to command input sig-
nals, which are generated by the control computer.

The second part models the thrust, generated by the thrust units, taking
into account interaction effects, and inflow velocity due to the vessel motions
relative to the water. The necessary data were also obtained from model tests
executed by the French "Bassin des Carnes".
It is considered very important to take these effects into account in the simu-
lation, because the performance of the thrust units may he significantly diffe-
rent from the open water performance, due to the presence of the hull and inter-
action between units.

Model of the Environment

Wind. At any given instant in time the wind speed can be regarded as being the
sum of the mean wind speed taken over a suitable period and a superimposed gust
component. The gust can be described as a random phenomenon of which the varia-
tions follow the Gaussian probability distribution. The same applies to the wind
direction.
To simulate these random variations in speed and direction, the corresponding
power spectra are modeled by means of shaping filters with inputs from white
noise generators. The power spectra data are obtained from literature.
Once the instantaneous windspeed and -direction are known, the windforces and
moment are calculated, making use of coefficients derived from literature. A
realistic wind simulation is of great importance in case of automatic control.
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Waves. The effects of the waves (wave induced motions and wave drift forces) are
computed off-line using special computer programmes.

The "high frequency" motions induced by the waves are oscillatory motions
with zero and with frequencies equal to the wave frequencies (roughly between .05
Hz and .35 Hz). At the same time the vessel drifts off its position as the result
of the second-order wave drift force.

To calculate the motions in 6 degrees of freedom, linear coupled equations
of motions are used of which the coefficients are frequency-dependent.
As a result, transfer functions in regular waves and motion spectra in irregular
waves are obtained.
Also the mean wave driftforces and moment in regular and irregular waves are
computed.
For simulation purpose, time series are needed of both the wave motions and the
wave driftforces and moment in irregular waves.
Programnes are available, which convert the motion transfer functions into time
series, for a given wave spectrum ard which generate time series of the drift
forces and moment, on the basis of the mean drift forces and moment in regular
waves.

On-line, the wave induced motions are superimposed on the calculated low
frequency position and heading, while the wave driftforces and moment are intro-
duced at external disturbances, in the same way as the wind.

Simulation of the wave driftforces and moment, as they vary with time, is
very important. This is because the natural frequency of the controlled vessel is
in the frequency range of the driftforces, which may lead to relatively large ex-
cursions from the averange position. This phenomenon must be observed during the
simulation in order to take the proper measures.

Current. The (ocean) current comes only into play - as far as the vessel is con-
cerned - when the velocity relative to water is converted into velocity rela-
tive to ground.
The accompanying forces are part of the total hydrodynamic forces, because the
vessel's velocity relative to the water includes the current velocity.

5. STATION KEEPING

General

The decision to incorporate an automatic controller for station keeping or
"hovering" was to be based on a comparison of the hovering accuracy under manual
and automatic control.
The task in both modes was:
Take and keep the entire ship between the two circles around the minelike object
with radii 100 m and 200 n, thus c. of g. of the ship between a radius of 120 m
and of 180 m, as indicated in figure 15, heading equal to the favourable heading.
Starting point was at a distance of 240 m from the object, ground speed 3 kts,
heading equal to the favourable heading.

The manual control simulation tests were performed by 9 officers of three
navies. The simulation program was executed by each officer three times; each
run had a duration of 20 minutes.

E
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Figure 15: Task description.

The performance of the system with automatic control and of the system with
human operator control were evaluated, using the following outputs after each run:

1. Time on target:
The time that the centre of gravity of the ship is in a sector originating
from the object with an apex of 30 degrees and the bisectre parallel to the
favourable heading and the distance from the c. of g. to the object R is 120 m
, R . 180 m, and the heading deviation from the favourable heading is less
than or equal to 15 degrees (see figure 16).

Figure 16: Time on target. The distance R to the object is determined for the

ship's centre of gravity.

2. The number of times that the sonar base (coinciding with the c. of g.) crosses
the circle with radius 120 m around the object (danger zone), and the minimum
distance to the object.
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3. Histograms, mean and mean square of:
distance to the object
heading deviation from the favourable heading
rudder angle
rpm of active rudders
total power consumption
net thrust of bow thruster.

4. The mean and mean square of:
the position of the manual control knobs - in case of manual control;
the control commands of rudder angle, rpm of active rudders,
rpm of bow thruster, valve opening of bow thruster - in case of automatic
control.

The Manual Control System

The manual control system considered here is a system where certain functions
are performed by the computer to lighten the task of the human operator. A block
diagram of the manual control system is presented in figure 17. The operator
uses the position- and heading information from the display to determine the
setting of the controls of the system. Every two seconds the ship's position and
heading is updated; in the position information the measurement error is present.
The controls are a yawing knob (the position represents a demanded turning mo-
ment) and a joystick (the position represents a demanded force ahead or astern
and to the left or to the right). From the position of the controls the computer
culculaces the required thrust of the bow thruster in direction and magnitude and
the required rudder angle and rpm of the active rudders.
In these calculations information of the sonar doppler is used to adjust the
rudder angle. After the demanded rudder angle and the thrust of the active rud-
ders have been calculated, the computer checks if this thrust is below the thrust
at cavitation inception in this situation; if not, the demanded thrust is taken
to be the thrust at cavitation inception. This is the systems noise reduction
feature, which feature was based on preliminary data obtained from the Nether-
TaTndsShip Model Basin in Wageningen.
Finally, the power demand is checked, based on the calculated demanded active
rudder thrust, bow thruster rpm and the present power consumption. This pow
limitation feature will reduce the demanded rpm of the active rudders - if the
total power consumption should exceed the available power -, in such a way that
the bow thruster will always have the demanded power available.

The Automatic Control System

General. The system, which is used during automatic hovering includes a measure-
ment system and a control system. A schematic diagram is presented in figure 18.
In the first part of the control system, the thrust and moment, which are required
to hold position, are calculated. The force and moment due to wind are taken into
account ("wind feed forward"-control).
In the second part the commands are calculated, which are sent to the actuators
(active rudders and bow thruster). That part is also used in the manual control
system.
Once a set point (position and heading) has been defined, the automatic control
system keeps the ship at that point. The operator may, however, choose to ad-
just the position and/or heading set point. Once he has validated the adjustment,
the actual set point is changed smoothly.

Digital Control System

1) First, the signals are passed through low-pass filters to filter out high
frequency components.

2) Then the position- and heading rate-limited command-signals are calculated
and the position error and heading error signals.
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The rate-limited command signals are calculated as follows:
In case the operator changes the set point and validates the set point adjust-
ment, the new set point is compared with the old one.
As long as the difference exceeds a threshold-value, the set point is updated
at a constant rate. In this way any set point change is processed very
smoothly.

3) Next, the demanded thrust and moment are calculated, taking into account the
position or heading error itself, the rate of change of the error and the
time-integral of the error. This type of control is commonly known as PID-
control. It should be noted that all individual contributions are limited, as
well as the total value.
For the rate of change of the position-error ( in longitudinal and lateral
direction) the ground speed signals, as measured by the Doppler-sonar, are used.
In case the integral value of the ship's lateral motion exceeds a threshold
value, the heading set point is changed by a few degrees to a maximum of 50 or
7,50 dependent on the weather conditions. The heading set point change makes
the ship move in lateral direction. This procedure should keep the lateral mo-
tion of the ship within reasonable limits.

4 ) The demanded thrust and moment are corrected for the wind force and moment:
Using the measured wind speed and - direction signals, the wind force and mo-

ment acting on the ship are calculated. By subtracting the wind force and mo-
ment from the demanded thrust, as defined under 3), the influence of the wind
is counteracted in advance. This procedure is called wind feed forward control.

5 ) Once the net demanded thrust and moment are known, the command signals are
calculated, which determine the setting of the active rudders (angle and rpm)
and of the bow thruster (valve opening and rpm). In these calculations infor-
mation of the doppler-sonar is used to adjust the angle of the active rudders.
This is done because the force developed by the active rudders is also a
function of the velocity of the vessel relative to the water.
Finally, the command signals are checked by the noise reduction and power limi-
tation features.

Comparison of Manual and Automatic Control by Means of Simulation

The following simulation program was carried out to compare the manual with
the automatic control system:

Table 2: Simulation program - Weather conditions.

TEST No. WIND WAVES CURRENT

SPEED/DIRECTION STATE/DIRECTION SPEED/DIRECTION

1. no wind no waves no current

2. Beaufort 5 Sea state 3/1500 no current

mean 20 kts/18U0

3. Beaufort 5 Sea state 3/2400 2 kts/1530

mean 20 kts/233°

4. Beaufort 5 Sea state 3/3300 2 kts/1670

mean 20 kts/3270

5. Beaufort 7 Sea state 5/2400 3 kts/1530

mean 30 kts/2330

6. Beaufort 7 Sea state 5/3300 3 kts/1670

mean 30 kts/327
0  I_%

NOTE: A direction of 1800 means: on the bow; 150 °means 300 off bowetc..
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Both windspeed and -direction signals included gusts. The sea state was defined
by means of a modified Pierson-Moskowitz wave spectrum:

sea state 3: significant wave height 1.5 m, mean wave period 4 s;
sea state b: significant wave height 3.0 m, mean wave period 7 s.

The comparison was made on the basis of statistical data, see the figures
19 - 23, and of recordings. Samples of recordings of tests 2 and 6 are given in
the figures 27 - 30.

Distance to the Object. The "ideal" distance to the object is 150 m. Figure 19
shows that the ACS holds the ship closer to the ideal position than the manually
controlled runs. This figure applies only to the mean value. Typical examples
for the various test situations are given in the figures 24 - 26. These histo-
grams illustrate that also the variation of the distance to the object is quite
different for almost all tests. it is worthwile, in this respect, to note the
number of crossings of the danger circle and the minimum distance to the object,
see figures 22 and 23. The ACS keeps the vessel away from the danger zone, while
under manual control the danger zone is entered.

Time on target: From figure 21 it can be seen that the ACS scores better. The ACS
score can never be 1200 sec., since the starting position is 240 m, outside the
required zone.

Heading relative to the favourable heading: From figure 20 it can be seen that
the ACS keeps the heading closer to the favourable heading. It should be noted,
that the operators in the manual mode can choose, during the run, a favourable
heading which is different from the initial one. ihe same applies to the ACS if
the operator selects the so-called "coupling feature", the ACS adjusts its fa-
vourable or reference heading dependent on the lateral motion of the ship. This
feature was selected during tests 2, 5 and 6.

From the individual recordings-examples are given in the figures 27 - 30 - it
is concluded that the position is more stable in the case of the ACS. The heading
is the most critical parameter to control, which task depends very much on the
environmental conditions. This applies to both systems.

It should be noted that manual control recordings show on channel 5, b and
7 the control stick positions (longitudinal and lateral) and control knob position,
respectively. The automatic control recordingspresent on the same channels the rps
and valve opening of the bow thruster and rps of active rudders, respectively.

In conclusion the following can be said:
- As far as position keeping is concerned, the automatic control systems shows
much better performance.
A very important point is that, during the tests, the ship under automatic con-
trol never crossed the danger circle, which is in contrast with the manually
controlled vessel, see figure 22. Consequently, the minimum distance to the ob-
ject was much smaller for the manually controlled vessel.

During the experiments the human operator had to pay full attention to the
handling of the vessel. It is clear that, if the operating officer of the vessel
under real conditions has any additional task, the performance will be much less.
The performance will also depend on the type of display.

Although the automatic control system must be monitored, the officer will
be able to carry out additional tasks, if necessary, during most of the time.

- Another important aspect is that the study of the manual control had the objec-
tive to compare the performance with the automatic control only. No general con-
clusions can be drawn on the performance of the manually controlled vessel, be- 4,
cause only a limited number of situations have been tested.
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The same applies, to a smaller extent, to the automatic controlled vessel.
- The automatic control system design, being preliminary, should be further im-
proved. The heading control channel shows periodic oscillations, which should
be avoided.

6. AUTUMAIIC TRACKKEEPING

introduction

As part of the design and development of the Tripartite minehunter also a
simulationstudy has been carried out of the vessel in the automatic trackkeeping
mode.
The objective was the development of the automatic trackkeeping control system,
while intercepting and following a predetermined track under varying weather con-
ditions and at different speeds.

The trackKeeping requirements were such that under normal conditions - wind-
velocity up to 20 kts, sea state 3, current velocity 2 kts - trackkeeping should
be better than ?0 meters (2o-value). Under more severe conditions - windvelocity
up to 30 kts, sea state 5, currentvelocity 3 kts - trackkeeping accuracy should
be better than 40 meters (2u-value). Vessel speed relative to the water between
2 kts and 7 kts with corresponding groundspeed between I kts and 5 kts. Maximum
drift or crabangle during trackkeeping should be about 150

The bow thruster should not be used. Only the two active rudders should be
used, with a maximum allowable rudder angle of + 35 degrees, instead of + 70o
during station keeping.

Automatic Trackkeeping Control System

Figure 31 shows how the signals, which are received from the measuring devi-
ces, are handled. These signals are position and heading and the speed relative
to water and ground from the Doppler Sonar. The windmeter signals are not proces-
sed in this mode of operation.

The control system has three channels, the "path-channel", the "heading chan-
nel" and the "speed channel". In the "path-channel", the desired track intercept
angle or crab angle Ic is calculated, while in the "heading channel" the rudder
angle command is cdlculated, as a function of the heading error e and of the

intercept or crab-angle . In the "speed-channel" the rpm of the active rudders
is controlled as a function of the speed error.

Path-channel. The actual position of the vessel, as measured by the radar, is fil-
tered by -ow pass-filters and compared with the reference track in order to de-
duce the cross track error.

In the case the desired or reference track is changed, the rate-of-change is
limited by the command-rate limit feature. In this way the new reference track is
approached smoothly.

Also the measured ground speed component perpendicular to the track is used
in tne path control channel.

The path controller is basically a PID-controller, although the derivative
control is based on the measurement of the gioundspeed itself, in stead of taking
the derivative of the cross-track error. In addition, all contributions can be
limited by choosing an appropriate limit-level.

The angle is subsequently introduced into the heading control channel.
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Headin-channel. The heading- or course-channel includes the components of a con-
ventional autopilot.
The filtered compass heading signal is compared with the heading set point to ob-
tain the heading error e . In the AUTOTRACK-mode, the set point heading is iden-
tical to the track cours6 set point.
The heading error is processed via a second-order Proportional-Derivative con-
troller, while the integral control gain is put equal to zero in the AUTOTRACK-
mode.
This is done because it should be possible to deviate from the desired heading to
allow for a crab-angle in case of crosswind or -current.
The output of the PD-controller is a rudder command angle. At that point, the com-
mand angle is corrected as a function of the path error. This correction is equal
to the intercept- or crab-angle T, multiplied by the proportional gain coeffi-
cient K

Thus we have:
Rudder command angle .(z) = - K [D(z) i E.(z) + l(z)]
in which
Kp = proportional gain coefficient

z = z-transform operator
D(z) = second order derivative transfer function

c (z) is the z-transform of Sc' E (z) of e , (z) of .

Based on preliminary simulation runs, it was decided to adjust the heading
proportional gain coefficient K automatically as a function of the rpm-setting
of the active rudders.
The reason for this was that the rudder efficiency largely depends on the rpm,
because of the fact that the direction of the thrust is coupled with the rudder
angle. So the moment due to rudder is -apart from the rudder angle itself- a func-
tion of the thrust and of the velocity relative to the water.

Speed-channel. The speed controller keeps the vessel on the average at the pre-
77ribedroundspeed,as measured by the Doppler Sonar. The rpm of the active rud-
du-s is adjusted as a function of the groundspeed error and of the integral of
the error.

The Simulation Programme

The programme was set up to establish the track intercepting and track fol-
lowing capabilities of the vessel under varying conditions:

Table 3: Trackkeeping simulation program.

Test series Weather conditions Objective

I calm (no wind, no waves, no - system stability
current) - responce to track set point

commands

2 2 kts-current from ahead or - system stability
astern; I kts-current from - integral action of path control
abeam channel

3 waves: sea state 3 and 5, from - effect of high frequency wave
different directions induced motions on rudder mo-

tions
- effect of low frequency wave
drift forces on trackkeeping
performance
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translent loads in the propulsion system but still provide protection
aoainst excessive load levels.

Only two functions are provided by the integrated throttle control
system, namely: scheduling of gas turbine power levei angle and pro-
peller pitch ratio for any bridqe throttle lever position and limiting
o7 cias turbine power lever angle in response to an achieved propeller
pitch ratio. This limiter is designed to limit transients by restrict-
inji throttle position at low pitch ratios, thus preventing throttle
cnmmanls that are excessive (in terms of peak speeds, torques or
thrusts) for any particular pitch ratio.

Throttle Control, Power Lever Angle/Pitch Ratio Scheduler. The
steady'-state schedule between bridge throt-:e lever (BTL) position and

the ordered power lever angle (PLA) and pitch ratio (PR) is shown in
figure 2. This schedule was used in the simulation to order a pitch

ratio and a power lever anqle for any bridge throttle command. For

the case of one engine operation the ordered PLA and PR are in accord-

ance with this schedule; for twin engine operation each engine receives

an identical PLA command according to the schedule.

The PLA/PR limiter shown in dashed lines is a propulsion maneuver-
tng transient limiter which is inactive in normal steady-state operation
sirce the PLA steady-state schedule is always below the PLA/PR limiter
characteristics as shown in figure 2.

Power Lever Angle/Pitch Ratio Limiter. The PLA/PR limiter can be
summarized as follows: The limiter schedule of figure 2 is used to
limit the power lever angle (PLA) as a function of pitch ratio during
propulsion maneuvering transients. Its function is to restrict PLA
commands to any region below the limiter characteristic regardless of
the commanded PLA at the throttle. Thus, for decreasing pitch ratio,
hence decreasing propeller torque, the allowable PLA decreases reaching
a minimum at zero pitch ratio.

In the simulation, instantaneous pitch ratio is compared against
the PLA/PR limiter schedule. If the commanded PLA exceeds the allowed
value (according to the limiter schedule) then PLA follows the schedule
and the limiter is considered "active". If commanded PLA falls below
the schedule for any pitch ratio the limiter has no effect and the
limiter is considered "inactive".

Propulsion control systems in this simulation were limited to
those discussed as part of the gas turbine and integrated throttle
control systems. Thus, a propeller speed governing system was not
irplemrented as part of this simulation because it is not involved in
hr reversing dynamics investigation.

The primary objective in this simulation was an investigation of
frinsient loads and system responses during the most severe ship
maneuvers such as those encountered in crashback (reversing from one
or two engine full ahead to full astern) and crashahead (acceleration
from one or two engines full astern to full ahead).

PROPELLER AND HULL MODEL TEST PESULTS

For each fixed pitch ratio, experimental model test measurements
wre taken for various ship and propeller speeds. Wake fraction data
was computed by the thrust identity method from the open water and
1',hind-the-hull data of figure 3. Thus, the propeller thrust coeffi-
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GEAR < PROPELLER

F~igure 1. Propulsion System for CPP Study Ship

2ias Turbine Controls

Throttle Rate Limiter. Irrespective of the rate of change of

commanded throttle position the rate of change of the actual throttle

position fed to the fuel control system was limited to 22.5/sec for

engline acceleration and 89/sec for engine deceleration.

Engine Torque Limiter. An engine torque computer continuously

calculates engne shaft torque from the following variables:

P54  power turbine inlet pressure

P2 compressor inlet pressure
T2  compressor inlet temperature
NE engine speed

The control system was designed to prevent the engine from devel-

oping a torque more than 6% to 8% above a preset limit. The engine

torue limits in this simulation (referred to the engine shaft) are

42,000 b-ft for a single engine/shaft and 36,000 b-ft for each engine

in a twin enqine/shaft mode.

Engine Acceleration Limiter. The engine acceleration was limited

to a rate of change of 200 RPM/sec on engine speed NE.

Engine Overspeed Limits. Two overspeed limits on engine speed,

NE, re provided. The topping governor implements a fuel decrease

when 'he enine speed exceeds the topping governor reference speed,

NE =3672 RPM and a fast-acting solenoid valve completely shuts off

[uel when an engine speed of 3960 RPM is exceeded.

Engine governing System. The engine throttle command (PLA) is

translated to percent demanded core speed (%NGG) which is an input to

the ful control system. A closed loop control maintains the speed of

the g;as enerator (NGG) at the demanded value. The free turbine speed

or engne speed (NE) is determined by a balance between power produced

b, the gas enerator and the power consumed by the load. All of the

q~as turbine controls are implemented via a reduction in the actual

throttle position (PLA) fed to the fuel control system.

Integrated Throttle Control

The integrated throttle control for this simulation was desined

wth the utmost simplicity so as not to 
obscure the interpretation of
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Digital computer simulations for crashback and crashahead maneu-
vers were conducted with a complete dynamic model of the LM2500 engine
and propulsion control system. This control system was designed to
limit peak propulsion loads to safe levels for all conditions.

This paper discusses the experimental propeller data and its
incorporation into the simulation. Results of the simulation for
crashback and crashahead maneuvers include ship and propeller speeds,
head reach, shaft and blade spindle torques, shaft thrusts and other
engine and ship parameters as a function of time for various control
system conditions. Evaluation is made on the effect of wake and thrust
deduction fraction data in correctly predicting transmission and
propeller loads. Peak system loads for these reversing simulations
are tabulated for various conditions and the cause-effect relationship
of control actions to load levels and stopping performance is discussed.

STUDY SHIP CHARACTERISTICS

The study ship used in these simulations is a hypothetical Navy
frigate used in previous simulations with the exception that the
propeller has been changed slightly, together with changes in the wake
and thrust deduction fractions which were determined from experimental
model tests.

The ship characteristics are summarized below: (1)

length overall, ft 440
full-load displacement, long about 4000

tons
propulsion plant COGAG CPP, single screw
base turbine rating, hp up to 25,000
boost turbine rating, hp 25,000
reduction gear ratio, k 14.0
propeller number of blades 5
propeller diameter, ft 15.0
propeller pitch ratio at 1.078

0.7 radius
propeller expanded area ratio 0.826

The ship weight W including 8% entrained water is W = (1.08)(4000 tons)
(2240 lb/ton) = 9.68 x 106 lb.

Total ahead ship resistance RT is the same as Reference 1. Astern
resistance is 1.9 times the ahead resistance for any ship speed from
zero to 15 knots astern.

PROPULSION SYSTEM

The COGAG propulsion system with two gas turbines driving a single
CP propeller through a reduction gear is shown in figure 1. Propeller,
hull and propulsion system equations are summarized in Appendix A with
a nomenclature list presented in Appendix B.

The ship propulsion control system (shown in figure 2 for one
engine only) is composed of two major subsystems: the gas turbine
control system which is an integral part of the LM2500 gas turbine
engine and an integrated throttle control system.
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REVERSING DYNAMICS OF A GAS TURBINE SHIP
WITH CONTROLLABLE-PITCH PROPELLER

by C. Joseph Rubis
and Thurman R. Harper

Propulsion Dynamics, Inc.

ABSTRACT

A reversing dynamics and control simulation of a single screw
controllable-pitch propeller frigate study ship driven by two General
Electric LM2500 gas turbine engines is described. Results of the
research effort include behind-the-hull model tests of a controllable-
pitch propeller under all maneuvering conditions. Model test results
with wake and thrust deduction fractions during maneuvering were used
in the digital computer simulations to determine drive train and
propeller loads and ship performance during crashback and crashahead
maneuvers.

INTRODUCTION

Reversing of gas turbine controllable-pitch propeller (CPP) ships
presents new problems not usually encountered with steam turbines.
With a gas turbine, reversing power equal to maximum ahead power is
available; the free turbine rotor typically has a much lower moment of
inertia than the low pressure/reversing rotor of a steam turbine and
very rapid accelerations (e.g., on the order of 6 seconds from idling
to full power) are possible. In addition, during CPP reversal the
propeller is unloaded as the propeller blades pass through a region of
low pitch ratio. And, as with steam turbines, gas turbine torque
increases with decreasing speed so that in the vicinity of zero shaft
RPM very large engine torques are possible unless the throttle is con-
strained. During crashback maneuvers, especially from full power,
very large peak negative thrust transients in the vicinity of twice
the maximum ahead condition can be developed along with blade spindle
torque peaks more than twice the maximum ahead condition. For crash-
ahead, from a maximum backing condition or for any rapid acceleration
maneuver, very large engine and shaft torques as well as large peak
blade spindle torques and propeller thrusts are developed. For gas
turbine CP propeller ships it is essential that the propulsion control
system provide transient limiting controls to ensure safe propulsion
system operating conditions for any throttle command.

A reversing dynamics and control simulation of a single screw
controllable-pitch propeller frigate study ship driven by two General
Electric LM2500 gas turbine engines is described in this paper. This
simulation is a continuing phase of Navy propulsion dynamics and con-
trol research for gas turbine ships. Results of the reversing
research effort include behind-the-hull propeller model tests for
crashback and crashahead maneuvers on a frigate hull conducted in the
model basin at the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development
Center. Results of these model tests were then incorporated into the
reversing dynamics simulations to improve prediction of drive train,
propeller and ship loads and responses during crashback and crashahead
maneuvers.
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drift angle
active rudder angle

P' Pa density of (sea) water and air, resp.

I ship's heading
11 9w' 1'wa direction of current, wind, waves, resp.

Indices

A aft
a air
c current or command
d derivative
ext external
F fore
FH favourable heading
f filtered
H hull
n noise
p proportional
r reference
s propeller ( of active rudder or conventional)
T,t (bow) thruster
t track
W,w wind
wa waves
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7. CONCLUSIONS

In the preliminary design phase of the "Tripartite"-minehunter, the thrus-
ter sizing and manual versus automatic control have been studied by means of
simulation.
The thruster sizes to meet the design requirements have been determined. The ba-
sic configuration of the control system has been defined of both the "hover"-
mode and the autotrack-mode. This will be used as a starting point for the de-
tailed design studies by the autopilot manufacturer. In this way the autopilot
settings can be defined, before going out to sea.
This will shorten the first-of-type sea trials considerably.
Also, this total-system simulation set-up will be used to familiarize and train
the operators,so to shorten work-up periods.

To establish the final configuration of both control systems, follow-up
studies are necessary with respect to:
- final design and evaluation of manual and automatic control system including

the definitive incorporation of the noise reduction feature, and of the power
limitation feature,

- incorporation of definitive data of the ship's hull and of the bow thruster
and active rudders in the simulation model,

- configuration of controls and display,
- performance degradation due to failure of components,
- direct manual control, in case of computer failure,
- method to determine the favourable heading for station keeping,
- testing of prototype hardware.
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9. LIST OF SYMBOLS

A lateral wind areaw
CXH, CYH, CNH hull coefficients

CXW, CYW, CNW wind coefficients

Dt bow thruster diameter

Fx, FA, FF required restoring forces: in longitudinal direction (Fx), in la-

teral direction at the stern (FA) and at the bow (FF).
L ship's length
n rpm or rps of thrusters (active rudders or bow thruster)
T ship's draught
u,v,r ship's speed rel. to water: in longitudinal direction, in lateral

direction, about ship's vertical axis
U ship's velocity rel. to water
VG V current velocity, wind velocity, resp.

X,Y,N forces and moment acting on ship: inlongitudinal, in lateral di-
rection, about ship's vertical axis. resp.
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Table 3 (con'd)

Test series Weather conditions Objective

4 wind: 20 kts- and 30 kts- - effect of wind on trackkeeping
gusty wind from different performance
directions

5 wind (20 kts- and 30 kts-) - trackkeeping performance
and waves (sea state 3 and
5) from different direc-
tions.

6 wind and waves, according - trackkeeping performance
to 5, and current from - influence of current
different directions

Resultsof the Simulation

Figures 32 through 35 present a sample of all runs. The time-series show
eight of the most important system parameters.
Two runs from test series 5 have been selected here, both at a relatively low for-
ward speed of 2 kts. Weather conditions were normal and more severe, respectively.
The weather conditions can be found in detail in Table 4. Differences between the
two runs can be found in the rudder angle and course angle error-signals. The
crosstrack error is within the required accuracy. The other two runs are from test
series 6, which included current. Weather conditions during Run D 24 were normal,
while during Run D 26 the mean windspeed was 30 kts. See also Table 4 for details.
Run D 24 was quiet, Run D 26 needed more rudder angle, while the course angle er-
ror was significantly worse. The trackkeeping accuracy was good in both cases.
The results have also been analysed using a special programme, which calculates
a performance index:

C=T f(e + A tet + A 62) dt

0
in which
et is the crosstrack error

e ,t is the course angle error, being the algebraTc sum of the haeding error e
and crab angle
is the rudder angle of the active rudders

Atpt and X6 are weighing factors (chosen values 2.0 and 8.0, respectively)

Table 5 presents these values for the four selected runs.
Although the initial crosstrack error - typically 100 m - influences the scoring
unfavourable, the scoring takes into account the speed of interception, which is
also a factor to be considered.

The examples presented here were all at relatively low forward speed and
corresponding rpm. The runs made at higher speed showed, in general, better or
equal performance with less rudder activity.

Based on this preliminary design study, the tentative conclusion was drawn,
that trackkeeping was feasible and that the requirements could be met.

The control system coefficients were chosen, as to keep the necessary ad-
justments at a minimum: A calm weather-setting was specified (1) and a normal set-
ting, to be used under all conditions without current (2).
With current, the proportional gainfactor Kpe was increased (3). During actual

operation, the appropriate setting must be chosen.
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cient data (where KT is defined by KT = T/pn
2 D 4 ) in terms of JA = n

for various pitch ratios was used only to obtain wT which is shownnD

plotted in figure 4. In all the experimental data for both wake and
thrust deduction fractions n > 0, hence only two quadrants of data are
needed, i.e., .JA corresponding to IV. The other variable is pitch
ratio where a positive or negative pitch ratio is analogous to a posi-
tive or negative n.

The wake and thrust deduction factors are computed from (I - wT)

= J/JA (where J = VA/nD) and (1 - t) = (RT + F)/T respectively with t
shown in figure 5 versus J The resistance RT is the towed resistance
of the hull with no propeller attached, T is the measured propeller
(behind-the-hull) thrust during the model tests and F is a force sup-
plied by the carriaqe to the model. The force F was varied by adjusting
carriage speed to produce steady-state equilibrium (F = 0), overpowered
(+F, opposing T) or underpowered (-F. aiding T) conditions.

CRASHBACK SIMULATIONS

From maximum ahead speed or some intermediate speed, the bridge
throttle is set to full astern (a fraction of full ahead power). The
power lever angle, PLA, is ordered to an idling fuel rate of about 150
(for each engine if two engines are used) and gas turbine fuel reduction
begins immediately and reaches the ordered idling value in less than
5 seconds. Coincident with the ordered reduction in PLA, the pitch
control system is ordered to a pitch ratio of -0.54 (one-half the design
ahead pitch ratio of 1.078). Pitch ratio reduction begins immediately
at a rate determined by the chosen pitch stroke time T. The pitch
stroke time is the time required to change pitch ratio from design ahead
(+1.078) to design astern (-0.54). A pitch stroke time of 30 seconds
was used in these simulations. When the decreasing pitch ratio reaches
zero, the PLA is commanded to the maximum astern position (PLA = 650)
and an increase in fuel flow to the gas turbine(s) begins, reaching the
final value in about 10 seconds. The pitch ratio continues decreasing
until a value of -0.54 is reached; the pitch ratio is then kept at this
value for the remainder of the crashback maneuver. After the PLA is
advanced to the astern position, the turbine fuel, torque and speed
increase, reaching their final values with the ship moving astern.
The steady-state astern speed for the maximum astern throttle position

is about VMax Astern ' 1/2 VMax Ahead.

The sequence of events, causes and effects, during a typical crash
reversal are as follows (see figure 6):

Fuel-to-Idle Phase

Following the command to idle the engine(s), a rapid fuel decrease

occurs resulting in a rapid decrease in engine torque since engine
torque follows fuel rate. The rapid decrease in engine torque delivered
to the propeller shaft, Qd, causes Qd to be less than the propeller
torque Q resulting in the rapid decrease in the propeller speed N. The
propeller torque Q is also falling rapidly due to a combination of the
decreasing pitch ratio(CQ or KQ and Q are both proportional to pitch
ratio) and decreasing N, but still Od < Q during the fuel-to-idle phase.
Another rapidly decreasing parameter is the propeller thrust T which

falls rapidly from a large positive value to some value near zero.
This rapid thrust decrease is due primarily to decreased N and second-
arily to a decrease in pitch ratio. Because of its large inertia the

ship decreases little in speed. From the definition of advance coeffi-
cient, J = V(l - w)/nD, it is apparent that J will increase during
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this phase because the percentage decrease in n is greater than that
of V.

During the fuel-to-idle phase there are no peak values encountered

in the parameters N, Qd, QB or T.

Fuel-at-Idle Phase

During the fuel-at-idle phase, engine torque QE and torque deliv-
ered to the propeller, Qd, stop decreasing and reach a minimum value.
In fact, Qd can go slightly negative due to the rapid fuel reduction
and remaining high engine speed. At some time during this phase Qd = Q,
i.e., the deceleration of N becomes zero. Then N begins to accelerate
when Qd > Q. The increasing propeller speed peaks and again begins
decelerating as the magnitudes of Qd and Q interchange. The magnitude
of the N peak is determined by the difference in magnitudes of Qd and
Q. In turn, the magnitude of Qd is proportional to the idling fuel rate
while the magnitude of propeller torque Q depends on N and the pitch
ratio. This peak in N occurring during the fuel-at-idle phase is the
typical propeller speed-up (or water turbine) phenomenon noted in con-
trollable-pitch propeller propulsion plants caused by the decreasing
pitch ratio of the watermillinq propeller. This speed peaking tendency
even with the engine fuel at idle illustrates the need to cut engine
fuel rapidly to a low idling level. The blade spindle torque peak (QB
is proportional to N2 ) typically coincides with this speed peak in N.

Propeller thrust T can have one or more peaks, occurring at differ-
ent times. These peaks generjlly differ in magnitude and occur when the
In2 KTI (orequivalently ICT(VA + n 2 D2 )I) product is a maximum. By coin-
cidence the peak or peaks could occur when ICTI is a maximum, but this
is not the general case. The thrust peak or peaks usually occur in the
region between a small positive ahead pitch ratio and a negative pitch
ratio at design astern. Additionally, the time at which the propeller
thrust peak(s) occurs extend from the engine-at-idling phase over into
the engine reacceleration phase of the crashback maneuver. For example,
one thrust peak can occur during idling and another peak of equal or
greater magnitude may occur during engine reacceleration.

In the engine-at-idling phase both engine and propeller torques
are at a minimum because of the engine idling fuel rate; hence no
engine or shaft torque peaks are possible.

Thus, the three propulsion system parameters which could become
excessively high during the engine-at-idle phase of a crashback maneuver
are N, T and QB. These must be maintained within acceptable bounds by
proper control system design.

Engine Reacceleration Phase

Engine reacceleration is typically timed to occur when the decreas-
ing pitch ratio passes through zero. A scheduled fuel increase taking
about 10 seconds to reach the commanded fuel rate is begun when pitch
ratio becomes zero. Usually N is below its peak value and decreasing
rapidly at the beginning of engine reacceleration. During the engine
reacceleration phase propeller shaft torque Qd can reach an excessively
high peak unless constrained by the control system. Thus, the engine
power lever angle PLA must be limited by the control system because the
decreasing pitch ratio is still near zero and the propeller cannot
absorb sufficient torque to prevent overspeed with a rapidly increasing
engine fuel rate. Consequently, the control system is designed (in
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this case with a PLA/PR limiter) to prevent the application of large
PtA under conditions of low pitch ratio. In addition, very large engine
and shaft peak torques can be developed at the end of the reacceleration
phase as the fuel rate reaches its final level requiring, therefore, an
enqine torque limiting control (for high commanded PLA). Furthermore,
the maximum allowable PLA for reverse is set below the maximum ahead
PLA condition.

In summary, during the engine reacceleration phase of a crashback
maneuver the critical parameters that must be limited by the control
system are N and Qd (and correspondingly NE, QE on the engine side of
the reduction qear). As previously noted, propeller peak thrust can
occur either during the idling or reacceleration phase. This peak
thrust which is inversely related to pitch stroke time - is potentially
one of the most serious stress problems in the ship propulsion drive
system. Since the thrust is negative and possibly exceeds ahead thrust,
the thrust bearing must withstand large bidirectional transient loads.

A twin enqine crashback time history showing several important
parameters for constant w = .050, t = .100 is shown in figures 6,a and
6,b. A locus of transient modified advance coefficient and modified
thrust coefficient as the pitch ratio varies with time during the same
crashback maneuver is shown in figure 6,c. The points at which the two
propeller thrust peaks occur are also shown on the same figure. Note
than in these figures an assumed constant w and t were used, with the
open water propeller data of figures A-i and A-2.

Behind-the-hull experimental propeller data (from figure 3) con-
verted to the forms of figures A-1 and A-2 was also used in crashback
and crashahead simulations to compare with the open water propeller
simulations. In using behind-the-hull propeller data, the corrections
for wake and thrust deduction fraction as indicated in the propulsion
equations of appendix A are no longer needed since they are implicit
in the data. Thus, for example an effective propeller thrust coeffi-
cient KR can be derived. (2) In these simulations the use of wake and
thrust deduction is cumbersome except for the most simple assumptions
on w. ke and thrust deduction when open water propeller data is used.
As an example, figure 6,d shows the transient behavior of t during a
crashback maneuver where behind-the-hull propeller data was used with
t computed from instantaneous values of KR and KT.

The effect of pitch stroke time T, on various ship performance
parameters was also investigated for crashback from maximum ahead and
constant w = .050, t = .100. These results showing the sensitivity of
ship stopping time and distance as well as the largest peaks encountered
for T, QB and N during the crashback transient for various T are shown
in figure 7.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Effect of Steady-State and Transient Wake Fraction on Performance
Predictions

Experimental model tests on a controllable-pitch propeller behind
a frigate type hull were conducted for various pitch ratios and a
range of advance coefficients. The experimental behind-the-hull results
were incorporated into the simulations together with idealized wake
fraction behavior introduced by a parametric variation of the wake frac-
tion magnitude. Results of these simulations in the prediction of peak
transmission loads and ship maneuvering characteristics were compared.
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Durinc crashback from full ahead, the magnitudes of the five para-
meters, N, T, QB, TSTOP and SSTOP were all essentially linearly propor-
tional to wake fraction when the wake fraction in the simulation is
assumed constant during the maneuver. Under such conditions a +100%
change in wake fraction (from w = 0.05 to 0.100) caused the following
percentage changes in these parameters (at their peak values for N, T,
OB):

AN __.,T STOP +22AN ATso
- - -3.9% = +2.2%
N T STOP

AT ASSTOP
- = _2.0% = +3.4%

2. S STOP

AQB
QB = -7.8%

Transient wake fraction data can be an input into ship propulsion
dynamics simulations in the form of behind-the-hull propeller data
tested over the dnticipated range of JA with no need to utilize a wake
fraction. Wake fraction is cumbersome to compute and use in simulations
because of its asymptotic behavior as V or JA approach zero. In most
cases ship maneuvering simulations must rely on open water propeller
data with only crude estimates of wake fraction.

When ship propulsion dynamics and control simulations are conducted
to evaluate propulsion control system approaches, steady-state wake
fraction data is adequate, but when comparing simulations against full
scale trials, behind-the-hull propeller test data becomes important if
good correlations are expected.

Along with the experimental wake fraction model tests, the thrust
deduction fraction was determined for the same frigate model hull and
propeller for various pitch ratios and powering conditions to obtain the
thrust deduction fraction under overload situations off the self propul-
sion point encountered during acceleration and deceleration. The exper-
imental thrust deduction fraction data and idealized parametric thrust
deduction fraction data were used in the simulations. Results of these
simulations in the prediction of peak transmission loads and ship
maneuvering characteristics were compared. All the simulations of trans-
ient thrust deduction fraction t with both idealized and experimental
data were conducted using the method of an effective behind-the-hull
propeller thrust coefficient KR. This technique eliminates the need for
t in simulating the crashback transient time history.

The effect of thrust deduction fraction was determined during crash-
back from full ahead on the five parameters N, T, QB, TSTOP and SSTOP
for t constant during the crashback. The sensitivity to a 100% change
in t (t = 0.100 to 0.200) was:

AN ATSTOP
- 1.5% = +7.6%

STOP
AT

- +3.4% ASso

- +3.2%AQB  STOP

-= 2.9%

B
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The above results which seem to indicate a negligible effect of w
and t on these variables are deceptive. In cases where experimental
transient wake fraction was employed, errors in w on the order of 300%
during transients are not uncommon. The extremely complex transient
behavior of both w and t during crashback or crashahead maneuvers result-
inui in part from the definitions of w and t makes their use impractical
in such simulations. If the simulations require the additional accuracy
then behind-the-hull propeller data should be used with no need to define
the w and t transient behavior.

During crashback maneuvers with a CP propeller ship, severe trans-
mission and propeller loads are possible unless limited by the propulsion
control system. In the early phase of a crashback with the engine(s)
at idle, the propeller can experience negative thrust peaks much larger
than the maximum ahead condition, the propeller speed increases as pro-
peller pitch decreases, and the propeller blade spindle torque reaches
peaks several times the maximum ahead value. Peak shaft torques and
thrusts during the fuel-at-idle phase are not affected by engine torque
or PLA limits, but rather determined by pitch stroke time, T, propeller
and ship speeds. The greatest effect on peak negative propeller thrust
is that due to pitch stroke time, T, where for example, a decrease in
r from 30 seconds to 20 seconds increases peak negative thrust by more
than 22% while decreasing the stopping distance by less than 12%. For
decreasing T, the peak blade spindle torque increases greatly. A possi-
ble tradeoff is to increase T, thus decreasing the peak propeller loads,
then after the largest peak loads have occurred, apply greater astern
engine power during the rest of the crashback maneuver until the ship is
stopped. During the engine reacceleration phase with the ship still
moving ahead and with negative pitch engine torque limiting and PLA/PR
limiting must be employed.

Crashahead, which is forward acceleration of a backing ship repre-
sents probably the most severe potential transient loads. For example,
with each of two engines limited to about 70% of full power, the con-
trolled crashahead produced a peak propeller thrust 24% above the maxi-
mum ahead condition; with the engine torque limiter and PLA/PR limiter
disabled and the same ahead engine power this percentage would have
increased to 69%. Thus, the control system design is very important in
limiting peak loads during crashahead.

Computer simulations are now in world-wide use for the prediction
of peak engine, propeller, and transmission loads together with ship
performance during the development of propulsion control system designs.
The areas of uncertainty are mainly those of hydrodynamics concerned
with hull, propeller and hull/propeller interactions. Considerable work
has already been accomplished in the prediction of peak propulsion loads
and propulsion performance simulations while the area of propulsion con-
trol system design and specification is still undergoing a continuing
evolution.
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APPENDIX A - PROPULSION SYSTEM MODEL

The propeller data used in this simulation is represented in terms
of the modified advance coefficient w. The definition of propeller
modified advance coefficient and propeller thrust and torque coefficients
is qiven below.

VA

S +(modified advance coefficient)

T
C rA

CT =D2 2 T 2 2 (modified thrust coefficient)
;)D (V A + n D

Q 3 Q 2 (modified torque coefficient)
CQ pD 3(VA + n2 D

2

where D is the propeller diameter, p is water mass density, n is pro-
peller rotational speed and VA the propeller speed of advance given by
VA = V(l - w).

Spindle torque on a controllable-pitch propeller is the torque
acting to turn each blade on its axis. This torque caused by hydrody-
namic and centrifugal forces must be opposed under steady-state condi-
tions and at times exceeded by the propeller blade hydraulic system when
the propeller pitch is changing. The blade spindle torque QB is given
by the sum of the hydrodynamic, QBH, and centrifugal, QBC, components

CBH = CBH P (VA + n2 D 2) (hydrodynamic component ofblade spindle torque)

QBC = KBC 0B n 2 D 5  (centrifugal component of
blade spindle torque)

The hydrodynamic spindle torque coefficient CBH is a function of
both the propeller pitch ratio and modified advance coefficient, whereas
the centrifugal coefficient KBC depends only on the pitch ratio. In the

OBC equation, OB is the blade material mass density.

Figures A-1 and A-2 show "four quadrant" thrust and torque coeffi-
cient open-water model test data in modified form for a controllable-
pitch propeller. This five-bladed propeller has an expanded area ratio
of 0.826 and a pitch ratio of 1.078 at 0.7 radius. Its characteristics
are very similar to propeller model 4402 discussed in reference 1.

The CP propeller ship propulsion dynamics equations with no turning
are given below in terms of the propeller modified coefficients. These
equations do not include engine dynamics or propulsion control system
models.

d V CD2 2 2

dV pD (V n2D 2 ) (1 - t) - RT (thrust equation)
dn D3 22+

27I - = k (Q + - Q -C D (V + n2D2

dt qEbase E boost f Q A (torque equation)
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PR PR ( -I') t (pitch ratio equation)I i

Thso euatins towether with the enqine dynamics and control
system simulation comprise the digital computer simulation. Nonlinear
functions such as the propeller coefficients and ship resistance are
stored as computer look-up tables.

Propeller open-water thrust is corrected by the thrust deduction
factor (I - t), note that everywhere else t is time. The instantaneous
pitch ratio PR varies with time from an initial pitch ratio PRi, taking
i seconds to change a total amount PRT (total pitch ratio change from
design ahead to desiqn astern). In this simulation T - 30.0 seconds
and PRT = 1.618.

Enqine torque E is obtained by a dynamic simulation of the gas
turbine engine. The gas turbine engine simulation solves a number of
differential equations relating gas flows, temperatures and pressures
within the engine to the speed of the two rotating engine components,
namely the turbine-compressor rotor and the power turbine rotor. The
power (free) turbine is aerodynamically coupled to the gas generator.

The drive train moment of inertia including 25% for propeller
entrained water referred to propeller speed is 9.8 X 104 lb-ft-sec 2 for
one engine and 10.92 X 104 lb-ft-sec 2 for two engines; ship mass m is
that corresponding to W = 9.68 X 106. These values together with the
drive train frictional torque Qf are the same as those of reference ].

APPENDIX B - NOMENCLATURE

RTL Bridge throttle lever position

CPP Controllable-pitch propeller

CRH Propeller modified hydrodynamic spindle torque opffi-i,,rt

COGAG Combined gas turbine and gas turbine propulsiPr :1:t

CO  Propeller modified torque coefficient

CT Propeller modified thrust coefficient

D Propeller diameter

P Carriaue force

. Propeller advance coefficient

JA Propeller apparent advance coefficient

KBC Propeller centri~ugal spindle torque cofficie nt

K Reduction gear rat io

K(, PropelIer torque coefficient

KR Effective propeller thrust coefficient

KT Propeller thrust coefficient

m Ship mass

N Propeller speed, rpm

n Propel let speed, rps

NG Cas generator speed

N F  Power turbine speed
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I; 3,nee 3 the fuel flow is again lowered to a value below th, iio,

poiiit. Now th( braking action of the propeller is transform(ed I:

tnyrLstor-set driving the gas turbine with constant frequency at

iiinimum seed. Because the level of braking power determined hv t; ,

t Liel t1-w is constant, this means a hyperbolic increase of brakint;

tocque lor the propeller with decreasing speed. This is a very

effective way to reduce the propeller speed in the 4th quadrant of

.no torque-speed-diagram.

Alter 32 seconds the propeller passes through speed zero and in

phase 4 is accelerated with a fuel flow profile for maximum tem-

perature at the turbine entry to stationary operation in the 3rd

joadrant, until the ship is dead in the water. This happens after

3-4 seconds and a stopping distance of a little more than 1 nm.

Vii. (7) shows the torque-speed-diagram and the lines of operation

for qas turbine and propeller. In the vicinity of propeller speed

zero it is necessary to limit the breaking torque by a fast thyristor

jovernor to an acceptable value determined by shafting and couplings.

Accordinq to informations from manufacturers this seems to be no

problem for modern power electronics.

To demonstrate the result of including all formerly described physi-

cal effects within the turbomachines and the heat exchanger, Fig.

(8) compares cases a. and d. during the first minute of a crash-stop-

maneuvre. The initial fuel flow pattern is the same. An interesting

feature is the reduction of braking power during phases 1 and 3,

which is caused by the additional heat release of the turbo-machines

and heat exchanger, thus retarding the efficiency of the fuel flow

pattern. Fig. (9) shows the same comparision in the torque-speed-

Siagram.

it is obvious that serious misinterpretations will happen for this

gas-turbine's short-time-behaviour, when only quasi-static modelling

for the cycle dynamics is used.

To which extent will the computed stopping ability of the ship be

influenced by the gasturbine model complexity? This point is of

speciilt interest to the naval architect as well as to the propulsion

E2 2-13
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in this case they happen to level out each other after 30 seconds of

acceleration.

Computed Crash-Stop Maneuvres

To compare the influence of different refinements within the gas

turbine model the engine- and ship dynamics were computed for

a. gas turbine without thermal storage effects (quasi-stationary

behaviour)

b. gas turbine with heat storage in turbo-machine parts (diabatic

process)

c. heat storage only in the recuperator

d. regard of all storage effects in the gas-turbine-cycle.

The ship assumed is a modern, 4th generation single shaft container

ship. The dynamic response of the 6-bladed propeller is calculated

by use of the Wageningen-Fourier-Coefficients (8) for torque and

thrust. Wake- and thrust-deduction-factor are considered to be con-

stant, while the ship's resistance was reckoned by using the towing

tank curve.

Fig. (5) shows the path for gas turbine- and propeller-speed and

-power for case a. During phase 1 fuel flow is rapidly decreased to

a value well below the idle-point. This cases the propeller to trans-

fer power via the propeller-motor acting then as a generator and the

generator acting as a motor to drive the compressor. It is an in-

herent advantage of the single shaft gas turbine, that it is able to

absorb a certain amount of braking power by reducing fuel flow below

the idle line.

When after approximatly 10 seconds the gasturbine's speed reaches the

compressor performance limit, the synchronous coupling of generator

and motor must be released. With a short power burst caused by the

according fuel flow pattern shown in Fig. (6) the gas turbine speed is

stabilised to the minimum allowable rpm for stall-free operation. This

is phase 2 of the maneuvre.
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are determined. Afterwards the change of state is corrected for the

diabatic process. This is repeated to improve accuracy. The procedure

converges quickly.

Fig. (3) shows the heat-transfer-coefficient and the even more im-

portant product ofa4 by the heat-transfer-area for the compressor of

a single shaft heafy duty gas turbine running at nominal point. While

the value ofOC changes from compressor-entry to -exit by roughly 4,

the product is nearly constant because of the change of heat-transfer-

area across the stages. The same is true for the turbine, where at

the entry 04 is high and the area is small, while a low value of O(, and

a high value of A correspond at the exit.

Dynamic behaviour of the recuperator

For heavy duty gas turbines of moderate temperature and pressure level

the integration of a heat-exchanger is necessary to obtain a satis-

factory sfc. In this study a modern plate-fin-counter-flow recuperator

was incorporated. The dynamics of this component are described by a

set of three differential equotations (2), each one representing

either the time-dependent change of air-, wall- and gas-temperature

along the flow path. For the solution a proposal was used, by which

for a small intersection of the heat-exchanger the recuperator is re-

presented by a regenerator with very small switching time. This method

is characterized by good convergence and small computation time (7)

and therefore is well accustomed for a digital simulation model.

The result of the recuperator within the cycle is demonstrated by

Fig. (4), which shows the excess fuel flow profile for an acceleration

from idle to full power. Heat storage is only considered for the re-

cuperator. During the first 30 seconds, nearly 50 percent of the

excess fuel is consumed by heating up the heat exchanger material.

After this period the effect vanishes, though the acceleration is not

terminated. This is due to the fact, that the acceleration proceeds

along the line of maximum turbine-entry-temperature. That means de-

creasing turbine-exit-temperature with growing power output. There-

fore the mean temperature level on the heat-exchanger is decreasing,

while it is increasing on the air-side. As both changes are retarded,

E2-2-8



Lffect of heat storage in turbo machines

During a transient the change of local temperature within the stages

will cause an intense heat transfer between the fluid and the material

of blading, stator and rotor. To include the heat exchange into a

mathematical model for the gas turbine's dynamic behaviour it is

necessary to abolish the assumption of adiabatic change of condition

of state and to accept the realistic diabatic process.

The law of energy conservation for non-steady conditions leads to

A (TMat TG mG C ( t - (15)

A (TMat TG - mMat cMat TMat (16
t

for a single stage of a turbo machine.

This model only includes the effect of heat transfer between material

and gas flow, but excludes the complicated process of heat conduction

within the sophisticated mechanical components of the engine. This

seems to be appropriate, because our aim was to develop a model for

project studies, during which the otherwise necessary knowledge of the

complete engine mechanical lay out normally has not yet been obtained.

As this is also relevant for the heat-transfer-input data, a reckoning

method to derive these from similar engines already in operation was

included. It is described in (2).

Solution of Eq. (15) and (16) for a time-intervall&t gives the amount

of trasferred heat. By that the polytropic exponent for pressure- and

temperature -change within the stage and the thermodynamic state at

the stage-outlet can be defined. Because these coupled differential

equotations are to be solved for each stage, the momentary state of

flow, which is affecting the heat exchange, must be known. The solu-

tion is obtained by iteration. For the first step the state-change is

computed by assuming adiabatic behaviour, using Eq. (3) - (6). With

these values for temperature and pressure, the actual Reynolds- and

Prandtl-Number for the stage and the resulting heat-transfer-coeffi-

cient

b c04= a R Pr (17)
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In recent publications (e.g. (3)) such quasi-stationary models have

been used to full extent. In order to assume the magnitude of

transient thermodynamical and aerodynamical effects on the dynamic

response, the necessary computer program was adapted to these

questions.

Effect of mass storage in turbo machines

While the existence of unsteady flow is tantamount for the function of

a turbomachine (otherwise in a real stage with a limited number of

blades no energy could be transferred; see (4)), the addition of time

dependent disturbances is not yet possible even in by fare more

sophisticated flow models as used here. Therefore only a rough

assumption is possible, whether this effect has to be taken into

account or not.

The change of mass within a limited volume is described by

d
d M m - 2  (13)

when using average values of temperature and pressure along the flow

path. Eq. (13) leads to Eq. (14) by adaption of the gas law.

d =m, :V (1 P P1,2 "

d-t M 1,2 1 2  = 1 ,2  (RT1, 2  ;1,2 RT1, 2  ZT1,2
)

(14)

The solution of this differential equotation can be obtained for

appropriate assumptions for the different turbo-machinery-volumes.

The complete equotations may be taken from (2). They led to the

conclusion, that in open cycle gas turbines the effect of mass

storage on the pressure and temperature rise under transient condi-

tion within the turbomachine components may be neglected because of

the small component-volumes in modern gas turbine applications. This

coincides with (5) for jet engines and with (6) for closed cycle gas

turbines.

I



are used, which are derived from the Euler-Equotation for axial sta-

ges assuming rotational flow symmetry. The meridian flow plane is

considered to be representative for the flow between hub and tip.

When solving the quasi-stationary problem, the computation of the

following 8 unknowns for the gas turbine

m; E T3; ?V,S; ?T,S (dt;

is necessary.

Beneath Eq. (1) we use the fuel flow as the control variable

mBr = f(t) (6),

and further on

T = f(mBrm, ) (7),

jV = fm(rm ) (8),

E f v T3 ' m) (9),

IV's = f (rn, o) (10),

and

2T,S = f(T 3 , mC) (11).

If no storage effects within the turbomachine are taken into account,

the mass flow balance between compressor and turbine is further added

(Eq. 12).

= m(12)
mT

Eq. (6) - (11) are fully described in (2).
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propeller rpm is obtained via the thyristor set. (Fig. 1 and 2).

Dynamic behaviour

Special consideration was paid to the transient behaviour of this

type of plant because of the implication of ship's safety.

Eq. (1)

dt GT p()

describes the dynamic response of the rotating elements, while

Eq. (2)

dv
s dt p s

represents the response of the ship to a variation of thrust or speed.

As the gas turbine dynamics were topic of this research work, the

electrical components were simplified by considerating them to be

without transient effects except their moment of inertia.

The momentary gas turbine net torque as the difference between the

turbine gross torque and the compressor torque including auxiliary

drives is computed by taking into account the momentary mass flow,

fuel and speed of the gas turbine components.

When reducing the problem to the quasi-stationary level, the thermo-

dynamic and aerodynamic operation points are obtained by stage-sta-

cking the characteristics of the components.

For the compressor and the turbine Eq. (3), (4) and (5)

2 2+ (3),

2 2 2 *+I + o Xo ) 14

Po T 0.51 T0.5 (5): m - (j;-) "- 5
I0 

T
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INTRODUCTION

Gasturboelectric propulsion developed during recent years as an

alternative to conventional plants. The advantages result from the

characteristics of the modern open cycle marine gas turbine in

connection with the electric propulsion plant. Because the gas turbine

uses no sea-water as heat sink, the prime mover may be accomodated

independently from the propeller shafting, e.g. in the upper works of

a ship, while the conventional engine room, which then only containes

the electric propulsion motor, can be reduced in size.

To counteract the high specific cost of the electrical components it

is desirable to use mechanical elements of the greatest possible sim-

plicity. These are a single shaft gas turbine and a fixed pitch pro-

peller. As this research project was performed within the frame work

of Sonderforschungsbereich 98, Technische Universitdt Hannover, with

the general theme of "Safety and Economics of fast and/or big Merchant

Ships", only propulsion plants of high power output were taken into

account. This leads to an ac-propulsion plant consisting out of a

synchronous generator and for example a synchronous propeller motor.

As the fixed pitch propeller requires variable speed including re-

v.ersal when manouvering, the synchronous generator must operate

either with variable speed too, or a thyristor set must be used to

generate variable frequency ac according to the propeller load curve.

In order to minimize the amount of this thyristor set and therefore

the additional cost, we examined the non-transient part load behaviour

of a single shaft gas turbine driving a fixed pitch propeller with

variable speed. The results as discussed in (1) were encouraging.

Because the lower load limit for the synchronous operation of gas

turbine and propeller is fixed by the compressor surge line, it is

advisable to use variable geometry stages at the compressor entry to

reduce the necessary thyristor power. The "electrically geared"

operation is possible between approximately 1/3 po, and full power,

resulting in a by far better part load sfc than the constant rpm-

operation of the gas turbine. Below this lower load limit the gas

turbine runs with constant speed, while the further reduction of

E2 2-2
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TRANSIENT BEHAVIOUR OF GASTURBO-ELECTRIC

PROPULSION PLANT WITH SINGLE SHAFT GAS-

TURBINE AND FIXED PITCH PROPELLER

BY DR.-ING. ECKHARD ROHKAMM

BLOHM + VOSS AG

GERMANY

ABSTRACT

System dynamics of a gasturboelectric propulsion plant with single

shaft gasturbine, ac-synchronnous generator and -propellermotor

driving a fixed pitch propeller are examined.

The fixed pitch propeller requires the gasturbine to run with variable

rpm between nominal load and lower load limit caused by the compressor

stall line. Below this limit the propeller motor is connected to the

gasturbine-generator-set then running with constant rpm by means of a

thyristor set.

Special attention is paid to gasturbine dynamics. Various gasturbine

simulation models with or without regard of mass- and heat-storage

within the turbomachines and the dynamic response of a recuperator are

compared in their influence on a container ship's stopping characte-

ristics. While the engine behaviour is strongly affected by storage

effects, the effect on ship's dynamics is small.

Stopping ability of this ship is comparable to similar craft with

conventional plants. In case of the gasturboelectric system it can be

further improved by various means, which are discussed.

E2 2-1
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P/D,PR Propeller pitch ratio

PLA Gas turbine power lever angle

PS Shaft horsepower

P2 Compressor inlet pressure

P5 4  Power turbine inlet pressure

o Propeller torque

OB Propeller spindle torque

QBC Propeller centrifugal spindle torque

QBH Propeller hydrodynamic spindle torque

Qd Engine torque developed on propeller shaft

OE Power turbine torque

RT Total ship resistance

S Head reach

T Propeller open-water thrust

t Thrust deduction fraction or time

T2  Compressor inlet temperature

V Ship speed

VA Propeller speed of advance

W Ship weight

w Wake fraction

Wf Engine fuel flow rate

(Generalized gas turbine power lever angle

Propeller modified advance coefficient

Water mass density

OB  Propeller blade mass density

T Propeller pitch stroke time
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plant project engineer when studying system dynamics in an early

stage of design.

Fig. (10) gives reason to the assumption, that as was to be expected,

ships dynamics are only slightly affected by including storage effects

in the gas turbine cycle. The band width between case a. and case d.

is well below 10 % of related speed or stopping time. This margin is

smaller than by considering or neglecting propeller cavitation or

variation of wake- and th.. st deduction factors.

What is the potential for further improvement of the ship's stopping

characteristics? As shown in (2), various methods were discussed.

Increasing the fuel flow slope at the beginning of maneuvre as well as

further reduction of the lower fuel limit in phases 1 and 3 improve

stopping way and -time only insignifiantly. On the other hand a too

low fuel flow must be avoided to ensure safe operation of the com-

bustion chambers during this critical period. Flame out on this

accasion could spell disaster and really "ruin your entire day!"

The best method is to enlarge the thyristor set and therefore enable

the gas turbine to operate at an increased value of speed. That means

a geater astern power and a sizable cutdown in stopping distance. The

interaction between astern power and stopping distance may be extrac-

ted from Fig. (11).

CONCLUSION

The propulsion of modern merchant-ships with gasturboelectric plants

using a single shaft gas turbine and fixed pitch propeller seems to be

possible. By incorporation of well proven aerodynamical methods as

variable geometry stages within the compressor, the necessary amount

of thyristor power can be reduced.

The transient behaviour of this plant and the associated ship-dynamics

indicate, that safe operation of ship and plant also when considering

crash stop maneuvres is obtainable. The influence of more or less

sophisticated gas turbine models is small on the computed stopping

characteristics of the ship, but is great in its effect on the result

for the dynamic performance of the gas turbine, especially during the

first seconds. The design of control methods for such a plant should

be based on an extensive mathematical model including storage effects.
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The necessary thyristor power for the propulsion plant cannot be

fixed only reflecting the stationary part load demand. It is necessa-

ry to include propulsion dynamics for the correct dimensioning.

It is an advantage of this plant, that only by variation of the

thyristor size without any change at gas turbine, electrical machines

and propeller the ship's crash-stop-performance may be improved, thus

giving the design-engineer an additional degree of freedom for the

development of advanced surface ships.
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Nomenclature

a, b, C, constants

A Area

cp specific heat at constant pressure

c specific heat

m mass flow

m mass

1 length

P power

Q torque

R resistance

R gas constant

t time

T thrust

T temperature

V volume

w velocity

x axial coordinate

heat transfer coefficient

erelative pressure loss

1efficiency

9polar moment of inertia

.heat conduction coefficient

work number

ir pressure ratio

flow number

pressure number

angular velocity
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Subcripts

Br fuel

G gas

GT gas turbine

Mat material

O design point

p propeller

red corrected

s isentropic

S ship

T turbine

1, 2 entry, visit

V compressor

* related
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GAS-TURBINE SIMULATION TECHNIQUE FOR SHIP
PROPULSION DYNAMICS AND CONTROL STUDIES

by Thomas L. Bowen
David W. Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center

Annapolis, Maryland

ABSTRACT

A gas-turbine simulation technique for ship propulsion dynamics
and control studies is discussed. A review of existing generalized
gas-turbine simulations indicates previous efforts have concentrated
on aircraft engine configurations and few existing simulations have
the capability for calculating transient performance. Marine engines
of current interest are free-power-turbine gas-turbines having either
single-spool or dual-spool gas generators. The mathematical tech-
niques used to model the compressor, burner, turbine, engine load and
fuel control are summarized. A modified Newton-Raphson convergence
technique is used for solution convergence. Component maps, design
constants, and fuel control characteristics for General Electric's
LM2500 marine gas turbine are used to demonstrate this technique.
Typical results are shown for steady-state and transient performance
calculations.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss a generalized gas-turbine
simulation technique for ship propulsion dynamics and control studies.
The inherent advantage of a generalized approach is its adaptability
to solving a variety of complex control problems. The large inventory
of advanced surface ships and gas-turbine propulsion systems being in-

vestigated, developed, or deployed by the U. S. Navy suggests numerous
applications and a genuine need for a gas-turbine simulation similar
to the one described in this paper. As the mission requirements of
advanced naval vehicles become more and more demanding, dynamic con-
siderations will play a greater role in the early stages of platform
design and development. This gas-turbine simulation technique is en-
visioned as fulfilling a need during preliminary evaluations when
expensive, complex performance decks provided by engine manufacturers
can be traded for a simpler, faster and cheaper model that gives good
results. A gas-turbine simulation provided by the manufacturer for a
specific marine gas-turbine is typically a large, complex computer
program developed from an existing aircraft engine simulation. Usu-
ally, rotor acceleration is the only dynamic affect incorporated in

the simulation rendering it incapable of predicting certain transient
behavior accurately. There can be several disadvantages associated
with using these programs. Time-consuming gas-turbine calculations,
which do not significantly affect ship dynamics, and obsolete solution
convergence techniques lead to expensive computation costs. Since each
engine manufacturer uses its own preferred approach to writing gas-
turbine simulations, other users must repeat a learning process before

using each manufacturer's simulation. And since customer users are
not always involved in the development of these simulations, trouble-
shooting day-to-day problems or modifying the simulation to investi-

gate new ideas becomes difficult. It is apparent from past experience
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Gas-turbine simulation techniques that have been usel for sevfratl
years in the aircraft industry could be applied to naval en,;in{tri,1(1
problems involving propulsion dynamics and control. Several existing
computer programs for calculating steady-state and transient oerformancte
of gas turbines provide an information base for development of i pen-
eLalized, flexible, and efficient simulation. Details pertainin-T to
these existing commuter programs are summarized in Tible 1.

Table i. Generalized Gas-Turbine Simulations for Digital Computers

I EnineCa;)abilities
Confiyuraticns C

Developed Turbo- o- Tu-Turbo- Steady- Transients

Code by fan jet shaft state

SMOTE 1967:AFAPL X X
GENENG 1972 NASA LeRC X X X
CENENG II 1972 NASA LeRC X X
NEPCOMP 1974 NADC X X X X
DYNGEN 1975 NASA LeRC X X X
NNEP 1975 NADC/NASA X X X X

The SMOTE (1), (2) computer code was developed in 1967 by the Turbine
Engine Division of the U. S. Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory
(AFAPL), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. This simulation is capable of
calculating steady-state design and off-design performance of a two-
s:)ool turbofan engine. GENENG (3) was developed in 1972 by NASA's
Lewis Research Center (LeRC), Cleveland, Ohio, to improve the versa-
tility of SMOTE. Steady-state design and off-design performance of
one- and two-spool turbojets can be calculated as well as the two-

spool turbofan with the GENENG simulation. The GENENG II (4) computer
program, a derivative of GENENG, calculates steady-state performance
of two- or three-spool turbofan engines with as many as three nozzles.

NEPCOMP (5) was developed in 1974 by the Naval Air Development Center
(NADC), Warminster, Pennsylvania. The exceptional flexibility of the

N[PCOMP simulation provides for calculation of steady-state performance
of gas-turbine engines with multispools, including turbojets and turbo-
fans (with mixed or separate flow streams) and turboshafts, as well as

ramjets. The DYNGEN (6) computer code was developed in 1975 by NASA
LeRC. DYNGEN has the combined capabilities of GENENG and GENENG IT for
calculating steady-state performance of one- and two-spool turbojet
engines or two- and three-spool turbofan engines. To these capabilities
have been added the further capability for calculating transient per-
formance. NNEP (7), the newest member in this family of generalized
gas-turbine simulations, was jointly developed in 1975 by NADC and

NASA LeRC. The NNEP computer code is capable of simulating steady-
state design and off-design performance of almost any conceivable tur-
bine engine configuration. It is a derivative of the NEPCOMP computer

code and uses stacked component maps and multiple flow paths to simu-
late variable cycle engines with variable component geometry. This
brief review of existing gas-turbine simualtions has shown that previ-

ous efforts have concentrated on turbofan and turbojet engine config-
urations, and few existing simulations have the capability for calcu-
lating transient performance. Therefore, considerable modifications
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n exnt. n, ut(,r program would be necessary before it could beis,,i t') simulate transient performance of marine gas turbines.

MARlIE ;AS-TURBINE CONF'IGURATTONS

Although the gas-turbine has been applied to a variety of advanced
surface ships having many machinery arrangements, the engines have re-
mained simple cycle gas-turbines. Table 2 lists some propulsion gas-
turbines in the 2400 to 32000 kW power range. These gas-turbines are
either currertly installed aboard a U. S. Navy ship or potential can-
didates for future applications. Included in Table 2 is a schematic
drawinq of the engine configurations. All of these engines are free-
power-turbine gas-turbines, and most have single-spool gas generators
(i.e. one compressor and one turbine in the engine core). A higher
output power class of marine gas turbines having dual-spool gas gener-
ators is being developed. Therefore, a generalized gas turbine simu-
lation should have the capability to simulate both engine configurations
if it is going to satisfy current near-term needs. Another important
gjroup of marine gas-turbines is single-shaft engines used for electric
power generation. This engine configuration is easily simulated using
a single-spool gas generator directly coupled to the electrical machin-

y .

Table 2. Marine Gas-Turbines for Naval Ship Applications

Gas Turbine Rated Engine Naval Ship
Make & Model Power & Speed Configuration Applications

General Electric 2400 kW1 Semi-Submerged
T-64 1000 r.p.m. Platform "Kaimalino"

AVCO Lycominq 2500 kW Amphibious Assault
TF-4n 15400 r.p.m. [j--J Landing Crafts

Garrett 9q0 3800 kW Future Ships
3600 r.p.m. J

Dtroit Diesel 4000 kW Future Ships
Allison 570K 11500 r.p.m.

General Electric 10400 kW AGEH Experimental
TM1500 5500 r.p.m. Hydrofoil

PG-84 Patrol Gunboats

General Electric 16000 kW DD 963 Destroyers
LM2500 3600 r.p.m. __[ ]  FFG-7 Destroyers

- PHM-l Hydrofoils

Pratt & Whitney 24600 kW _ Future Ships
F"-9 4000 r.p.m.

General Electric 32000 kW Future Ships
IM5000 4000 r.p.m.
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SHIPCON performs the following control functions:

- start/stop/stand by routines (automatic, remote or local manual
control as required)

- presentation of operational parameters
- alarm functions (static and dynamic alarm limits)
- safety actions
- remote control of propulsion machinery
- remote control of systems
- condition monitoring (i.e. processing and presentation of data

onboard for short term trend developments as well as recording
and storage of data for further prosessing in SHORCON.

- independent back-up systems (conventional techniques)

To obtain the best system reliability, resistance to ship envi-
ronment, weight volume and human engineering we have decided to employ
the following devices as building bricks of SHIPCON:

- high quality analogue sensors
- micro computers
- alpha numeric displays
- semigraphic colour monitors
- magnetic tape

A typical SHIPCON structure is shown very simplified in principle
on Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Typical SHIPCON Structure.
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ment system as well as formulating requirements for an improved system

with the overall governing aim of

IMPROVING SHIP AVAILABILITY

To achieve this it is obviously necessary to reduce the number,
extension and frequency of programmed maintenance activities as well
as trying to reduce the chances of unpredictable disturbances and
break-downs.

This is the well known dilemma of striking the balance between
hours at sea and hours at yard, in other words how to do the minimum
amount of maintenance to achieve the required availability. It became
obvious that the following measures would be necessary:

- To design the systems themselves as simple as possible to
reduce the potential of disturbances.

- To install some kind of control and supervision system which
would:

contain sufficient protection and safety devices.

provide the crew with better and more relevant information
of the operational conditions of the machinery systems.

provide the management system ashore with information that
could be processed in such a manner that maintenance activi-
ties could be predicted as well as intercepting develop-
ments leading towards otherwise unpredictable disturbances
and breakdowns.

And last but not least the important requirement that the control
systems themselves should not require additional specialist people on-
board and mean an additional maintenance load.

DEFINITION OF THE SHIPCON/SHORCON CONCEPT

SHIPCON and SHORCON are complementary systems which together con-
stitute a complete package for control and monitoring of the ship
technical systems onboard as well as providing facilities for long
term monitoring and administration ashore.

SHIPCON is short for SHIPBORNE CONTROL
SHORCON is short for SHOREBASED CONTROL

SHIPCON is an integrated and computerbased shipborne control and
monitoring system for ship technical functions. It comprises control
objects such as

- propulsion engines
- transmission systems
- propeller systems
- electrical generating systems
- auxiliary systems in connection with prime movers and generators
- auxiliary systems associated with the hotel functions of the ship
- fire detection and extinguishing systems
- bilge, trim and compensating systems
- fuel transfer and sounding systems
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NEW SHIP TECHNICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR
THE ROYAL NORWEGIAN NAVY

by 0ystein R~nning, The Royal Norwegian Navy
and Eivind Engebretsen, The Ship Research Institute of Norway

ABSTRACT

In 1975, the Royal Norwegian Navy entered an extensive ne con-
struction program. In this connection it was necessary to decide the
future policy of machinery control techniques. Working groups consis-
ting of members from the Naval Material Command, Norway, and the Ship
Research Institute of Norway have developed a new operational manage-
ment system including Condition Monitoring concepts and Data Techni-
ques.

The system consists of two basic parts, the shipborne system
(SHIPCON) and the shorebased system (SHORCON). The principles have up
to now been applied to various projects, of which details of two are
given.

The system is based upon micro-computer techniques and data stor-
age on magnetic tape for Condition Monitoring - and Pattern Recogni-
tion processing ashore. Efficient man-machine communication has been
accomplished by means of alpha numeric displays and graphic color mo-
nitors.

For the first project it was necessary to keep weight and volume
of the control equipment at an absolute minimum. Due to high speed,
light weight, 4-stroke engines, condition monitoring data cannot al-
ways be accomplished by direct measurements. Methods for indirect es-
tablishment of parameter values are therefore introduced. Additional
data processing onboard is provided for special monitoring of certain
short trend condition developments.

For the second project, graphic color screen monitoring methods
are utilized for supervision of remote controlled systems.

INTRODUCTION

Around the mid-seventies, the Ship Research Institute of Norway
(NSFI) was engaged by the Royal Norwegian Navy for participation in
various projects with the main target of determining principles for
the future use of control and instrumentation techniques in the Navy.
The background for this was that the Navy at this time entered an
extensive new construction program.

The staff requirements for these ships called for a minimization
of the complement as well as the highest possible ship availability.
At the same time it was felt among people responsible for the logis-
tic support functions ashore that the existing technical management
system could be improved.

A study was therefore carried out analyzing the existing manage-
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configuration will be needed in the future. So far, rotor dynamics
and control volume storage of mass and energy are the only transient
effects included in the gas-turbine simulation. Heat exchange between
gas and engine materials, compressor and turbine blade tip clearance
changes, and fuel droplet combustion lags were neglected, but may be
necessary requirements of a good marine gas-turbine simulation. It is
believed there exists numerous applications and a genuine need for a
gas-turbine simulation technique such as the one described in this
paper. Continuing effort will depend upon the identification of a
sufficient number of soecific applications to warrant further develop-
ment of this analytical tool.
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where X refers to an independent variable, E refers to an error, and
EB refers to a base error. For solution convergence the errors Ei
should approximate zero and therefore should be dropped from the above
equation. The unknowns dX] are determined by using a matrix elimination
method and then used to correct the initial guesses for the inde-
pendent variables. The new guesses become:

Xj = XBj + dXj [21]

where XB refers to the previous quesses. Since the performance calcu-
lations are nonlinear functions, it is necessary to repeat the process
several times before all base ,,rrors approach negligible values.

RESULTS

A dynamic gas-turbine simulation using these generalized tech-
nigues has been developed in the Gas Turbines Branch at David W. Taylor
Naval Ship Research and Development Center (DTNSRDC). To date only the
single-spool engine configuration option has been included. The com-
ponent maps, desion constants, and fuel-control characteristics for
General Electric's L1M2500 marine gas turbine were input to the simula-
tion. The results presented in this paper are typical examples of
steady-state design and off-design performance, engine acceleration
from idle to full power, and engine deceleration from full power to
idle. Steady-state results are shown in Figure 7 as a function of power
level angle. A given power lever angle corresponds to a constant de-
manded gas generator speed. Fuel flow rate is fixed by the fuel-meter-
ing valve in the fuel control. Other operating conditions shown in
Figure 7 include engine output power, HPT inlet temperature, HPC inlet
airflow, and power turbine speed. An engine acceleration is simulated
by quickly increasing the power level angle from an idle setting to
the full power setting. The transient results shown in Figure 8 were
generated by a two-second ramp disturbance of the power lever. The
response of gas generator speed and fuel flowrate is limited by the
protective acceleration schedule used in the fuel control. The gas
generator rotor accelerates from idle to final demanded speed in about
six seconds. Due to the larger inertia, the free-power-turbine requires
about 10 seconds to acc-lerate to final speed. Engine output power is
plotted in Figure 8 as a function of elapsed time. An engine deceler-
ation is simulated by quickly decreasing the power lever angle from
the full power setting to the idle setting. A two-second ramp disturb-
ance of the power lever is used again to generate the transient results
shown in Figure 9. Steady-state and transient results obtained with
this simulation have been compared with results obtained from the
engine manufacturer's simulation and with existing experimental data.
The comoarisons made between the two simulations demonstrated that good
results could be obtained using the simpler generalized approach to
modeling gas turbines. In generating the transient data used in these
comparisons, the DTNSRDC simulation consumed 1/3 less computer time
than was used by the engine manufacturer's simulation. Improvements
to the current version of the DTNSRDC simulation could be made to fur-
ther reduce execution time.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The investigation of generalized simulation techniques has dem-
onstrated a newer, more flexible and more efficient approach for simu-
lating the dynamics of marine gas turbines. The scope of this investi-
gation has been limited to simulating only the single-spool engine con-
figuration. However, a capability for simulating a dual-spool engine
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This convergence technique has been shown to converge faster, with
hijher stability and reliability than the classical nested loop method.
To use this convergence technique, an equal number of independent var-
iables and error tests must be programmed into the simulation. Seven
independent variables can be identified for the single-spool engine
configuration and i-- fuel control; these include:

o HPC - HPT rotational speed
o HPC exit pressure
" Burner exit pressure
o Burner exit temperature
o HPT exit pressure
o FPT rotational speed
o Fuel-metering valve position

The seven error tests generated by the performance calculations are
mismatched:

o HPC and HPT power
" mass flow rates at station 3
0 mass flow rates at station 4
o Guessed and calculated burner exit temperature
0 mass flow rates at station 5
o FPT power and engine load
0 servo fluid flow rate (E3) and derivative of valve position

A total of ten independent variables and error tests apply to the dual-
spool engine configuration and its fuel control. The additional inde-
pendent variables are:

o LPC-LPT rotational speed
o LPC exit pressure
o LPT exit pressure

and the additional error tests are mismatched:

o LPC and LPT power
0 mass flow rates at station 2.5
0 mass flow rates at station 4.5

The solution converaence technique is the same for both steady-state
and transient performance calculations. Accumulation of mass, accumu-
lation of energy, and rotor acceleration are absent under steady-state
conditions. Therefore, the time derivatives of pressure, internal en-
ergy, and rotor speed in the dynamic equations are set equal to zero
durinq steady-state performance calculations. During transients, how-
ever, the error calculations account for storage of mass and energy
and for rotor acceleration. With initial guesses for the independent
variables a first pass through the performance calculations is made to
determine values of base errors. Succeeding passes are made, perturb-
ing one independent variable by a small amount during each pass. In
the process the change of each error "i" due to the small perturbation
of each independent variable "j" is computed and used as the coeffici-
ents in a set of simultaneous equations:

dEi = Z dXj Ei - EBi  [20]
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the dynamic power balance for each rotor of the gas generator is:
(w 1wc 2_. 22 dN
t -W) = 60 I.N. dt [161

and the dynamic power balance for the free-power-turbine rotor is:

(Wt - "load) = k f60] I.N. dN [171
(Wt Wlod) kP (60J dt

Disagreement between transient engine test data ind simulation results
have been experienced when using simple computer models based on normal
steady-state component performance and rotor dnamics. Although rotor
inertias may account for most of the system's s5tred energy, other
transient mechanisms in the componcnts are important. Since the gas-
turbine engine is a series of physical volumes, accumulation of mass
and energy may occur in its components during a transient. The differ-
ential equations used in DYNGEN (6) assume that storage of mass and
energy occur isentrooically. The accumulation of mass within a control
volume is given by the expression:

d M . - e _ V [d P1
d--t = nn - Ix R-T d-t [18]

and accumulation of energy, which is the product of specific internal
energy and stored mass, is given by the expression:

d(uM) = PV (du[
dt m in.hin" - mexhex - u (min.-mex) - -[191

A more accurate approach would have temperature as a derivative of time
also. Other transient mechanisms include heat exchange between gas
and engine materials, compressor and turbine blade tip clearance changes,
and fuel droplet combustion lags (10). Neglecting the heat transfer
in the engine simulation can lead to predicted acceleration rates some
20 to 30% faster than observed during transient engine tests. Methods
for predicting transient tip clearances and their associated effects
on component performance can be found in the literature. Fuel droplet
combustion lags range from 20 to 80 milliseconds, depending upon the
type of burner. It remains to be determined which transient engine
effects have a significant impact on gas-turbine-ship dynamics.

Solution Convergence Technique

An iterative approach is required to balance the performance
characteristics of the various engine components. Solution convergence
techniques involve initial guesses for independent variables from which
the performance calculations are made. Since the initial guesses are
only approximations, errors result in the form of mismatched flow
rates, pressures, temperatures, rotational speeds, or powers between
components; and an iterative scheme is used to adjust the independent
variables until all errors are negligible. Since its first application
to gas-turbine modeling nearly a decade ago the Newton-Raphson conver-
gence technique has become a popular iteration scheme for balancing
computerized engine performance calculations. The Newton-Raphson con-
vergence technique is used in several general-purpose, multiconfigura-
tion, engine simulations including those shown earlier in Table 1.
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inputs to the fuel-control model include power level angle (PLA), gas
generator speed (NGG), compressor inlet temperature (CIT), and compres-
sor discharge pressure (CDP). The primary disturbance during a tran-
sient is a change in PLA as a function of time. When a difference be-
tween demanded and sensed gas generator sneed exists, an error signal
causes a change in fuel flowrate that will produce the demanded NGG.
The NGG and CDP inputs are already independent variables in the com-
pressor model, and CIT is usually assumed to be constant. These three
parameters are used in the fuel-control model to establish the maximum
allowable fuel flow rate based on the acceleration schedule. The mini-
mum allowable fuel flow rate or deceleration schedule may be some frac-
tion of the acceleration schedule. With an equation for the inverse
fuel metering valve schedule, the maximum and minimum fuel flow rates
are converted to maximum and minimum fuel metering valve positions.
The error signals generated in the fuel-control model correspond to
servo fluid flow rates in the hydromechanical fuel control. Integra-
tion of the final error signal gives fuel metering valve position which
is checked against the upper and lower limits established by the accel-
eration and deceleration schedules. During steady-state operation or
for small PLA disturbances, the fuel metering valve position is con-
trolled by the speed error. For large PLA disturbances the fuel-meter-
ing valve position is limited by the acceleration or deceleration
schedule. The fuel-metering valve position is selected as the inde-
pendent variable in the fuel-control model. Valve position is used to
calculate servo fluid flow rates. The calculated value of C3 should
equal the derivative w.r.t. time of valve position, X. With an equation
for fuel-metering valve schedule, valve position is converted to the

fuel flow rate supplied to the gas-turbine engine.

Two feedback loops in the fuel-control model provide stability
during transients. Feedback of fuel-metering valve position and feed-
back of gas generator rotor acceleration are used to control servo
fluid flow rates. Flexibility in obtaining the desired fuel-control
response is provided by several transfer functions in the fuel-control
model. Errors between sensed and demanded NGG are converted to servo
fluid flow rates by the K3 transfer function. The K4 transfer function
may range in value from 0 to 1.0 ani is used to adjust the amount of
acceleration feedback. Similarly, the K5 transfer function is used to
adjust the amount of valve position feedback. The K7 transfer function
is used in the fuel-control model to limit the absolute value of servo
fluid flow rate and is therefore referred to as a rate limiter. The
K6 and K8 transfer functions may be used to scale the acceleration and
deceleration schedules, respectively. The primary transfer functions
affecting the stability and response of the fuel control are K3, K4,
and K5, while the other transfer functions provide additional options
for obtaining desired results. Under normal circumstances K6 and K8
would have values of unity, and K7 would have a value too large to
affect results.

Dynamic Equations

The momentum balance for rotating machirery states that any excess
torque provided by either turbine will produce rotor acceleration.
Therefore:

dN -60dt 60 AQ [14]dt 2 I71

Since torque, speed, and power are related by the expression:

E3
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hex (in. hin. - uin. Ah + mbl hbl)/(min. + rnbl) [12]

Exit temperature is calculated using a curve-fitted polynomial equation
for temperature of combustion products as a function of hex and FARex.

Engine Load

One approach to modeling the propeller load on the free-power-
turbine utilizes the thrust and torque characteristics of a particular
propeller given as a function of propeller speed of advance and the
propeller shaft's rotational speed. For a controllable-pitch propeller
thrust and torque also depend upon a variable pitch-to-diameter ratio.
Thus, the total number of independent variables in the simulation will
increase, and certain characteristics of the ship's hull and propulsion
drive train must be modeled when taking this approach. Other technical
papers (8), (9) have discussed this approach in more detail. Since the
scope of this paper deals primarily with gas-turbine dynamics, a sim-
pler approach to modeling the load is sufficient to demonstrate this
technique. The power absorbed by the load is a function of rotational
speed cubed:

Wload = W* (NFPT/N*)3  [13]

where W * and N* define a reference point on the curve such as the de-
sign output power and rotational speed of the free-Dower-turbine. This
cubic load curve was used to generate the results shown in this paper,
with the understanding that it does not account for the effect of ship's
inertia on the free-power-turbine response during transients.

Fuel Control

For shipboard main propulsion the output power of the free-power-
turbine can be indirectly controlled by maintaining a constant gas gen-
erator speed for a given power lever position. By advancing the power
lever, a higher gas generator speed is selected and the gas-turbine
engine accelerates to a higher output power. During transients pro-
tective acceleration and deceleration schedules in the fuel control
limit the fuel flow rate independently of demanded gas generator speed.
Figure 6 is a block diagram of the fuel-control model. Note the four

A 3EM NOG I (DECELERATION SMETLEI

C'T SENSIED CT.IH E

K7 
SENSEDRSEUE

Figure 6. Flow Chart for Fuel-Control Model
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h,-(n, - ho+ LIIV 'lb FAR) /H( + PAR) + h1  [ 71

whure FAR is the fuel-to-air mass ratio AM~f~). Exit temperature is
calculated usinq a curve-fitted polynomial equation for temperature of
'combustion products as a function of h~ and FAR. The burner exit mass
flow rate is the sum of air and fuel fNow rates.

Turbines

Turbine exit pressure and rotational speed are selected as inde-
pendent variables in the turbine model. Performance characteristics
(i.e. flow function and onthalpy function) of a high-pressure turbine
are plotted in Figures 4 and 5, respectively, as a bivariant function

03

- I L
0 2 qI 16 08I 10 II I 2 11 4 1 08 It 12 I

FRACTIOIN OF DI SIGN HIIH PjlISGIHI TIRHUINI FHACIIION OfI DESIGNHIGH PRE SSORE 7 EIIIN[

ClOflll1 I PI CP[ FTF OSPLI 1

Figure 4. High-Pressure Turbine Figure 5. High-Pressure Turbine
Flow Function as a Function of Cor- Enthalpy Function as a Function of
rIect-d Speed and Pressure Ratio Corrected Speed and Pressure Ratio

oY pressure ratio and corrected speed. Calculation of the inlet mass

Kow rate is based on the definition of turbine flow function:

turbine flow function = in. /' [8]n

and the enthalpy drop across the turbine is determined from the defi-

n'ition of turbine enthalpy function:

turbine enthalpy function = Ah/Tin. 19]

Thc turbine power is then calculated:

V; = T1jn. h/kp 110]

Thn turbine exit mass flow rate is the sum of any cooling bleed air
and the inlet mass flow rate. Taking into account this mixing of gas
ntreams, the exit conditions of the turbine are:

FARO FAR /[l + (FARin + 1) AIhl + min)] til]
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and compressor efficiency is used to calculate actual CET:

Tex (actual) = (Tex isentropic - Tin.)/flc + Tin. [31

The compressor power is then calculated:

Wc = J ma (hex - hin.)/kp 14]

In order to calculate air flow rate at the compressor exit, knowledge
of the compressor's parasitic air streams is required. The majority
of the bleed air may go to cool hot oarts in the engine, while the re-
maining bleed air may go to satisfy external needs or may be lost
overboard.

Burner

The burner's exit pressure and exit temperature are selected as
independent variables in the burner model. The pressure drop through
the burner is assumed proportional to dynamic pressure; thus, the
burner inlet airflow can be expressed as:

fha = kb /Pin. (Pex-Pin.)/Tin. [5]

where kb is the pressure loss coefficient. As shown in Figure 3,
burner efficiency is tabulated as a bivariant function of its temper-
ature rise and inlet pressure. In this case the highest efficiency

'DO - _ _ - _ _-

0

FRAOCTION OF DESIGN
COMBUSTOR INLET PRESSURE

I? 4 06 09 '0 L _ - -

FRACTION OF LESIGN
COBUSTOR TEMPERATIURE RISE

Figure 3. Combustor Efficiency as a Function
of Temperature Rise and Inlet Pressure

curve applies to burner inlet pressures equal to or greater than 42%
of the design point inlet pressure. The energy balance for the com-
bustion process is:

rha (ha - ho) + mhf (hf - h) + FHV 7b !f = (ra + mr)(hp- h) [61

where the superscripted enthalpies refer to a standard state of 25*C.
Assuming the ambient temperature of the fuel is approximately 25°C, the
(hf-hf0 ) term can be neglected. Solving for the enthalpy of combustion
products at the burner exit gives:
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In the dual-spool configuration, additional station numbers are used

in the gas generator at intracompressor and intraturbine locations.

ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Compressors

Compressor discharge pressure, CDP, and rotational speed are se-
lected as independent variables in the compressor model. Performance
characteristics of the compressor are represented graphically by using
the parameters: pressure ratio, percent corrected speed, corrected air-
flow, and efficiency. Figure 2 is a typical plot of pressure ratio
versus corrected airflow for lines of constant percent corrected speed.
The compressor efficiency contours are omitted in this figure. The

PERCENT COMPRESSOR

CORRECTEDSPEED 95 115

o s/
- / /

75 048

310--

Io - /

o~i /Z LINES

02

a 02 04 06 08 10 1 2 1 4
rACTION OF DESIGN COMPRESSOR CORRECTED AIRFLOW

Figure 2. Compressor Performance Characteristics

percent corrected speed lines are bounded by the compressor's surge and
choke lines. Due to the narrow spread of data at low corrected speeds,
a pressure ratio parameter, Z, is often used to facilitate the tabula-
tion of compressor performance data. This parameter divides each cor-
rected speed line into an equal number of segments. At the intersection
of each corrected speed line and Z line, values for corrected airflow
and efficiency are tabulated. Specifying CDP and rotational speed de-
fines an operating point on the compressor map, and by interpolation
of the tabulated performance data a corresponding value for corrected
airflow and efficiency is obtained. Calculation of airflow rate of the
compressor inlet is based on the definition of corrected airflow:

corrected airflow - ma iTin./To
Pin./Po

The isentropic compressor exit temperature, CET, is calculated from
the pressure ratio:

Y-1

Tex (isentropic) Tin. (Pex/Pin.) Y - 1 [2]
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Once the configuration options have been identified, a system of
numberod stations is derived designating common locations throughout
the engine configurations. There are probably as many different num-
bering systems as there are gas turbine manufacturers, which can cause
confusion when comparing performance data for several gas turbines.
In a generalized simulation the numbering system must provide for the
consistent definition of locations regardless of differences in engine
configuration. Figure 1 illustrates such a system for free-power tur-
bines having either single-spool or dual-spool gas generator. The
station numbers common to both configurations are:

0 - reference conditions
1 - inlet/engine interface
2 - first compressor inlet
3 - last compressor discharge
4 - burner discharge
5 - gas generator discharge
6 - free-power-turbine discharge
8 - exhaust conditions

0 12 3 4 5 6 8

II' I I I I

I I .

IHi HPT IFPT I EXHAUST
II L I

SINGLE-SPOOL GAS GENERATOR

0 12 2.5 3 4 4.5 5 6 8
I II

SI I EXHAUST

[Lj1 HPT LPT IFPT

INLET __________

DUAL-SPOOL GAS GENERATOR

Figure 1. Marine Gas-Turbine Engine Configurations
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SHORCON is a more extensive concept than a condition monitoring
system in the traditional sense.

It is a common designation for a computerbased system of program-
mes, the output of which provides a tool for efficient maintenance
strategy.

SHORCON combines the two principally different maintenance stra-
tegies:

- periodic maintenance, i.e. mean time between failure (MTBF) based
on statistics

- condition monitoring based on calculation of the various compon-
ents ability to perform its intended function.

Figure 2. shows the main structure of SHORCON.

A:'C: ! % -A .' %A

Figure 2. SHORCON Main Structure.

The input to SHORCON originates from SHIPCON by:

- automatic reco:dirnj of a set of measured parameters on magnetic
tape darinq certain stable operating conditions

- automatic recoroing of alarm conditions on magnetic tape
- automatic information of safeguard actions recorded on magnetic

tape
- manual report forms.

Various important data-sets are continuously stored on a RAM me-
mory. For certain alarms or safeguard actions taking place the. e data
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sets are dumped on magnetic tape thus providing a recorded history of
the situation for a time interval of some minutes preceeding the alarm
or safeguard action.

Completed casettes are delivered to the administration ashore and
the content transferred to the central computer where the SHORCON data
processing takes place.

Associated with the central computer is also a data storage where
information about machinery performance, maintenance and disturbances
is accumulated on a magnetic tape station. The SHORCON machinery con-
figuration is shown on Fig. 3.

T7APE

"TAT 10N

CFNTRAL

'IN I SuN DISC

STATI0N

Figure 3. SHORCON Machinery Configuration.

SHORCON works by means of the following measures:

- prediction
- statistics
- reliability analysis (prepared)
- diagnosis, pattern recognition

Prediction is based on the establishment of certain mathematical
functions or condition parameters. Examples of such parameters, and
how they are calculated in SHIPCON and SHORCON are shown in the fol-
lowing table 1.
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FROCESSE D IN

PARAMETER INPUT VALUES FUNCTIONS P R t! I

"H I PCON ( H0iPCrjN

SHAFT HP n: rpm f (n,

SHP T: torque 1 I
I: fuel rack f2 (n, I)

SPEC. FUEL B: measured

CONSUMPTION value b f(B,th,H)

b. t b : temp A

H: calorific

va 1 ue

HEAT N: engine power

LOAD n: rpm T f(N,ntmP, te,t1 )

T tm: temp.air H H

manifold (Will be modified when

Pm: manifold press, more exact parameter

ate: temp. rise estimation data are

across engine available)

tI: temp. com-
pressor
intake

Table 1. SHIPCON/SHORCON: Examples of Data Processing.

The parameters are used to calculate the functional ability of
components or engine sub-systems and indicate this as a percentage of
the ability of a new identical component or system. The models used
are considering the operational condition such that the established
functional ability is independent upon load.

The functional ability in itself provides important information
to the operators. However, if the functional ability is plotted as a
function of time, it is possible to predict the time where the perfor-
mance reaches a lower limiting value.

Incidents like damages and maintenance actions will cause discon-

tinuities in the plot. From these it is possible to appreciate the

seriousness of various types of damages and the quality of maintenance

actions.

Statistics. Statistic information used in SHORCON is

- hours of operation
- operational profile
- type number and distribution of incidents

The present system is summing up incidents within groups to

establish statistical values of MTBF. However, the system is prepared

for performing reliability analysis and parameters are sampled for
this purpose.

Diagnosis, pattern recognition. A conventional alarm system only

indicates the effect of a fault condition on a single measured para-

meter. It gives no information about the cause of the failure. The

system gives response orientated messages. This is sufficient as far

as unique cause/effect connections are concerned. In more complex
machinery systems however, fault conditions can manifest themselves by
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disturbances in other parts of the system. A number of fault conditi-
ons can thus be detected contemporarily.

The diagnostic system of SHORCON is based on a number of record-
able effects of fault conditions in the complete system. An identifi-
cation of a fault pattern is accomplished before a cause orientated
message is given. The SHORCON diagnosis is accomplished by selecting
the most probable fault pattern of a number of predefined patterns.

The probable types of failures are described as vectors composed
of modified condition parameters. If a set of condition parameters are
recorded, these can define a measured vector. By comparison of the
measured vector with the predefined fault vectors, the case which
gives the smallest vector difference indicates the most probable
failure or failure development.

The vector matrix and the vector comparison are illustrated in
Fig. 4.

P3

E4

El~r FE

E 3

:2

Figure 4. Diagnosis Predefined Fault Vectors.
Calculation of Vector Difference.

The SHORCON program structure consists of the following 12 main
programmes:

ADMIN is an administrative routine which calls the other main
programs based on the operator run-options.

CASIN performs reading in and checking measured parameters as
to parameter quality and instrument failure of data re-
corded on magnetic tape.

MANIN performs similar reading in of manually recorded data.

DISCOP performs reading and writing to and from disk file.

F1 1-7
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TRUSTI accumulates alarms, safeguard actions, damage incide-
nts, maintenance in separate sub-systems.

CALCO calculation of condition parameters.

SYSOR time of measurements and events are established and
numbers of measurements in each time interval between
events are calculated.

WEPAR calculation of mean values of condition parameters over
a defined period of time.

LINOR organization of condition parameters in line sequential

order.

DIABLO diagnostisation of i lt conditions.

ANCON prediction by calculation of slopes of trend lines un-
til intersection with limit value. If no trend is found
prediction is based on statistics (MTBF).

HARCO provides print outs.

rhe resulting printout from SHORCON in the format it will be pre-

sented to the maintenance personell is shown in Fig. 5.

TILSTANDSUTV1IK61NG 06 PREDIKSjON
'40T0Pi S9 TURTALLI 1850

---------------------------------------------------------- --------------- I
I TIL374NDSL1TV3KLINS I PREDIKSJ0'. I

------- ---------- ------- ------- --------------- I----------------I
I I I SPAANGkVV1K(%)f0T 711. PEILSANSI

I PARAMETER I TREN~D I VAR I----- ------- ------- I-------I
I %IO1ObT9 *P-% I SKADE I VEDL. 1 10% 1 50% 1

I--------------- ---------- ------- I-------- I--------- ------- -------I-...
994M. TURTALL I -t.001 01.801 0.009 00019.0960.0
9EFF. 410DELYNK. I 6.n09 0.41.3 0.001 0.001 429.801 4.81.801
IAKSELFFEKT 1-4.2.001 0.4411 0.001 23.871 401.109 1.10.701
IVARMIBELASTN. 1 1.001 0.091 0.001 ).6411098.0011800.00i *
ISPES. 60. FOR8R. 1 -5.001 0.191 0.001 0.001 591.601 806.801
ITRK. I.6'). 9ILT. 1 0.001 i).10 C.001 3.001 598.301 800.001 *
lV.34. 4?. Pl)mPER I 0.0 U.001 010 0.001i 598.001 800.001 *
LU 0VERSKUDD 1 0.001 U.0 1 0.019 o.oflf 599.009 so0.009 *
ILADER TURTALL I U.001 0.009 0.001 0.0011998.0013600.001 *
ITMP. EKS.E.SYL. 1 -5.009 0.191 J.001 o.n09 584.831 793.209
ITRK. LADELUFT 1 0.001 0.0091 O.Oril 0.001 59S.001 800.001 *
IV.GR. KAn4PRqSS0R 1 0.009 0.0f1 U..00 3.001 595.001 800.009 *
lV.GR. TURSZN I 0.001 0.081 0.009 0.00F 598.0019800.001 *
9K-VER0I LIjPKJ. 1 0.001 0.001 ).Oil 0.0011998.DU13600.001 *
10.TNK. LUPTKJ. 1 -16.001 0.181 '.1.009 0.001 1998.0013600.001 *
ID.TRK. MOTOR 1 ".001 0.001 J.0ml 1.0011998.9t)(3600.001 *
9TOK.E. EKSOSJRBIN 1 0.009 0.001 0.001 0.0011999.013600.001 *
9LUFTOVERSKuDD I 0.0 0.009 3.309 0,00I1998.0013600.00I *
ILADER TuAALL 1 0.001 0.001 00091 0.001199S.00I3600.009 *
IMP. IKS.E.SYL. 1 4.3.009 0.279 0.011 0.009 1.98.001 6a0.009 *
ITRK. LADELuPT 1 .11.001 0.119 04009 0.001 1.0?.309 422.001
1 ---------------------- I------- I-------- I -.... I---[--- I---9
IVARPIESELASTN. 1 0.009 0.009l 0.001 0.0011998.0013600.001
ISPES. 60. P0R8R. 1 6.001 0.41.3 0.001 0.009 1.29.80f 1.81.801
ILUPTOVERSKUDD 1 -5.009 0.199 0.001 0.001 591.609 606.809
ILACER TURTALL 1 0.001 0.0()l 0.009 0,009 598s009 800,009
----------------------- I------- I------- I------ I----- -(....I-...

PREDIKSJON BASER? PS MIDLERE T10 MELLO" PFlL.

Figure 5. Examples of Printout from SHORCON.
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We shall below give some details about two of the projects which,
.ur the time being, we will refer to as "The small Vessel Project" and
"The Large Vessel Project".

NIL SMALL VESSEL PROJECT

This was the first project to be undertaken, and the overall aim
it it was to:

- increase the ship reliability and availability
- reduce number of crew members
- develop the preventive maintenance system into a predictive

system.

Based upon a preliminary evaluation performed by naval personnel,
it was fairly early decided that the control and instrumentation sys-
tem in this case would have to include:

- A system for "prechezks" and "ready-to-start" functions for the
main engines.

- A system for performing the necessary starting sequences for the
main engines.

- A supervision system performing necessary safety actions as well
as giving the necessary warnings and alarms for safe operation of
all machinery.

- A condition monitoring system for supplying data suitable for ad-
vanced, shore processed, predictive maintenance.

- A display and presentation system for bridge, control room and
local engine stands.

- Supervision of remote control system.
- Supervision and control of electric power supply and auxiliaries.
- A fire detection system.

The system would of course also have to satisfy all usual mili-
tary standards concerning environmental requirements such as shocks,
vibrations, EMI etc.

The Navy placed a previously built vessel at disposal in order
to install a prototype control and instrumentation system. This
prototype installation will be delivered primo October 1978.

Machinery Details

These vessels are supplied with two propulsion engines type: MTU
16V 538. The engines are manufactured by MOTOREN- UND TURBINEN-UNION,
Friedrichshafen GmbH in Germany. Some general engine data are:

Number of pistons V16
Engine weight (including assessories) 6200 kg (13 700 lbs)
Max. continuous load 3300 HP
Max. continuous RPM 1845 RPM
Max. permissible load 3600 HP/2 hrs.
Max. permissible RPM 1900 RPM/2 hrs.
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GCA 11

Figure 6. MTU Engine Type 16V 538.

The prototype vessel is supplied with 2 auxiliary engines of make
MWM, each rated for 80 kVA. The auxiliary engines are automatically
starting and synchronizing on the main switchboard.

General Description of the Control and Instrumentation System.

During the projecting phase several alternative principle systems
were considered, and it was decided to go for a system based upon
micro computer technology having operationally distributed CPU's. It
was required that the digital control system for security reasons
should have a certain back up based upon conventional technology.
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BRIDGE

CONTROL ROOM I
BRID . MANL I I

CONSOLE PORTABLE

TAPE CONTROL

I' ......
CONTOLONMOIOIG COTO o~eTlo

I ~digital tigo Is

S ,I In~ogue cign.

PROCESS

Figure 7. Configuration of "Small Vessel" Control
and Instrumentation System.

The configuration shown in figure 7. was found to give a satisfac-
tory level of independency and redundancy. Communication with the pro-
cess is taken care of by 4 separate processors, i.e. for the safeguard
system, the monitoring alarm system, the condition monitoring system
and the remote control system. A communication controller is in charge
of the various data presentation features. Information is presented on
a 12x40 character alpha numeric display in the control room and a
single line display on the bridge. Data for condition monitoring as
well as certain alarm data are fed to the tape cassette unit for later
processing. Certain safety functions are obtained by a completely se-
parate system feeding direct signals to a separate set of alarm lamps
on the control room console. This system also supplies certain signals
to the bridge console. The two main engines have separate control and
instrumentation systems. Certain interconnections are, however, pos-
sible in case of failures in one of the systems.
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Operation of the machinery is not dependent upon the control and
instrumentation system. In case of a complete break-down, the engines
can still be operated by conventional means. An example of how this
has been arranged for the bridge remote control system is shown on
figure 9. The electrical control system has a high degree of duplica-
tion such as separate cable lanes, duplicated electronic systems, etc.
In addition to this, the manoeuvering system also utilizes the conven-
tional pneumatic signal transmission which can be put in operation
either manually or automatically, if electrical control should fail.

It is believed that certain recurring breakdowns have been due to
hard manoeuvering of the engine. The pneumatic system has direct
control of the engine load while the electronic system (which normally
will be used) prevents the engines from being loaded beyond a preset
value until normal engine temperatures are reached. The electronic
system is also supplied with load increase/ decrease programs in order
to obtain correct run-up and run-down procedures.

- -I

P9 .J,

Figure 10. "Small Vessel Project". Control Room Console.

A picture of the control room console is given in figure 10. It
shows the control systems for the two engines. The top part of the
centre section will contain the tape cassette unit. The lower part
contains power supplies, telephones, etc.

It will be impossible to describe the control and instrumentation
system in detail in a short paper. We will therefore leave the general
description and consentrate on a few points of more general interest.
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Interplay with Shorebased Condition Monitoring system. This
feature refers to data recording on magnetic tape and has already
been described in some detail.

Short Trend Condition Monitoring System. The vessel is also sup-
plied with an on-line short trend condition monitoring system. Infor-
mation from this can be obtained either by calling up certain data in
the system, or an alarm will automatically be given if certain limit
values are exceeded. The following is included:

- Calculation of shaft horse power.
- Relating pump index to engine output.
- Relating fuel oil flow to engine output.
- Relating pressure rise across turbocharger compressor to turbo-

charger RPM.
- Relating turbocharger RPM to fuel oil consumption.
- Calculating air flow.
- Relating air flow to engine speed.
- Relating pressure drop across air cooler to air flow.
- Relating scavenging air pressure to air flow and engine output.
- Relating exhaust gas temperature to engine output.

Estimation of Thermal Load. The Navy has previously experienced
a number of breakdowns of the cylinder covers. This is assumed to be
due to excessive thermal stresses, particularly during accelerations
and decelerations. For reasons of mechanical strength, no type of
temperature sensor can be introduced in the cylinder cover. The termal
load is therefore estimated by means of the following formula:

Nab

tv =K 1 +K 2  1

Lc

where:

tv  = metal temperature

K i, K2, a, b, c = constants

N = engine revolutions

T = temp. air receiver

L = air throughput

I

This model is referring to steady state conditions, but will give
valuable information concerning permissible engine maneuverability.
The reliability of the mathematical model has been tested by intro-
ducing three thermometers into a test cylinder cover fitted to an
engine on the test stand. Figure 11. shows the cylinder cover and
positions for the introduced thermo-elements.
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Figure 11. Installation of Thermoelements in Test
Cylinder Cover.

Floating Alarm Limits. The operational profile of these vessels
shows great variations, and it is desirable to supply the engines with
floating alarm limits for parameters which are dependant on engine
RPM.
As an example figure 12 shows the variation of the main lub. oil
pressure as a function of the RPM. The "stair case curve" shows the
variation of the alarm limit.

, 12.04 LUBRICATING OIL PRESSURE

SRPM

Figure 12. Floating Alarm Limit for L.O. Pressure.
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Figure 13 shows the signal combination in the system. Alarm will
be given both in the control room and on the bridge if the floating
alarm limit is exceeded. If the oil pressure should fall below a fixed
limit, a new and higher degree alarm will occur. It should also be
mentioned that for further oil pressure reductions the separate safe-
guard system will be activated.

INPUT DATA - SIGNAL TREATMENT OUTPUT TO PRESENTATION
O - (ALARMS-CASSETTE)

0- I PM'A 1

P1 1A sP 'I.[P

- A OF MT0 0-

00 1#, A AAR EEA'0 00 .[MIN

L 0

Figure 13. Signal Combination for L.O. Alarm Circuit.

The significance of the symbol SdLE (Speed Locked Monitoring) is
that all alarm or safety actions are to be blocked when the engine is
at stand still due to an ordered stop.

Add Info feature. The system is supplied with a push-button
called "Add Info". When certain alarms are occurring and this push-
button is pressed, the system will display values of parameters which
must have influence on the alarm situation. This will assist the
operator in quickly localizing the fault causing the alarm.

Portable Cable Control Unit (PCC). From the operational side it
has been expressed the desire for being able to control the vessel
from a portable station. A device which is shown on figure 14 has
therefore been designed. It is connected to the control system by
means of a flexible cable. It enables full control of the main engines
as well as full rudder control.
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Figure 14. Portable Cable Control Unit.

THE LARGE VESSEL PROJECT

In the beginning of 1977, construction started on a larger vessel,
and it was desired that also this ship should be equipped with modern
control and instrumentation systems. Although a decision to this
effect had to be made late in the projecting phase, this was to a
great extent possible. The present machinery control and instrumenta-
tion system follows the same lines as previously have been described
for the "Small Vessel Project". Micro computer techniques are adopted
and machinery data will be processed in the SHORCON system, as de-
scribed earlier. The engine supervision system, including the neces-
sary back-up, cassette unit etc., is shown on the left hand side of
figure 15. The substation processor U is continuously communicating
with the master processor M.

The "Large Vessel" is supplied with a rather complex set of sys-
tems for bunkering and power supply. In addition, the ship also has a
comprehensive trim and ballast system giving a large number of tanks
for oils as well as for sea water. These systems are to be remotely
ojperated from the machinery control room. The sy-tems are so that with
a conventional control and supervision system it had to be assumed
that the load on the operator would have been substantial.

In order to improve the working situation as much as possible for
tho operator, it was decided that control of the various systems
should be supervised by means of semi-graphic diagrams displayad on a
colour television monitor. This method had previously been investigat-
ed, and proved to give a very satisfactory communication between the
operator and the process.
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Figure 15. "Large Vessel Project". Outline of Control
and Instrumentation System.

One worry which was encountered was that a colour television tube
with satisfactory military standards could not be found. However,
since the operation of the systems by no means is dependent upon the
RGB-monitor it has been accepted that careful application of external
shock protection will yield a satisfactory solution.

Figure 16 shows the control desk with the colour monitor. The
system outline is shown on the right hand side of figure 15. Again the
system consists of a master processor "M" operating in connection with
a subprocessor "U". The master processor controls a colour terminal
which operates the colour screen. A slave screen is placed in the
Damage Control Center. In order to obtain a maximum degree of reliabi-
lity and independency the remote control valves and pumps can be ope-
rated at 4 (3) levels. Normally they will be operated by means of the
system keyboard, but it is also possible to operate the system by
means of conventional push buttons and control lights from a back-up
station in the control room. Operation can also be performed locally,
either on the pilot valves or by direct hand control.
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Figure 16. Control Desk with Colour Monitor during
Installation.
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Figure 17. Keyboard for Valve and Pump Operation.

The keyboard is supplied with a one line alpha numeric screen
acting as a separate signal device for valve and pump operation.
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The introduction of a colour TV screen is to some extent regarded
as an experiment. The system has therefore up to now only been sup-
plied with 4 different pictures. Drawings of two of these, i.e. the
Bunkering System and the Electrical Power Main Distribution System are
shown on figures 18 and 19. The pictures are fully dynamic in so far
as open valves and lines under pressure are indicated with green
colour, while closed valves and nonpressurized lines are shown with
red colour. The amount of tank filling is indicated by filling the
tank symbol partly with a colour representing the filling liquid (i.e.
brown colour for fuel oil). The exact filling is indicated by means of
a two-digit number in each tank, indicating the filling in percent.
During a period of rilling or emptying a tank, the number and the
colour filling of the symbol will vary continuously.

PORTL~

CHANGL PORT RDt
OF DRAFT 0' i _Z_ CHANGE
AT A P OF DRAFT

3 41 A, F.P.

4 -40

-4n. 54-q 39-0

RArT DFT
AT AP. AT F.P.

G.r), AIPAFFRING SYSTEM

I, , ,j <

.I.I........... Clos d ltne
- ObP li-o

Figure 18. Colour Screen Picture showing Bunkering System.
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EL. POWER MAIN DISTPIRIJTIO

Figure 19. Colour Screen Picture showing Electrical
Power Main Distribution.

Since the various tank systems are used for trimming the ship,
scales are included at the top and each side of the screen showing
list and trim. These scales are of course also fully dynamic.

The picture showing the Electrical Power Main Distribution is
coded in the same way as the other diagrams, i.e. green colour indi-
cating voltage on, while red colour indicates voltage off.

SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT FUTURE CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION TECHNIQUES ON
SHIPS

Compared to the conventional control and instrumentation techni-
ques which have been used throughout the 1960's and 1970's, modern
systems can represent very powerful tools, which are able to perform
tasks which would have been considered unrealistic only a few years
ago. Although we certainly will see great developments within the mea-
suring techniques, we still believe that the treatment of instrument
signals will show some of the most interesting developments.

Systems with logical signal treatment and floating limit values
depending upon the operating conditions will be very much more usual
than today. Methods involving "parameter estimation" will also be more
commonly adopted when it is desirable to read on-line parameter values
which cannot be measured directly.

Standard alarm systems will only give information about a faults
action on one or more parameters, and will normally not give any infor-
mation of the original cause of the alarm. It is expected that in the
near future on-line "diagnosis systems" may to some extent replace the
conventional alarm systems. In these systems parameter values relevant
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to the fault information are compared, and the actual cause of the
alarm is calculated.

Systems for condition monitoring are also expected to be more
common in the near future. Such systems have already been used for
several years, and a certain amount of experience has been collected.
Manual systems have not fulfilled the original expectations. They are
partly too inaccurate and partly too complex to use. Computer-based
condition monitoring systems have been more successful, but also in
this case it is expected that a higher degree of perfectioning may be
obtained when better mathematical models and measuring techniques are
available.

We also think that the concept of on-line short trend condition
monitoring will be of great interest in the future. We are here con-
sidering cases where no limiting values are exceeded, but where combi-
nations of parameter readings indicate fault situations which quickly
may develop into objectionable situations.

Machinery systems are becoming more and more complex. So are also
the control and supervision systems necessary to serve them. The
aspect of Human Engineering is therefore becoming more and more vital.
It is not uncommonly believed that this is the area where some of the
greatest winnings may be earned.

Most of the features described above are included in the proto-
type control and instrumentation systems recently installed in vessels
of the Royal Norwegian Navy. The Navy will now operate these vessels
for periods to come, and it is important that experience and practical
know-how about their functioning are collected and systematically ana-
lysed. As a result of this work it will be possible for the Navy to
establish a well balanced level for the control and instrumentation
techniques which are practical for the purpose, and which can be ex-
pected to stand up to the required standard for the nearest years
ahead.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MACHINERY CONTROL AND
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM FOR A MINE COUNTER MEASURES VESSEL

by Terrence G Turner Vosper Thornycroft (UK) Ltd
and Roy R Cummings Ministry of Defence (PE)
Copyright Vosper Thornycroft (U Ltd

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the unique requirements and the development
of an integrated machinery control and surveillance system for a new
class of Mine Counter Measures Vessel for the Royal Navy. The
project is being undertaken by the Controls Division of Vosper
Thornycroft (UK) Ltd under a Ministry of Defence contract.

The system provides remote control and surveillance for the
ship's machinery which includQs two main propulsion diesel engines
driving fixed pitch propellers,'. ,ith a third diesel engine coupled to
a pulse generator and four variable swash hydraulic pumps. These
pumps can be operated to power the main propeller shafts, a bow
thruster water pump and deck machinery.

The control system is electronic and employs DC position servo
loops. A comprehensive interlock logic system ensures optimum
machinery control, performance and safety of operating modes.

INTRODUCTION

The following paper discusses the progress of a specialised
machinery control system from the placement of an initial development
contract in 1971 to the present day. This system has been custom
designed for a class of glass reinforced plastic Mine Counter
Measures Vessels, presently being built by Vosper Thornycroft (UK)
Ltd for the Royal Navy (see figure 1). The design, development and
build contract were placed by the Ministry of Defence (PE) with the
Controls Division of Vosper Thornycroft (UK) Ltd which is now a
member of British Shipbuilders. At the time of placing the contract
the Controls Division had a number of years proven experience in the
field of machinery control, and remains today an autonomous division
of Vosper Thornycroft (UK) Ltd. This group, as a whole, enjoys a
world wide reputation for the design and construction of fast
warships ranging from patrol craft to high performance frigates.

Initial work on the system development was concentrated on the
design and prototype testing of a diesel engine proportional lever
and actuator package, which would be compatible with the envisaged
control philosophy for the ship. In 1973 the results of this
preliminary development were incorporated by the MOD(PE) into a
statement of requirements for a complete machinery control and
surveillance system. The system ultimately produced has sometimes
been described as a "ship mobility system" and is the result of the
very closest collaboration between MOD(PE), Vosper Thornycroft
Controls Division and the major machinery sub-contractors associated
with the ship project. Presently standard production sets of control
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equipment are either under construction or have been delivered, and a
joint trials programme is in progress, using the first production set
of control equipment at a purpose built, shore-based, machinery test
faci li ty.

A significant feature of the project has been the extensive use
of computer simulation both to achieve an optimum performance design
for the control system itself, and in the development of a dynamic
Thaft loading system for the machinery of the Shore Test Facility.

The authors would like to take this opportunity of firstly,
acknowledging the help received from their colleagues in the
preparation of this paper and secondly, to state that, due to the
unique nature of the Mine Countermeasures Vessel's requirements, the
control solution and technology employed do not necessarily reflect
the general policies of the MOD(PE) or Vosper Thornycroft (UK) Ltd.

The various constraints and requirements which were placed on
the control system design will now be described. These constitute
the. "Control Problem". The methods of meeting these stipulations and
their incorporation into the design will then be described. This
constitutes the "Control Solution".

CONTROL PROBLEM

The task undertaken by VTC was to design, develop and build an
electronic machinery control and surveillance system to unite a
defined package of:-

(i) hull + propellers

(ii) main machinery

(iii) machinery configuration

(iv) machinery control console

(v) operating requirements

(vi) physical constraints

into a three man operated ship control system.

Hull and Propellers

The first of the constraints (item (i) above) were major inputs
to the initial ship performance computer simulation which is
discussed later. This simulation predicted critical parameters to be
met by the machinery control system, in order to ensure that the
required ship performance characteristics were achieved.

Main Machinery

The second factor ((ii) above) is the main machinery. The
equipments to be used were defined before the control system design
started and their performance specifications had been agreed and
included in the initial computer simulation. However, in many
instances, including the main engines, development of the hardware
was to progress in parallel with design and build of the control
system. Timescale and cost considerations precluded the building of
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a prototype control system and the first set of equipment was built
to production standards for the previously mentioned shore Test
Facility, at which a complete ship's main machinery package was to be
proved. It was therefore imperative that parameter and even mode
changes could be accommodated during its design, build and test
stages with minimum disruption. This flexibility has been achieved
by following a strictly functional approach to the circuits and their
packaging.

Machinery Configuration

Item (iii) on the list of constraints is the machinery
configuration, which is unique to the class of vessel. The control
tasks to be undertaken are described with the machinery as follows:-

(a) The main propulsion is given by two Paxman Deltic type
diesel engines (see figure 2). These drive fixed pitch
propellers through reversing gearboxes. The control system
is required to start, stop and survey the engines, engage
forward and reverse clutches, exercise governor control and
ensure power limitations of components are not exceeded.
All these operations are to be performed remotely by the
control system mounted in the Ship Control Centre. Once
running, engine and clutch control is to be in response to
single 100% ahead to 100% astern levers for each engine,
either from levers mounted in the ship control centre or
from levers mounted on the bridge. All "on machinery"
control actuators are to be capable of local operation
should the control system fail.

(b) A third deltic type engine is fitted and is called the
Auxiliary Engine (see figure 3). This drives either -n
electrical pulse generator or 4 variable swash hydraulic
pumps. The hydraulic system into which these pumps drive
can be valved to power a number of fixed swash hydraulic
motors viz:-

(i) Pump one powers either a deck winch or the bow
thruster.

(ii) Pump two powers either a deck winch or a motor
contained within the starboard main engine gear
box. This latter motor may be engaged remotely
via its own clutch, whilst the propulsion engine
is declutched, and provides a slow speed drive
capability.

(iii) Pump three drives either a deck winch or the bow
thruster (both pumps one and three are required
for full bow thrust power).

(iv) Pump four is dedicated to the port main shaft
slow speed drive.

The selection of the main hydraulic system is the only
major operation on the plant that has to be performed
locally in the engine spaces. No requirement for remote
control was seen at the initial ship design stage, and none
has been given in the interests of simplicity, reliability
and cheapness. Although valve control is not remote, the
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particular mode of control is displayed by a sequence of light
emitting diodes and any failure to achiuve control can be traced
immediately to a loss of a particular signal. To further aid
location each survei llance channel logic module within the Logic Rack
and each sensor amplifier in the machinery space cubicles, carries a
light emitting diode to indicate when it is in the alarm condition.
As each logic module is clearly label]ed with the parameter which it
monitors, interpretation of the light indicators makes it possible to
rapidly pinpoint a potential failure to a specific aspect of the
plant.

At least one of each type of electronic module is fitted as a
spare within the "Logic Rack", and as a first step a module
associated with a failed feature of the Control System can be rapidly
exchanged. Whilst the repair by replacement approach is generally
effective in dealing with faults in the digital areas of the system
it is not always successful with analogue circuitry and for this
reason a full built in test position is provided for the major type
of analogue module - the Control Servo Amplifiers.

This test position enables a suspected faulty unit to be
exercised in its various operating modes and also permits limited
resetting up to be carried out. Also provided within the built in
test facility is a general purpose digital multimeter which can be
used for either general monitoring of test points provided on the
front panel of each module, or switched to read essential services
such as power rail voltages and earth leakage resistance.

Special Design Requirements

Running through all aspects of the control system design were a
number of features which are very specific to the requirements of an
MCMV. Each is touched upon very briefly in this paper but each, of
course, has had a signigicant influence on the ultimate design
solution chosen.

(a) Reduction of Magnetic Signature

Very close material control was necessary to ensure that
the system as a whole was kept below a target magnetic
permeability figure. This involved the use throughout of
austenitic stainless steel and other non-magnetic metals
for all fastenings and mechanical parts, and in some cases
necessitated the modification of proprietary components to
reduce magnetic content. Items such as relays, solenoids
and meters were naturally avoided wherever possible but,
where their use was essential, compensation coils have been
developed to cancel the induced field and compensation
magnets have been fitted to cancel permanent fields.

(b) Low susceptibility to, and low emission of Electro-Magnetic
Radiation

The decision to employ a DC System significantly reduced
the potential problems in this area but nevertheless
extensive use has been made throughout the design of
suppression diodes, power line filtering, signal line
pull-up resistors and the avoidance of unterminated signal
lines. In addition, bearing in mind the non-conductive
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visual indication to a continuous one. Figure 5 shows the layout of
the SCC Console which is in three sections mounted in a wrap round
configuration. The panel on the right contains all the main
machinery control gauges and indicators, the centre panel is
associated with the ships auxiliary machinery and that on the left
with Nuclear Biological and Chemical and Defence indications. The
sloping portion of the desk contains all the machinery controls and
communications facilities. The desk is extremely compact being only
1.5m long 1.6m high and 0.5m deep from the front edge of the desk to
the rear panel, and the panel layout, which was devised by the
Ministry of Defence, provides a clear visual presentation of the
machinery configuration. Referring to the machinery control
indication panel (see figure 6) the Port and Starboard main engines
may be seen with their respective gauges and annunciators, driving
through forward and reverse clutches to the propellers represented by
the digital shaft speed displays. In the centre is the third or
auxiliary diesel engine providing drive to either the pulse generator
or the four hydraulic pumps. Hydraulic system valve states are
indicated and the operator is provided with a continuous indication
of which pump is providing power to which service. On the right is
the instrumentation for the electrically driven standby hydraulic
pump, which can be switched in to provide emergency power for the
recovery of gear etc in the event of the auxiliary engine not being
available. A full test of the warning and alarm lamps is provided
for each section of the console.

As an example of the operation of the control and interlock
system it is of interest to consider the sequence of operation in an
extreme manoeuvre such as the crash stop from full ahead. The engine
control levers will be thrown by the operator from the full ahead to
the full astern position, the engine actuators will move the engine
governor at a controlled rate from the full ahead setting to the
forward clutch engagement set point. At this position the actuators
will be held by an interlock derived from propeller shaft speed which
will continue until the propeller speed has dropped to a speed low
enough to keep power dissipation during clutch engagement at an
acceptable level. The interlock having been released the actuator
moves through the idle condition to the astern clutch engagement
point. Here there is a further pause until astern clutch engagement
is achieved following which the actuator continues to the engine full
astern setting. The computer simulation demonstrated that the above
sequence of operation offered the shortest stopping distance
commensurate with the avoidance of excessive energy dissipation in
the clutches or stalling of the engines, however flexibility remains
within the control system to alter the clutch engagement and
disengagement points if slight variations are found to be beneficial
in practise.

Design for Ease of Servicing

A significant feature of the design of the "Logic Rack" is the
provision of the Sequence Panels shown in figure 10. The inherently
digital nature of the interlocking system makes it possible to

display the signal states of the system in a logical manner.

Advantage has been taken of this fact by providing a display

sequfnce for each of the major control facilities, Engine Starting
and Stopping, Main Drive, Slow Speed Drive, Control of Bow Thruster
and Control of each of the three Deck Winches. Each of the
prerequisite functional or interlock conditions to achieve a
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Control of the diesel engines is achieved by movement of the
engine governors and of the hydraulic pumps by angular displacement
ot the swash plate. In both cases the operation is rotational making
possible the adoption of a common actuator design. The one
fundamental difference between actuators for the two functions is
that the engine actuator has a fail set facility whereas the
hydraulic pump actuator fails to zero. Both types of actuator
incorporate a manual override control.

Surveillance

Having provided the operator with a precise and responsive
method of controlling the machinery it was next necessary to turn
attention to considerations of machinery state surveillance and
safety. The machinery configuration of the Brecon class MCMV, which
has been described above, is exceptionally complex, not only because
the main propeller shafts can be controlled in either a main drive or
slow speed drive mode, but also because hydraulic pumps may be
switched to provide power for a variety of different services. A
comprehensive interlocking system is therefore necessary to safeguard
plant and ensure that inadmissable machinery configurations are
prevented. To this end some 146 channels of fixed surveillance are
provided gathering data from the following sources:

Pressure transducers

Resistance thermometer detections
Thermocouples
Pressure switches
Contract operations of various types.

Signal conditioning circuits for the pressure transducers, resistance

thermometers and thermocouples are housed in ten similar electronic
cubicles which are distributed throughout the ships machinery spaces
to reduce, as far as possible, the signal path length between a
sensor and its associated conditioning amplifier. The amplifiers are
housed in individual "plug in" modules, and each cubicle has a total
capacity of 19 modules. Because of the more hostile environment in
the machinery spaces, particular emphasis has been placed on the
robustness of construction. The cubicles are totally enclosed with
drip proof access doors to the amplifiers and cable chambers, and the
amplifiers themselves employ a hybrid microcircuit to contain all but
the adjustable or non critical elements of the circuit. Each channel
is capable of providing both an analogue output and an alarm signal
which can be preset to any desired point within the analogue range.
Signals from the surveillance cubicles are fed to a control
electronics unit, known as the "Logic Rack", which is mounted
adjacent to the Control Console in the Ship Control Centre (see
figure 9). Here further signal processing takes place to provide, as
required, direct inhibition of machinery operation, and/or indication
at the SCC Console of machinery states of readiness or f.iiure. The
electronics to achieve this is housed in functional "plug in"

modules. Indication of warnings or alarms is given on the Control
Console by means of flashing annunciators which may be accepted by
the operator via integral pushbuttons. Alarms which are here defined

as indications that a shutdown has occurred, may be accepted by the

operator at his discretion but cannot be removed except by removal of

the alarm condition itself. Warnings are similarly accepted
manually, but reset automatically once the fault condition is removed
or reverts to normal. Acceptance of an alarm or warning silences the
audible indication of the occurrence and changes the "flashing"
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THE CONTROL SOLUTION

Simulation

A primary requirement of the project was the conduct of a
Computer Simulation to investigate the predicted ship performance and
to recommend an optimum control solution for each of the primary
roles of the new vessel:

(a) Patrolling and Cruising

(b) Minesweeping

(c) Minehunting

The initial simulation work was carried out by the Marine Industries
Centre at Newcastle and particular emphasis was placed on such
features as the rate and timing of engine clutch engagements for
optimum manoeuvring control, the rate of application of hydraulic
pump swash for best performance with minimum transient load and the
investigation of bow thruster performance. This work resulted in the
presentation of reports during 1974 which confirmed a ship
performance within the design requirements and defined the essential
responses of the machinery control system. With the progress of
development there have been inevitable changes to some parameters of
both the hull and machinery, and in 1977 the simulation was
transferred to Vosper Thornycroft's own powerful in house hybrid
computer facility. This provided the design team and the Ministry of
Defence with continuous access to a fully up to date simulation for
the analysis of plant behaviour as practical data became available.
The technique of maintaining a continuously up to date simulation
throughout the life of a project is now fundamental to the Vosper
Thornycroft approach to Ship Control System design. This has already
proved invaluable on other projects for the rapid and cost effective
solution of unforeseen aspects of plant behaviour, which may not
become evident until the sea trials stage.

Proportional Lever Control

The fundamental requirement of the control system was for a
proportional lever control of all major machinery functions,
Propeller Shaft Main and Slow Speed Drive Modes, Bow Thruster and
Deck Winches. To this end a common design philosophy was pursued for
a control lever mechanism, a servo control amplifier and a rotating
shaft actuator. In the initial stages an ac servo was considered as
this was felt to offer advantages from the point of view of reduced
magnetic fields. However this was discarded at an early stage
because of limited torque and the risk of electromagnetic radiation
from such a system. The final Statement of Requirements specified a
totally DC operated system and consequently a DC position servo
incorporating rate feedback was developed for the ship system. This
solution offers precise control in terms of both positional and rate
response with a relatively high torque for a compact physical size.
Although the DC torque motor and rate feedback tachometer inevitably
incorporate permanent magnets, components employing toroidal magnets
were chosen which have exceptionally high performance characteristics
and generate an inherently low level of stray field.
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the main electrical switchboard which is placed adjacent to
the control console). Air conditioning, main seawater,
high pressure air, refrigeration, fuel transfer and sewage
systems are monitored and, where required, controlled on
this panel.

(c) The final section (figure 8) provides surveillance of the
remaining equipments and parameters viz:- converted
electrical supplies, flood level alarms, air filtration
units, machinery ventilation, firefighting and fire
detection systems and finally engine exhaust stack
temperatures. As can be seen from the figures of the
console layout, standard broadcast and communication
equipment is also incorporated.

Operating Requirements

Stipulation number (v) for the control system is the defined
operating requirements. Single lever bridge control of the main
shafts was a major requirement, thus both bridge and ship control
centre levers require to operate either main engine gearbox clutches
and governors or the hydraulic pump swash plates on the slow speed
drive hydraulic system. All surveillance is to be undertaken by one
man in the ship control centre, who has a roving watchkeeper
providing assistance in hydraulic valve selection etc. The console
operator is also the control system maintainer. To meet this
requirement sufficient fault finding equipment is necessary, which
together with presentation of failure modes, must allow fast
diagnosis of faults to the level suitable for onboard repair.

Physical Constraints

The final factors (Item (vi)) are the physical constraints. The
general requirements for this type of vessel of minimum magnetic
signature, size and weight had to be met. The ship design was such
that the equipment had to fit a small, specified space which allowed
only front access.

Finally the system is required to work from a 24 volt DC,
battery backed supply.

The next section of the paper will discuss the control solution
to the above problem and will be followed by a situation report on
development to date.
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positions of all valv.s are automatically monitor-d and are
an important input to the interlocks in the control system.
These interlocks ensure that the hydraulic system is
correctly set up, before operation in the selected mode is
effected.

(c) A fifth, electrically drivt hydraulic pump is fitted as a
standby, should the auxiliary engine pumps not be
available, and can be selected to drive any one of the
three deck winches. See figure 4.

The control requirements of the hydraulic system described above
are as follows:- initially it must remotely start the auxiliary
engine and ensure that it runs at a set pumping speed. Engagement of
the clutch giving drive to the pumps is only to be allowed when all
the swash plates of the pumps are set to zero. Should the hydraulic
valves be correctly set, remote control of the swash plates is to be
automatically enabled and effected from;

(a) the dedicated remote deck position for each of the winches;

(b) the Bridge for the bow thruster;

(c) either the main propulsion single lever controls in the
ship control centre, or those in the bridge, for the slow
speed drive motors.

Additionally the control system is required to impose maximum
swash limits on the pumps and to reduce them automatically depending
on which load they are supplying, to prevent the power limitations on
particular equipments being exceeded. Similarly remote start/stop
and surveillance of the standby pump is needed, with swash control
automatically enabled from the selected winch control position.

Machinery Control Console

Item (iv) on the list of constraints is the machinery control
console (see figure 5), whose layout and scope was defined by
MOD(PE). This prerequisite was necessary to incorporate the many
control and surveillance functions for auxiliary systems not included
in the main machinery control package contracted to Vosper
Thornycroft. The control system design was influenced by these
auxiliary requirements in that surveillance electronics and control
wiring had to be provided. Included in this brief description of the
console, the auxiliary machinery requiring control or surveillance
will be mentioned.

(a) Main machinery panel (figure 6). As well as providing all
remote control and surveillance of the 3 deltic type diesel
engines and the main hydraulic system which will be
described in detail later, the auxiliary seawater system
pumps, steering system motors and main propulsion mode
selection controls are contained on this panel. Throughout
the console control of auxiliary systems, where provided,
is limited to start/stop functions.

(b) The centre st,ction (figure 7) of the console provides 4

control and surveillance of the three main diesel
generators (paralleling and loading of them is performed on
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nature of the ship itself, particular attention has been
paid to earth bonding and the skin integrity of electronic
cubicles.

(c) Reduction of Weight and Volume

In the interests of reducing weight and volume, and also
because they offer greater reliability, hybrid
micro-circuits were used wherever this was economically
viable. Their use in the signal conditioning amplifiers
for the surveillance system has already been mentioned and
they have also been included in the surveillance logic
modules and the servo amplifiers. In all a total of seven
types of purpose built hybrids are employed in the design
and figure 11 shows a typical example. The picture is
taken with the lid removed and shows such features as the
individual integrated circuit chips, capacitors and
resistive ink resistors. These resistors are laser trimmed
to achieve the required resistance value.

The Shore Test Facility

In conclusion the Shore Based Test Facility is briefly
described. This facility has been constructed to enable the detailed
study of the ship's machinery and control system. As an adjunct to
the original control simulation a simulation study was also
undertaken to define a suitable equipment package for the dynamic
loading of the ships propeller shafts to enable fully realistic,
"straight line" ship manoeuvres to be conducted with the test
facility. The results of this study recommended the use of
pneumatically operated disc brakes for basic shaft loading, backed up
by powerful thyristor controlled DC motors to provide simulated power
injection from the propellers and to continuously trim the load
setting. The loading loop is closed by means of a torque transducer
positioned between the ships engines and the load and a general
purpose digital computer fed with the ship performance profile. A
fully fitted ships engine room section is included as part of the
test facility and all machinery is controlled by the control system
developed for the ship. A general layout of the test facility is
shown in figure 12 in which the major features such as the disc
brakes and power injection motors are shown.

At the present time the trials programme is in progress at the

Shore Test Facility which has already resulted in minor parameter
changes to the control system. These have arisen from the
verification of uncertain predictions of machinery performance. No
major changes to the control system have been found necessary. The
second set of control equipment has been delivered for installation

in the first ship of the class, having been satisfactorily tested as
a system in the Vosper Thornycroft factory. All future systems will
be similarly tested, however electro-magnetic compatibility,
environmental and shock "type testing" was additionally carried out
on the second system with satisfactory results.
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MARINE GAS TURBTNE HEALTH/PERFORMANCE MONITORING

by Robert J.C. Harris
and Geoffrey Keating

Decca Radar Co. Limited

GENERAL

The use of marinised areo derived gas turbines for main propulsion power for
Naval vessels is now well established. The reasons for this are well known, but
one of the main aspects is the ease of surveillance, control and maintenance
particularly when related to manpower and man capabilities. The Royal Netherlands
Navy realised at an early stage of future manpower difficulties and this is
reflected in their decision regarding new vessels. (1)

Parallel with the appearance of the marine gas turbine came advanced
techniques in surveillance and maintenance and the philosophy of maintenance by
replacement, so enabling the warship to have preferably 100% power source avail-
able. Routine exchange of engines was scheduled for approximately 4000 running
hours and it is comparatively easy to see, from both the operational and economic
point oi view, the benefits of being able to decide whether this time scale is the
correct moment for exchange or whether an attitude of 'leave well alone' could be
adopted.

There are, in principle, two areas to obtain an indication of the gas turbine
health or condition:-

a) The "gaspath" of air and exhaust gases through the engine.

b) The construction which means the pure mechanical parts, i.e.
bearings, blades etc.

The construction can be covered by equipment such ab vibration,
temperature and pressure sensors etc., and the gaspath by
performance monitoring. The thermodynamic process is an excellent
means of obtaining an insight into the health of the engine but it
is essential to have good information and trend analysis to deter-
mine the process.

The objective of performance monitoring is to be able to measure the behaviour
of a gas turbine in a sufficiently meaningful way that deterioration requiring
corrective action can be detected early enough to prevent excessive fuel consumpt-
ion or costly breakdowns.

A key factor in applying trend analysis to engine performance is the high
degree of repeatability of information. The output of trend analysis is then two
fold:-

a) Prediction of time failure caused by progressive deterioration.

b) Early detection of mechanical discrepancies.

In the Royal Netherlands Navy ships, the main monitoring, surveillance and
recording of all machinery parameters is carried out by the Decca ISIS 300
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equipment. (2) Consideration was initially given to carrying out the trend
analysis manually, using routine data logged by this main equipment but it was soon
appreciated that this was impossible to carry out successfully in a warship operat-
ional configuration, and computer based equipment using the data obtained from the
main ISIS 300 equipment was finally chosen.

With guidance from the engine manufacturer, Rolls Royce Ltd., the equipment
has been developed to monitor the performance of the Olympus and Tyne gas turbine
on warships of the Royal Netherlands Navy.

METHODS OF PERFORMANCE MONITORING

All methods of performance monitoring rely upon the measurement of a number of
key parameters. It is not usually necessary to measure all of the many parameters
which it is possible to measure since most causes of deterioration produce inter-
linked changes in parameters. The key parameters recommended by Rolls Royce are
as follows:-

Speeds

L.P. compressor speed n
H.P. compressor speed n

Pressures

Absolute Atmospheric Pressure P0

Absolute Air Intake Pressure PI

H.P. Compressor Delivery Pressure P3

Power Turbine Entry Pressure P6

Temperatures

Air Intake Temperature TI

Power Turbine Entry Temperature T6

Miscellaneous Parameters

Fuel Flow Q
Power Output B
Gas Generator vibration V1

Power Turbine vibration V2

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN PERFORMANCE MONITORING

The reason for this inclusion of atmospheric temperature and pressure in the
above list brings the first problem to be encountered when monitoring gas turbines.
In essence a gas turbine is a thermodynamic heat engine and as such, is affected
appreciably by changes in atmospheric temperature and pressure in the same way that
the classical Carnot engines output depends on the sink temperature and pressure.
It is therefore necessary to distinguish between changes in the values of
parameters caused solely by changes in ambient conditions and changes in the values
of parameters caused by genuine deterioration. To enable this distinction to be
made, all parameters that are affected by changes in ambient conditions are
corrected to a fixed ambient temperature and pressure known as Standard Day Condit-
ions. Although these corrections can be performed manually, not all parameters are
corrected in the same way which leaves room for mistakes to be made. It is
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obviously much more satisfactory for the monitoring equipment to apply the approp-
riate formula to each parameter to convert them to Standard Day Conditions.

For industrial gas turbines which are normally operated very close to full
power output the variations in parameters caused by intentional changes in power
output are very small and can easily be compensated for. In marine useage the
problem is much more difficult, since engines may be run at power levels down to
257 of full output power. The key parameters vary enormously over this range in a
very non linear way. Clearly some means has to be found of correcting the para-
meters for the effects of reduced power operation and relating the results to some
standard bench marks against which comparison of performance can be made.

METHOD OF PERFORMANCE MONITORING USED IN THE EQUIPMENT BEING DESCRIBED

In the equipment being considered, a further normalisation process is
incorporated to allow for variations of key parameters over the range 25% to full
output power.

Two different methods are commonly used. One is based on the engine pressure
ratio and the other is based on the L.P. compressor speed. Rolls Royce recommend
the latter method and the equipment described followed the Rolls Royce recommend-
ation.

In essence a series of graphs of the variation of each of the key parameters
with L.P. compressor speed n is used to compensate for the non linear
variations of the key paramelers over the range 254 to full output power. To
facilitate performance comparison a set of values of L.P. compressor speed ni,
is used to represent bench marks. Performance can be checked at each of these
bench marks to see if deterioration has taken place since the engine was installed.

The equipment uses a set of values of key parameters for each of the standard
values of L.P. compressor speed n1 . When a reading of performance is taken, the
two standard values of nI lying immediately above and below the parameter valued
at the time of measurement, are identified. The stored values of the key
parameters at these standard points are then used to calculate by interpolution
the variations in the key parameters which would be observed if the measurement
had taken place at the nearest standard value. These variations are then added
algebraically to the measured values of the key parameters corrected for Standard

Day Conditions.

By this means a set of corrected data is available for the nearest standard
bench mark to the actual operating condition. This set of data can be compared
with the stored data for this particular standard bench mark so that a valid
measure of deterioration is obtained. This method ensures that the problems of
comparing 'apples with pears' which would occur if the two sets of data were
compared at different operating conditions, are completely overcome.

An important practical point is that it is not necessary to try to operate
the gas turbine at exactly a standard value of L.P. compressor speed n1 to obtain.
a valid measurement. Any operating condition will automatically be corrected to
one of the standard values of nI so that a valid comparison is made. This consider-
ably simplifies the task of obtaining valid performance checks.

THE ACCURACY REQUIRED FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF KEY PARAMETERS

Because the objective of performance monitoring is to detect small amounts of
deterioration, it is necessary that the repeatability of the measurement of the key
parameters is high. Since some of the key parameter values measured are used to
normalize other key parameters to Standard Conditions, these normalizing parameters
must be measured with considerable precision.
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The normalizing parameters are Absolute Inlet Pressure P' Absolute Inlet
Temperature TI and L.P. Compressor Speed n .

A complication arises in that the Absolute Inlet Pressure P1 must be correc-
ted for the dynamic head caused by the fast air flow. To do this accurately
requires the Absolute Atmospheric Pressure P to be measured so that the dynamic
head which is a function of both P and n,, cn be calculated.

The equipment described monitors the performance of four gas turbines, two
Tyne and two Olympus. Highly accurate pressure transducers are very expensive, so
that the following method is used to obtain accurate measurements at reasonable
cost. Two very accurate pressure transducers are used to measure absolute atmos-
pheric pressure and their outputs are averaged. These transducers are separately
vented to the atmosphere on the upper superstructure of the ship on the Port and
Starboard sides. This provides compensation for errors caused by prevailing winds.

The Absolute Inlet Pressure PI for each gas turbine is obtained from a set of
four differential pressure transducers which are vented to the same points as the
Port and Starboard atmospheric pressure transducers. The appropriate differential
pressure is subtracted from the accurate atmospheric pressure reading to obtain

accurate absolute inlet pressures. The span of the differential pressure trans-
ducers is approximately 60 millibars so that a 1% measurement still enables the
absolute inlet pressure to be measured to better than one millibar. In this way
four results accurate to 0.1% are obtained from four transducers whose accuracy is
only 1%.

The inlet temperature can be measured accurately by the use of a standard
platinum resistance thermometer having a resistance of 100 ohms at 0 C and a
fundamental interval of 38.5 ohms.

The L.P. compressor speed cannot easily be measured accurately. The standard
instrumentation fitted to the gas turbines consists of an A.C. tachogenerator
whose output is monitored by a rectifier moving coil meter. The obstacles to
accurate measurement using this technique include the temperature coefficient of
the rectifier diodes and the rather indeterminate loading imposed on the tacho-
generator caused by the connection of remote instrumentation.

More accurate results can be obtained by measuring the frequency or the period
of the S.C. tachogenerator output. A problem with a direct measurement of
frequency is that the tachogenerators are joined to the turbines such that the
frequency is in the region 40 to 50 Hertz. This means that cycles of output must
be counted for twenty seconds to achieve an accuracy of 0.1%. Obviously if the
speed varies during the time interval the average is obtained. Two consecutive
samples are needed to determine whether the L.P. compressor is accelerating or
whether the speed is reasonably steady. The update time is far too long.

The usual way of overcoming this problem is to measure the period of the
waveform and calculate the reciprocal to find the frequency and hence the speed.
This method, whilst overcoming the low data rate problem encountered in a direct
frequency measurement has the disadvantage that it is more readily upset by noise
and waveform distortion.

The equipment being described uses a newer technique which has been made cost
effective by the rapid developments in integrated circuits which have taken place.
A phase lock loop is used to synchronise an oscillation at exactly 64 times the

tachogenerator frequency. The frequency of the oscillator can then be measured
accurately with a short update time. The flywheel effect of the phase lock loop
time constants make the results much more immune to interference than the period
measuring technique. For simplicity, a precision frequency to analogue converter
is used to provide an output which is scaled by precision resistors to the parti-
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cular values required by the gear reactions between the compressors and the
tachogenerator. Eight standard phase lock loop modules are used in conjunction
with scaling resistors contained on plug in modules. There is one type of scaling
modules for a Tyne gas turbine and one for an Olympus gas turbine.

By the above technique, the compressor speeds can be measured to within O.1%
over a wide range of ambient temperature and tachogenerator loadings.

It has been shown that all the normalising parameters can be measured with
the considerable provision necessary for meaningful Engine Performance Monitoring

INTERFACE WITH ISIS-300

Signals are obtained from the duplicate printer output terminals available in
the ISIS-300 equipment. These are of the form TIME, ADDRESS and DATA. These
signals are equipped with line-driving circuits so that the information can be
transmitted over reasonable distances (up to 100 metres).

The first part of the interface comprises standard ISIS signal-receiving
circuits. These are fast trigger circuits with high input impedance and noise
immunity and are well proven on ISIS-300 peripherals. The high noise immunity is
obtained by building in considerable hysteresis.

Since the output from ISIS-300 takes the form of serial pulse trains, the
next requirement is for a counter or register to total the pulse count in a channel
period. A further counter keeps track of the channel number by totalling the
address pulses. This counter is used to select the data for the relevant group of
channels.

The parallel output of this data register has added to it the decimal point
position and minus sign information to produce a 16-bit word for each channel.

A microprocessor is used to control the storage and subsequent manipulation
of these 16-bit words, which contain the value of each channel. Each scan is
stored in the microprocessor random access memory and overwrites the readings of
the previous scan. In this manner, information is continuously available.

The microprocessor is programmed to convert the parameters into standard day
conditions which are similarly stored and updated, and also translates the output
data into ASC 11 code character by character and adds the necessary spaces between
channels. At the end of each line of channel values a carriage return/line feed
command (in ASC 11) is inserted. This ensures compatibility with the chosen
display unit

DISPLAYS

Display of data can be by means of various proprietary units, such as visual
displays, tapes, printers, etc. For the application under discussion a printer is
used and is arranged for compatability with computer output interfaces such as
current loop or V24. The interface is serial to reduce connections and operates
on characters coded in ACS 11.

Read out parameters are in three selected modes:-

a) Uncorrected reading as measured.

b) Corrected reading to standard day conditions.

c) Percentage and arithmetic difference plus or minus from
baseline.
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It is suggested that, to facilitate comparison from day to day, percentage
differences are corrected to fixed l.p. compressor speeds. A range of say 10
fixed speeds would be used, spaced throughout the operating range and any reading
would be corrected to the nearest fixed speed by linear interpolation.

FURTHER OUTPUTS REQUIRED FOR PERFORMANCE MONITORING

It will be recalled that one of the purposes of Performance Monitoring was to
determine when maintenance was required without costly inspections which involve
stripping down the gas turbine. To assist in the prediction of essential main-
tenance, it is necessary to keep a record of the running hours of the gas turbines.
In particular the blades of the turbine are subjected to strong centrifugal force
whilst being at the same time subjected to high temperatures. Under these arduous
conditions, the blades gradually stretch or creep until they are in danger of
touching the fixed casing of the gas turbine. When this happens, they must be
replaced before actual contact and ensuing damage takes place.

This blade creep is a function of turbine speed, gas temperature and time.
Generally the turbine speed and gas temperature are related and it is sufficient
to monitor gas temperature and time. The power turbine entry temperature T6 is
monitored and is divided into a number of bands. The running hours in each
temperature band are logged. A life factor for each temperature band which
experience has shown to be appropriate, is used to multiply the actual running
hours to produce a figure of equivalent running hours. In addition, an allowance
of half an equivalent running hour is added for each time the gas turbine is
started. By the means, a total of hours of effective use is obtained which enables
maintenance to be properly scheduled.

The actual running hours in each temperature band are logged so that a check
can be made on the appropriateness of the life factors used.

Metalurgists of gas turbine manufacturers are continually researching new
improved alloys for the manufacture of turbine blades. Whenever new materials are
introduced adjustment to the life factors will probably be necessary. At first
the life factors will be based on rather scant data but gradually sufficient hours
of operation will have accrued to enable more precise life factors to be calcu-
lated.

The logging of actual running hours in each temperature band provide the vital
feedback to the manufacturer to enable him to correct his estimates of engine life
and thus safely lengthen the intervals between overhauls.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN MARINE GAS TURBINE CONDITION MONITORING SYSTEMS

by Floyd Foltz, Jr.
Hamilton Test Systems, Inc.
United Technologies

ABSTRACT

Developments have been made in systems that determine the performance and
health of gas turbine propulsion systems. The primary objective of the Condition
Monitoring System (CMS) is "On-Condition" maintenance: diagnosing maintenance re-
quirements that may be eminent, and determining how much more running time is avail-
able before the maintenance should be performed.

Computer data processing, data storage methods, data compression, analysis
techniques, and man-machine interfaces are reviewed.

Also discussed is how sensor errors can be detected and not interpreted as tur-
bine degradation.

The increased availability of reliable, computer-compatible Automatic Spectral
Analysis equipment and its effects upon gas turbine diagnostics is considered.

The paper concludes with a consideration that the CMS is ready for integration

with a marine gas turbine station control system.

CMS DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

"On-Condition" Maintenance

The purpose of the CMS is to permit shipboard "On-Condition" gas turbine main-
tenance; gas turbine maintenance planned according to actual need rather than a pre-
determined calendar schedule.

The "On-Condition" maintenance concept has significant advantages: early detec-
tion of impending gas turbine faults, prediction of "running time allowed" before
the problem is serious enough to require gas turbine shutdown, prevention of forced
shutdowns, improved operational readiness, maintenance actions performed only in
the appropriate section of the gas turbine, and reduced maintenance costs.

Operator Interface

The most important CMS design guideline is consideration of the shipboard oper-
ator. Since the CMS is a powerful analytic tool, there can be a tendency to forget
the importance of human engineering for the shipboard operator's role; the analytic
capability of the CMS is then overstressed with complex operational procedures and
lengthy data reports.

The CMS must be designed for simple operation. Its messages must direct the
toperato- to specific operational or maintenance actions. He should not be burdened

with lengthy start-up or re-load procedures, nor should he be required to interpret
data or perform off-line calculations from lengthy data reports. He must be made to
feel "part-of-the-system", and trained to continually understand the relative health
of his gas turbines.
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Background

The CMS discussed in this paper is based primarily upon the FT9 Marine Engine
Program, a current NAVSEA Research and Development Program conducted by Pratt & Whit-
ney Aircraft (P&WA) Group of United Technologies for developing a 30-40,000 horse-
power gas turbine and related systems.

Hamilton Standard Division (HSD) of United Technologies is responsible for the
design and fabrication of the FT9 CMS. HSD has also designed Diagnostic and Condi-
tion Monitor Systems for Airborne and Commercial ground-based gas turbines.

In defining the initial FT9 program requirements, NAVSEA recognized the need
to make the "On-Condition" maintenance philosophy a part of the procurement speci-
fications. As a result, all major gas turbine components are modular, and field re-
placeable. CMS requirements were also considered. Sensors dedicated to the CMS
were included in the design of the turbine to expand the diagnostic capabilities of
the CMS beyond what was available in other gas turbine types.

The compreher;sive data base available in the CMS led to many optional software
programs to provide the turbine performance engineers with on-line, realtime perform-
ance calculations during gas turbine endurance tests.

F
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CMS CONFIGURATION

Block Diagram

A block diagram of the CMS is shown in Figure I. The CMS is a complete diag-nostic system; in addition to the gas turbine, it also monitors: the cooling airsystem; lubrication oil system; the fuel conditioning and fuel control system; am-bient operating pressure, temperature, and humidity; and operating condition events.
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FIGURE 1 CMS BLOCK DIAGRAM
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Sensors

With the exception of the turbine gas path pressure sensors, all sensors are
state-of-the-art, and chosen for their reliability.

Pressure Sensors - The gas path pressure transducers are a critical part of
the turbine fault analysis and must be accurate and repeatable since minor varia-
tions in pressure can be indicative of impending changes in turbine health. The CMS
uses vibrating cylinder pressure transducers manufactured by Hamilton Standard.
These transducer types are used in applications requiring high accuracy and repeat-
ability.

The sensing element of the pressure sensor consists of two concentric, closed-
end cylinders--a vibrating inner one and a protective outer one. These cylinders
are joined together at one end by an electron beam weld, and they are free at the
other end. A reference vacuum is automatically created between the cylinder walls
during the welding operation. This assembly is referenced in Figure 2 as the
"pressure chamber".

Extending from the sensor base is a magnetic structure referenced in Figure 2
as the "spoolbody assembly". This supports the electromagnetic coil and pole-pieces
that magnetically excite the thin-walled inner cylinder of the pressure chamber
assembly. Also included is the pick-off coil for the detection of cylinder vibratory
amplitude and frequency. The open end (welded end) of the pressure chamber assembly
is physically assembled over the magnetic structure and firmly clamped to the spool-
body base which is drilled and ported so that the gas, whose pressure is to be mea-
sured, will find its way into the annular cavity between the vibrating inner cylinder
and the spoolbody assembly. (Reference Figure 2)

When a pneumatic pressure is introduced into the annular cavity between the
spoolbody and the vibrating cylinder, the wall elements of the cylinder are tensioned
by the pressure forces attempting to elongate the cylinder and increase its circum-
ference. This causes the cylinder natural frequency to increase. The pick-off coil
detects the cylinder vibratory motion and frequency and instantly relays this infor-
mation to the sensor amplifier-limiter combination. This new, increased frequency
is then fed back to the drive coil so as to produce a reinforcing magnetic force
pulse at the proper frequency. The sensor output is a frequency signal that is a
function of the input pressure.

The frequency output signal is a function of the vibrating cylinder material
itself, and the pressure and temperature of the environment surrounding the vibra-
ting cylinder.

The material of the cylinder is the key to the transducers basic stability;
frequency and temperature outputs are processed to determine the correct pressure
input. The CMS processor stores the coefficients of the pressure versus frequency
and temperature equations to provide accuracies in the order of +.Ol% through compu-
ter sensor compensation techniques.

Sensor compensation centers around the calibration of the sensor non-linear out-
put and adjustment of the output for density/temperature effects so as to achieve
the required high accuracy. Because of the latter effects, an analog temperature
sensor was designed into the spoolbody assembly to monitor sensor (and, therefore,
internal gas) temperature.

The sensor ccmpensation is rather long and involved, and it requires the closed
solution of polynominal equations and a linear interpolation. An exact solution
could be obtained by solving all pressure equations and curve fittTng e resulting
pressure points with respect to temperature. Fortunately, the effect of temperature
on gas density and sensor frequency is fairly linear, so the use of a more complex
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compensation method was unwarranted.

Data Acquisition Unit

The Data Acquisition Unit (DAU) can sample 256 parameters per second. Each
parameter is sampled 1 to 8 times per second depending upon its importance. Accur-
ate data is a must for proper fault analysis; the DAU calibrates every channel each
second to determine any changes from nominal of the channel gain and offset. If
any changes occur, the data value passed through the channel is then adjusted ac-
cordingly.

All data is formatted in either a 12 or 16 bit word, depending upon parameter

accuracy requirements.

Data Processor

The Data Processor is the AN/UYK-20(V), with 64K words of memory, using CMS-2M
language and all associated software peripherals. The processor is configured to
process data from an optional, second gas turbine.

Disc

The Singer militarized CLIO7B disc, with a 16 million bit capacity, uses a ro-
tating disc memory constructed in a hermetically sealed enclosure. The disc is
classified as a high reliability system and does not require any preventative main-
tenance.

Vibration Recorder

The Data Processor initiates the operation of the analog vibration recorder if
the gas turbine vibration exceeds certain levels. A manual mode is also provided.

Console Teleprinter

A militarized Kleinschmidt model 7302 teleprinter is the device used by the
operator to communicate with the CMS. All automatic messages are outputted on the
teleprinter.

Display Panel

The Operator Display Panel provides engineering unit display and updates of any
CMS parameter requested by the operator. The panel also includes 6 meters for analog
readout of gas turbine vibration levels.

Dual Cassette

The Dual Cassette is used to Initially load the CMS Software programs. Data
can also be manually or automatically placed on cassette by the Processor for tur-
bine history information.

Line Printer

During the development tests, the line printer is used for data dumps and gas
turbine performance calculations; it is not necessary for shipboard application.
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Many different software programs are needed to convert the raw data obtained from
the gas turbine into correct operational and maintenance messages.

Figure 3 is a simplified flow diagram of the major functional elements of the CMS
software. The following sections will explain the role of each of the functional ele-
ments.
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RECOMMENDED OPERATIONAL AND MAINTENANCE MESSAGES

)=H8-341

FIGURE 3 CMS FLOW DIAGRAM
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Ihe root square locus technique is used to select an appropriate

vAlue tor . For each possible value of 1, there exists a c'orrespond iun,
optimal leedback gain matrix C*, and a closed loop system matrix ACL

which specifies the closed loop dynamics according to

x Ac1 X (12)

where, from equations (3) and (7),

ACL A - BG* (13)

One may therefore gain an impression of the behaviour of the closed 1ool
system by examining the locus of eigenvalues of ACL as ( is varied. Ihc

movement of the roll, sway and yaw eigenvalues as a function of , is do-
picted in Fig. 3. For << i, the open and closed loop cigenvalues co-
incide, except for the unstable eigenvalue which is reflected about the
imaginary axis. As L increases, the closed loop eigenvalues move furthe-r
into the left half plane because the feedback gains become larger. Sill-
the roll mode shows a tendency to become less stable as I increases,
one should not choose too large. For E = 0.001, the roll mode is well
damped, indicating that this is a good value to choose. The coriesponi-
ing feedback gain matrix G* is presented in Table II, along with the
closed loop eigenvalues. Unfortunately, one of these eigenvalues is
very small, so that this mode will dominate the transient response aft,
a few seconds, resulting in a sluggish response. This can be counter-
acted by modifying G* or by weighting roll angle more heavily in the
performance index. Either approach results in a slight departure from
the desired optimality criterion. After a sensitivity study of the ef-
fect of each feedback gain, it was decided to increase the roll angle
to rudder feedback gain g2 3 by twenty percent. The resulting closed

loop eigenvalues of this modified optimal controller are presented in
Table 11. The smallest eigenvalue has become much more negative and
coupled with the next smallest eigenvalue. The other eigenvalues are
practically unchanged, suggesting that the performance of the modified
optimal controller is very close to optimal.

r--- i,0

* OPEN LOOP FIGENVALUES

X REFLECTION OF UNSTABLE EIGENVALUE

I CLOSED COOP EUGENVALUES,4 -.001

(00 - O-
REAL PART SEC'

I

Figure 3. Closed Loop Eigenvalues as a Function of
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l'ic specification which is to be met is the following:

"In a beam sea, with a significant wave height of 10.0 ft., the
lateral acceleration experienced in the wheelhouse must be less
than O.05g rms at a speed of 50 kt. This criterion must be
achieved without foil cavitation and without placing excessive
demands on the hydraulic system."

!ihe control system designer must determine J so as to satisfy this
rpccification. Obviously, J must include a term which represents the
wheelhouse lateral acceleration awh, where

a =a + x r - z p(8)wh cm s s

rnd the lateral acceleration at the centre of mass is

a C v + Ur + g% (9)cm

It v, and p are expressed in terms of the state variables using equ-
it ion (3), then a 2  may be written aswh

a x'Qx (10)~wh Q

nd therefore the minimization of J will tend to minimize the mean square
vItIte of awh.

In the absence of cavitation, stall or ventilation, any level of
stabilization or ride quality can be achieved if sufficient hydraulic
power is available. Unfortunately, hydraulic power is limited, and it
i- required for longitudinal control and maneuvering as well as lateral
kontrel. Therefore a tradeoff is necessary between the ride quality and
the hydraulic power consumption. This is reflected in the performance
index bv including the u'Ru term.

From Reference 6, the hydraulic power is proportional to the
rt; control surface rates:

Power - (; A)rm s + K (6R)rm s

where the weighting factor K is taken as unity for this example. Since a
rite command controller has been assumed, it is valid, if the actuator
d&yiimics are fast enough, to approximate the hydraulic power by using

AC and RC in place of 6A and 6R in the above expression, so that u'Ru

represents the mean square hydraulic power required by the control sys-
,ri. Finally, In order to trade off ride quality and hydraulic power
'iius imption, a weighting factor F, is included in the performance index.

Consequently, the performance index used in this application is

I [ ( Fa2 h + (6I + ;Rc)]dt, > 0 (11)

1i remains only to specify t before G* can be determined.
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vergencc associated with the roll mode. Therefore an automatic control
svstem is mandatory for foilborne operation.

CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN AND SIMULATION

Derivation of the Optimal Control Law

G;iven the state equation (3), it is up to the designer to derive
a control law which achieves the desired levels of closed loop stability
and performance. The use of modern control theory guarantees that for
small perturbations about the reference condition at constant speed in
a calm sea, the closed loop system will be stable. In addition, one
may address the performance specifications directly by choosing feedback
gains which are optimal in some well-defined sense. The optimal feed-
back gains will be those which minimize the value of the quadratic per-
formance index

.J f' [x'Qx + u'Ruldt (6)
0

For the problem under consideration, the use of this performance index
yields a constant gain control law which is a linear combination of the
states; i.e.,

u = C*x (7)

where the optimal feedback gain matrix C* is constant. Fig. 2 is a
block diagram of the resulting closed loop system. The existence and
uniqueness of G* are guaranteed by the theory under certain restrictions
on the state weighting matrix Q and the input weighting matrix R. These
restrictions are satisfied in the present application. The details of
the theory may be found in References 3 and 4. Computer programs are
presented in Reference 5 for determining G* once Q and R are specified
by the control system designer. Note that if the feedback gains vary
significantly with ship speed, several G* matrices will have to be stored
in an on-board computer.

Figure 2. Closed Loop Block Diagram
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yaw: N'v + NvV + (Nl - lxz)p + N p + N + (N' + I
z

)
v v z pr zz

+ Nr +N"S + N! + N +N"+ N; + N. =0
r R R R R 6R A NAA A NA A A

Nr 'R s RNRR R A A A

(2c )

The coefficients Y., K. and N., called stability derivatives, are1 1 1

derived in Appendix A. These linearized equations give results accurate
enough for engineering purposes over a surprisingly wide range of ap-
plications, including stability and control response. However, they
are not valid when cavitation or ventilation effects are significant.

In order to utilize modern control theory, it is necessary to re-
formulate equations (2a-c) as a first order matrix differential equa-
tion, known as the state equation:

x = Ax + Bu (3)

The system matrix A and input matrix B are constant. The stability of
small perturbations about the reference condition is indicated by the
eigenvalues of A. The elements of x are the system states and the ele-
ments of u are the control inputs. These vectors are taken to be

x = [v p , r 5A 6R ;A SRI' (4a)

u = [LAC 
6
RC

] '  
(4b)

The inputs are the commanded aileron rate AC and the commanded rudder

rate 
5
RC' The use of a rate command control system, rather than position

command, simplifies the formulation of the control problem because the
control surface rates can be related to the hydraulic power required by
the control system. The actual aileron and rudder rates are related to
the commanded rates by

SA + A 
=  

AC (5a)

TRR + R 
=  

RC (5b)

That is, the aileron and rudder actuator dynamics are modelled as first
order lags of time constants TA sec. and TR sec. respectively.

A particular hydrofoil ship is now chosen for the purpose of pre-
senting a design example. The leading particulars are presented in
Table I. The assumed speed is 50 kt. This ship is purely hypothetical,
and does not correspond to any current vehicle. The resulting numerical
values of the A and B matrices are given in Table II, along with the
eigenvalues of A. The single positive eigenvalue is indicative of a di-
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RUDDER"

Figure 1. Axis System

sway: m(v + Ur + g ) (la)

roll: I p - £ r = K (lb)

yaw: Ir - Ix zp N (Ic)

where the side force Y and moments K and N are functions of the sway
velocity v, roll rate p, roll angle ¢, yaw rate r, aileron deflection
6sA' rudder deflection 6 R and their time derivatives. By expanding Y,

K and N in Taylor series and deleting all terms higher than first order,
the linearized equations of motion are obtained:

sway: (m + Y)v + Y v + Yp + Ypp + (Y + mg)¢ + Y.r
V v p pr

+ (Y + mU)r + Y R" 6 R + Y R + 6 R

+ YIs 6 A + Y AA + Y6A = 0 (2a)

roll: Kv + Kv + (K. + Ix )p + Kpp + K p + (K. - Ixz )

v p x pr x

+ K r + KKR R + K; 6 R + K6 R6 + " + K1 AA + K6 A A"'R KRR R
R  

K 6 A A KAA

(2b)
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marine vehicles. Automatic control for motion stabilization and accept-
able ride quality is a particularly important technology for hydrofoil
ships with fukly submerged foil systems. These vehicles are inherently
dynamically unstable and must often operate in an adverse seaway en-
vironment.

A mathematical model of hydrofoil ship lateral dynamics is developed
below. The purpose of this paper is to employ the model in the design
of a lateral control system for a conceptual hydrofoil ship and to simu-
late the resulting closed loop system in a seaway. The performance ob-
jectives of satisfactory ride quality and minimal hydraulic power con-
sumption may be expressed mathematically in a performance index, and
consequently the optimal control law may be most easily derived using
modern coi-rol theory.

The question of optimality arises in all engineering design prob-
lens. In the realm of modern control theory, optimality is precisely
defined by a mathematical formulation known as the performance index.
It is very important for the designer to select an appropriate perform-
ance index for his problem. If this is done, the control system can
be expected to provide the best compromise over all possible variations
of the design parameters. However, for some variations in parameters,
so-called suboptimal controllers may actually provide better perform-
ance. It is important, therefore, to simulate the closed loop system
for a number of parameter variations during the design phase.

Hsu' has applied modern control theory to the design of a control-
ler for hydrofoil longitudinal dynamics. His performance index incor-
porates vertical acceleration, as a function of frequency, and hydraulic
power. A number of iterations are necessary to adjust the many weight-
ing factors in the performance index. In the present work, only one
weighting factor is used, and it can be determined easily.

Because control laws derived using modern control theory employ
many feedbacks, they may not be practical. This leads naturally to the
consideration of a suboptimal controller which employs fewer feedbacks.
As a final step, the analysis is extended to include the effect of un-
certainty in the sensor measurements, and a Kalman filter is designed to
generate the estimates of the state variables required by the control
system.

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

It is assumed that the foil system is a canard arrangement with
the main foil, an inverted 'n', aft of the centre of mass. The bow
foil is an inverted 'T'. This configuration is displayed in Fig. 1, to-
gether with the associated axis system. The axes used in this analysis
are stability axes 2 , with the x axis initially aligned with the ship

5

velocity vector. Thereafter, the axes move with the ship during a dis-
turbance. The ship is considered to be in the foilborne mode at all
times.

The control surfaces are also shown in Fig. 1. The rudder is the
all-moving bow strut, and the ailerons are the portions of the main
foil flap which are outboard of the struts.

Given only small perturbations about the reference condition of
rectilinear motion at constant speed, the longitudinal and lateral
equations of motion decouple. The lateral equations may then be written
as follows:
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x state vector

x x coordinates

y output vector

y y coordinates

z measurement vector

z z coordinates

plant noise covariance matrix

X summation

6 sensor noise covariance matrix

roll angle

heading angle

P density of sea water

6 control surface deflection

T time constant

Cweighting factor in J

w natural frequency

y white plant noise

e white sensor noise

wave height

( )i refers to seaway model

() first time derivative

(-) second time derivative

) pertaining to the ailerons

)R pertaining to the rudder

( )' matrix transpose

( )C commanded variable

( )* optimal matrix

() estimated value

INTRODUCTION

The Defence Research Establishment Atlantic (DREA) is engaged in
research in control systems for conventional naval ships and advanced
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NW yawing moment applied by the seaway

N B  3N/3 , where is any state variable

P state covariance matrix

Q state weighting matrix

R input weighting matrix

S toil or strut area

S Sears functione

SKK power spectral density of roll moment

S WW power spectral density of wave orbital velocity

Sy YY power spectral density of side force

S power spectral density of wave height
nfln

U ship speed

W wave orbital velocity

Y side force

Y W side force applied by the seaway

Y 3Y/ f, where B is any state variable

awh lateral acceleration at the wheelhouse

a lateral acceleration at the centre of mass
cm

c chord length

g acceleration due to gravity

gij the (i,j)th element of G

h foil operating depth

j sluare root of -1

k wave number

m ship mass

p roll rate

r yaw rate

t time

u input vector

v sway velocity
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OPTIMAL CONTROL OF HYDROFOIL SHIP LATERAL DYNAMICS

by P. H. Whyte

A BST RA CT'

A linear mathematical model of the lateral dynamics of a foilborne
vessel equipped with a fully submerged hydrofoil system is developed.
As such a vessel is inherently dynamically unstable it requires an
automatic control system to provide motion stabilization. Using the
techniques of modern control theory, an optimal controller is designed
for a hypothetical ship moving through beam seas at a speed of 50 knots.
The performance index used in this application is a functional of both
the lateral acceleration experienced in the wheelhouse and the hydraulic
power required by the actuators.

Because of the large number of feedbacks required, an optimal con-
troller may not be practical. This leads to the consideration of an
adequate suboptimal controller which employs a reduced number of feed-
backs. The performance of the final design is evaluated in beam seas
using a time domain simulation. As a final step, the analysis is ex-
tended to include the effect of uncertainty in the sensor measurements,
and a Kalman filter is designed to generate the estimates of the state
variables required by the control system.

NOTATION

A system matrix

ACL closed loop system matrix

B input matrix

C output matrix

C lift coefficientL

G feedback gain matrix

H Kalman filter gain matrix

Iij moment or product of inertia

J performance index

K rolling moment

KW  rolling moment applied by the seaway

K 6K/6t, where e is any state variable

L1 plant noise gain matrix

N yawing moment
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EXPERIENCE-TO-DATE

The FT9 CMS has over 1000 hours of operation with gas turbines in the present
program. P&WA's documented conclusions indicate that the unit is easy to operate,
is a help rather than a burden to engine operating personnel, and provides data ac-
curacies comparable to a typically high accuracy test stand data system. The over-
all system will make "on-condition" maintenance a reality for Navy gas turbine pow-
ered ships.

Hamilton Standard's experiences with airborne gas turbines and industrial gas
turbines also indicate that the techniques used for fault analysis and prognostica-
tion are conclusive4. The sensor correction technique has also been verified in
data taken from over 200 gas turbines.

THE FUTURE

Gas Turbine Condition Monitoring Systems are finally gaining the confidence of
gas turbine operators. The fears of poor sensor reliability, doubts about analytic
techniques, and concerns for loss of man-in-the-loop functions are gradually being
overcome. The passive role that the CMS has played in the operation, maintenance
and performance of gas turbine engines in the past will change. The next function
for the CMS to incorporate is to utilize the information in gas turbine Station
Control Systems.

The CMS programs outlined in this paper complement the requirements of the
Control System--together they will provide the technology for a system that would
meet the goals of improved readiness, efficient fuel consumption, and low maintain-
ability costs.

References

(1) ASME 74-GT-62, 1974, "Parameter Selection for Multiple Fault Diagnostics of
Gas Turbine Engines" by Louis A. Urban, Hamilton Standard Division

(2) Sven-Goran Danielsson. Scandinavian Airlines "Gas Path Analysis applied to
Pre and Post Overhaul Testing of JT9D Turbofan Engine" Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc. 770993, 1977
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Prognosis is now performed by linear extrapolation of the actual points in the
history file to some pre-selected time in the future, usually 10-30 days.

The diagnosis and fault isolation, highly simplified in Figure 4, is then per-
formed using each of the performance parameter values determined via the Influence
Coefficient Matrix, and results in maintenance message to the operator.

The importance of the number of gas path sensors incorporated in the design of
the gas turbine is also illustrated by the Influence Coefficient Matrix. The larger
the number of parameters that can be measured, the larger the number of performance
parameters that can be deduced, the finer the degree of isolation to the problem
within the gas turbine.

Sensor Correction Technique - Gross sensor failures can be detected by self-
health programs. These are generally high/low range checks. Sensor non-repeat-
ability, or drift, that is in the order of one or two percent can falsely be inter-
preted as gas turbine performance degradation if not properly handled. To evaluate
the effects of this sensor non-repeatability, the Gas Path Analysis program also
uses a technique where measured parameters are passed through a Sensor Integrity
Matrix, whose coefficients are derived from the coefficients used in the Gas Path
Analysis Influence Coefficient Matrix. Thus performance parameters are calculated
using only that portion of the measured parameter which is judged to be attributed
to changes in gas turbine performance.

Vibration - The CMS utilizes vibration information in determining maintenance
decisTons.Typically, vibration information is passed through 2 or 3 band pass fil-
ters to provide a degree of selectivity on the frequency content of the measured
vibration signal. It is expected that recent improvements in Spectral Analysis
equipment with computer compatible output formats will greatly improve the informa-
tion available to the gas turbine performance engineer. Spectral lines can be
stored, and compared in real-time for evaluating changes in the amplitude of each
frequency line. Hamilton Standard is presently using this technique in a heavy in-
dustrial machine diagnostic application.

Utility Programs - Various utility programs are available to the operator. Dur-
ing development and turbine endurance tests, additional utility programs for the tur-
bine engineer are also available. Examples of the programs are:

Data dumps to either printer or cassette
Total data frame printout
Lock-out of any software program
Complete Turbine Performance Reports
Files and logs dumps to printer
Manual input for changing fuel type
Display of any parameter
Continual printout of any parameter(s)
Automatic program "on-line" after power outage
Operator comments to event logs
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Gas Turbine Analysis - Steady State

Steady-state analysis of gas turbine performance requires a high degree of so-
phistication to allow fault prediction and isolation of the correct problem. To cor-
rectly identify faults, the CMS must be capable of determining the values of gas path
performance parameters which cannot be measured directly (efficiencies of all tur-
bine stages, air flow, effective nozzle area, degree of compressor fouling, turbine
inlet temperature). The CMS must determine these non-measurable performance param-
eters from parameters that can be measured--pressures, temperatures, speeds, fuel
flow.

This section describes some of the programs that are required for steady-state
analysis of the gas turbine.

Standard Day Corrections - Since the steady-state analysis is based upon com-
paring changes to an initial condition, the CMS, by sensing the ambient air temp-
erature and pressure, converts all turbine data to static conditions on a standard
day at sea level.

Baseline - The CMS automatically records and stores the initial baseline char-
acteristics of the gas turbine. It is from this baseline that all subsequent changes
are measured. The CMS also can adjust the baseline to account for changes due to
subsequent maintenance actions.

Gas Path Analysis and Fault Isolation - The key to correct fault prognosis and
fault isolation is the Gas Path Analysis Program.

Various programs are in use, each of which varies in approach and complexity.
The program chosen as a descriptive example is the Gas Path Analysis by Influence
Coefficient Matrix I and described in Figure 4. It is used by Hamilton Standard for
both airborne and ground based gas turbines.

The measured gas turbine parameters, after correction for standard day, are
compared to their baseline value to determine the change in the measured parameter.
Each of the non-measurable performance parameters is now calculated via the Gas Path
Influence Coefficients for the particular set of measurable parameters.

For example, the change in compressor efficiency is:

Lnc = C12AN + C22AT4 + C32AP4 + C42AWf + C52AEGT

This calculation is performed typically every half hour, and all values of the
non-measurable performance data are stored in the disc history files, and used for
diagnostics and prognostics. (C12 , C22 , etc. are constants derived from the gas
turbine thermodynamic equations).

I{F
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Self-Health

A Self-Health program is mandatory for preventing unnecessary "false-alarms" from
defeating the purpose of the CMS. The multiplexer, gain conditioning, and A/D cir-
cuits within the Data Acquisition Unit are self-calibrating with each data sample.
Sensor values are not only checked for open and short circuit values, but cross-
checked with other gas turbine parameters through complementary logic.

A software "data point editor" edits any data point whose value departs rather
drastically from the value of the preceding sample. Since it is not known if the
new data point when sampled, is valid or not, the data point editor acts as a first-
order digital lag circuit. It effectively smooths the parameters value until the
next data sample can be examined. If the value repeats, and appears authentic, the
editor allows the data point to "lag" up to its correct value.

Data Reduction

The gas turbine has varied operational characteristics with many different
steady-state operational points. To satisfy analysis requirements for all condi-
tions, the data is presented in three basic forms.

The prime data sampling rate for each parameter is 1 to 8 times per second de-
pending upon its criticality. This data, once approved by the self-health checks,
is passed directly to certain software programs that are used for instant analysis
of gas turbine conditions.

For software programs that are used to analyze short-term changes in gas tur-
bine performance, the data is averaged for 30 seconds, every two minutes.

For software programs that are used to analyze long-term trends in performance,
only the 30 second average data representing the most stable gas turbine condition
within the last 30 minutes is used.

Gas Turbine Analysis - Transient/Cycles

There are three major programs that are used to evaluate the gas turbine per-
formance in the transient and repetitive cycle condition.

Absolute Limits - This program notifies the operator of any condition requiring
immediate operational corrective action due to exceedance of a prime gas turbine
parameter's absolute limit, such as an over-speed condition, an over-temperature
condition.

The program will also notify the operator of maximum values obtained, the dura-
tion of the over-limit condition, and any recommended maintenance actions, if the
condition was severe.

Relative Limits - There are gas turbine operating conditions where a parameter
is not exceeding its absolute limit, but may exceed a relative limit set for that
particular operating condition, and the operator should be notified. For example,
if the Vane Angle value for a given power setting exceeds its Relative Limit, the
operator will be notified of the value of exceedance and the recommended maintenance
action.

Event Cycles - Event cycles are recorded and programmed to predict faults. For
example, if the number of chips in the oil exceeds a predetermined count, or if the
gas turbine has been operating in a manner that causes the low cycle fatigue count
to become excessive, the operator will be notified of the event and the corrective
maintenance action.
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The fact that the optimal control law required modification does
not negate the value of the approach. In practice, considerable modifi-
cation, or 'tuning', would be required during implementation anyway.
The final modified optimal controller is derived very quickly by execut-
ing two short computer programs. If cLassical design techniques had
been used for this complex multi-variable system, the design would have
taken much longer. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the classic-
ally-designed controller is optimal or even near-optimal. in any sense.

Selection of a Practical Suboptimal Control Law

There are sixteen feedback gains in the optimal control law. For
reasons of simplicity and reliability, it is desirable to reduce this
number, so long as the resulting controller will perform in a near-optimal
manner. A practical suboptimal controller is therefore sought. The
procedure to realize this controller is not unique, and a number of good
suboptimal designs can probably be found. For this application, the
subopcimal controller is derived from the optimal controller in the fol-
lowing manner:

(i) Set gll = 0 (no v feedback to ailerons)

(ii) Set g1 8 = g2 7 
= 0 (no cross coupling between control sur-

face rates)

(iii) Set g1 6 = g2 5 = 0 (no cross coupling between control sur-

face deflections)

(iv) Assume that the actuator dynamics are fast enough so that

6 C 6A and 6 R Then the control laws may be written
AC A RC R*

as

(1 + g17) = - 1 2 p- g1 3 P - g 1 4 r - g 1 5
6
A (14a)

(1 + g28)RC ' - g 2 1 v - g 2 2 p - g 2 3  - g 2 4 r - g 2 6
6
R (14b)

and solved for 6AC and ; RC The resulting suboptimal control law is

given in Table II as matrix G. Seven of the original sixteen feedbacks
have been eliminated.

As an initial check on the performance of the suboptimal controller,
the transient response to an initial roll angle is computed for calm
seas. This simulation is useful to verify that the control system gives
a smooth, stable response without excessive control surface deflections.
The roll, yaw, aileron and rudder time histories are displayed in Fig.
4 for an initial roll angle of 0.17 rad. The controller appears to be
functioning as desired, because in order to counteract the lateral
acceleration caused by the initial roll angle, the control system com-
mands a coordinated turn. The aileron and rudder deflections required
to accomplish this are not excessive. In Fig. 5, the transient response
of the modified optimal controller is presented. A comparison of Figs.
4 and 5 shows that the suboptimal response is slightly less damped, but
the two systems are very similar. Thus the above methodology leads to
reasonable closed loop transients for the modified optimal and suboptimal
controllers. This having been established, it remains to verify thej performance by simulation in a seaway.
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Derivation of the Seaway Model

In many control system applications, the design is considered to be
complete once the transient response of the closed loop system to deter-
ministic initial conditions and forcing functions (such as steps and
ramps) is deemed to be acceptable. Historically, this approach has led
to many successful designs, usually when any random disturbances are
quite small. Unfortunately, a ship at sea is subject to random distur-
bances of considerable magnitude. The prudent designer must therefore
simulate the ship motion in a seaway so as to obtain a realistic ap-
praisal of the performance of his control system.

The simulation approach adopted herein is to use stochastic control
theory and model the wave forcing functions as the outputs of a linear
system driven by white noise. This approach is chosen purely on theor-
etical grounds, in order to illustrate how the methodology of modern
control theory may be applied to the present problem. It is recognized
that actual design applications require more sophisticated simulations,
and indeed a non-linear time domain simulation of the seaway is under
development at DREA. It should be noted, however, that linear techniques
have been applied with considerable success to predict the seaway-induced
motions of both displacement ships and hydrofoils8 .

The wave-induced forces and moments depend on the wave elevation n
and the wave orbital velocity W. Both are assumed to be stationary,
ergodic, zero-mean stochastic processes defined by their power spectral
densities S and S where

S WW(W) W 
2e-kh . S i(u) (15)

Assuming that the wave-induced forces and moments are transmitted to the
ship through variations in wave orbital velocity, thus changing the
angle of attack of the foils and struts, the side force and rolling
moment in beam seas may be expressed as
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YW L- 2m "UWe(SCll' s kYs)struts (16a)

KW = - I UW[L(y SC S sin kys)
W 21 s Lit e s foils

xx

- (z sSC Lcos ky s) struts] (16b)

These formulae are derived in Appendix B, based on equations from Ref-
erence 8. The yawing moment is considered to be negligible. Because
YW and KW are linear in W, they are themselves random variables whose

power spectral densities may be computed, once the power spectral dens-
ity for W is specified. For a 7.0 ft. foil depth, and a significant
wave height of 10.0 ft., SWW is assumed to be the spectrum shown in

Fig. 6. The resulting spectra S and SKK are represented in Fig. 7 by

solid lines. The objective is to find a linear system

;I A I x1 + Lly (17)

6

I- 4-

2 -

0.65 - '0 1. 2.0
FREOUENCY (RAD/SEC)

Figure 6. Power Spectral Density of Wave Orbital Velocity

such that, for driving white noise y whose covariance E is unity, the
power spectral densities of two of the elements of xI are identical to

those derived from equation (16). These two states are therefore sta-
tistically identical to YW and KW . The system defined by equation (17)

may then be combined with the state equation, equation (3), resulting
in the augmented state equation

x A A I1 x B 0

= [ 1 ] :l] + [ u + L y (18)
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Figure 7a. Power Spectral Figure 7b. Power Spectral

Density of Side Force Density of Roll Moment

The elements of matrix A 1 2 , which couples equations (3) and (17), are

obtained by replacing the right hand side of equations (2a-c) with Y

KW and zero, respectively, before they are reformulated as the state

equation. In the sequel, equation (18) will be expressed as

x = Ax + Bu + Ly (19)

where it is understood that x is larger than eight dimensions by virtue
of the inclusion of x1. A block diagram of this system is presented
in Fig. 8. It should be noted that none of the elements of x will be

fed back, so that the elements of G* or G corresponding to x I are set
to zero.

U ~+
B X

Figure 8. System Block Diagram, Including Seaway Terms
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Unfortunately, a prohibitive number of additional states are re-
quired to match Syy and SKK exactly. This number can be drastically

reduced if one is content to closely approximate these spectra only in
the frequency range of most interest. This frequency range is found by
computing the frequency response of the principal variable of interest,
wheelhouse lateral acceleration. In the frequency domain, equations
(2a-c) are a set of coupled linear algebraic equations whose unknowns
are the real and imaginary parts of v, 4, r, 6 A and 6 . By including

a sinusoidal wave forcing function in these equations, the unknowns can
be determined as a function of freqency. The frequency responses of

v, ,, r, 6A and 6 together with equations (8) and (9) are then used

to obtain the frequency response of awh. The result, shown in Fig. 9,

suggests that the ship responds most readily to frequencies from 0.8 rps
to 5.0 rps. However, wave excitation frequencies do not exceed about
2.0 rps, so only the range 0.8 - 2.0 rps need be considered. This
range can be adequately represented by incorporating the three addition-

al states YW, YW and KW into the state equation, as follows.

to

-0 i

4~- 4

-30'

0 l

39 FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC)

Figure 9. Frequency Response of Wheelhouse Lateral Acceleration

if YW is taken as the output of a second order filter driven by

white noise, the gain, damping ratio and natural frequency of the filter
can be adjusted so that the spectrum of YW is given by the dotted line
in Fig. 7. Multiplication of the YW signal by a constant gives the KW

spectrum, also shown as a dotted line in Fig. 7. Both these spectra
adequately approximate those given by equation (16) in the desired fre-
quency range. The A and L matrices which result from this approach

are given in Table II, for x, = [Yw YW KW]'

There are some major simplifications in the above analysis. A
nonlinear disturbance has been modelled as linear. This step is un-
avoidable if any progress is to be made in the analysis. In addition,
the colorations in the random process have not been modelled exactly.
As Fig. 7 shows, YW and KW have actually been whitened slightly. This
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is not too serious, since the gross discrepancies occur away from the
frequencies of most interest. Besides, if a Kalman filter is employed,
broadening the wave input 'noise' may help to avoid divergence problems.

As a check on the validity of the second order filter approach,
the power spectral density of wheelhouse lateral acceleration is computed
using this model and compared with the power spectral density obtained
using equation (16). This comparison is shown in Fig. 10. The cor-
relation is surprisingly good, considering the simplicity of the model.

//03

/EON 16)
2w ORDER FILTER

E /

- 0.5 ,.0 - ?0

FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC)

Figure 10. Power Spectral Density of Wheelhouse Lateral Acceleration

Simulation of Suboptimal and Modified Optimal Controllers

Once the mathematical model of the seaway is incorporated into
the state equation, it is a simple matter to simulate any closed loop
system and obtain both typical time histories and rms motions for the
steady state. For any feedback gain matrix G, the closed loop dynamics
are described by

x = A CLx + Ly (20a)

ACL = A - BG (20b)

and P, the steady state covariance matrix of the state, is the solution
of I

A P + PAI + L L' - 0 (21)
CL CL

The square roots of the diagonal elements of P are the steady state rms
values of the elements of x.

In Fig. 11, time histories of wheelhouse lateral acceleration,

aileron deflection and rudder deflection are presented for the sub-
optimal and modified optimal controllers. These time histories are in
response to identical initial conditions and white noise sequences, so
they are directly comparable. The results show that these two control-
lers are very similar in performance. This is borne out by the rms
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motions presented in the second and third columns of Table III. The rms
motions obtained using the optimal controller are also shown in Table
Ill. The single small eigenvalue for this system results in some large
excursions in the states, particularly roll angle. This is due, of
course, to the low weighting of roll angle in the performance index.
The gain change resulting in the modified optimal controller cures this
problem and reduces wheelhouse lateral acceleration at a cost of higher

rms values of A and ; i.e., higher power consumption.

.04-

0-

i U

-.0 2

-. 04

1 0 20
TIME (SEC)

.01 MODOIIED OPTIMAL

0 i

O / SUB TPIMAL

.05

.05 ___0 2
TIME I FC)

Figure 11. Time Domain Simulation of Suboptimal and
Modified Optimal Controllers

The rms values of awh presented in Table III are all well below

the specified O.05g limit. This suggests that more lateral acceleration
can be tolerated, with an accompanying reduction in hydraulic control
power. This effect of such a tradeoff can be conveniently assessed if
desired by reducing the value of in the performance index, deriving
new G* and G matrices, and simulating the resulting closed loop system.
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If one knew the control surface deflection limit for cavitation-
free operation, one could check this specification as well. Assume, for
example, that control surface deflections of 0.17 rad. will cause cavit-
ation at a speed of 50 knots, and that half of the available deflection
is allocated to lateral control. The remainder is required for maneuv-
ering and longitudinal control. If the maximum allowable control de-
flection of 0.085 rad. for lateral control is presumed to occur once in
ten aileron or rudder motion cycles, the allowable rms control stirfa:e
deflection is 0.035 rad. if a Rayleigh probability distribution of de-
flection angles is presumed. Therefore the specification for cavitation-
free operation may be interpreted to mean an rms aileron and rudder de-
flection limit of 0.035 rad. As Table III demonstrates, this specific-
:ition is easily met by the suboptimal and modified optimal controllers,
but not by the optimal controller.

If the specification on cavitation-free operation had not been met,
it would have been necessary to redesign G* and hence G by reducing the
value of , in the performance index J. This results in smaller feedback
gains, smaller control surface deflections and larger values of awh.

One may or may not be able to satisfy the specifications on aw, 6 and

R simultaneously, depending on the foil system. wh A

If all the state variables required by the suboptimal control system
can be measured exactly, the design is now complete and the suboptimal
controller can be implemented. Of course, if every state variable in
equation (4a) is measured, one may implement the modified optimal con-
troller. This may not be practical, although the modified optimal con-
troller is Lo be preferred over the suboptimal controller. The solution
is to generate an estimate of the complete state vector based on the
available measurements. In the happy case where the measurements are
very accurate, a minimal order observer can be employed to do this.
However, the performance of such an observer is very poor when the
measurements are corrupted by sensor noise, as is so often the case in
practice. When sensor noise is significant, the designer must resort
to a Kalman filter for state estimation.

KALMAN FILTER DESIGN AND SIMULATION

Naval shipboard equipment must often operate in a severe environ-
ment. Vibrations due to hull slamming, for example, or 'crosstalk' from
the electronic systems in close proximity, definitely affect performance.
For a foilborne ship moving at high speed in heavy seas, one may expect
that the relatively high encounter frequency with the waves would ag-
gravate this problem. Physical sensors will generate noise outputs in
this situation, and the realistic control system designer will want to
counteract this measurement uncertainty so as to retain acceptable per-
formance. The most common, practical method for estimating the system
states in the presence of uncertainty is the well-known Kalman filter.

In this section, a Kalman filter is designed to generate the op-
timal estimate R of x. This estimate may then be fed back to control
the ship according to

u = - G£ (22)

The Kalman filter and the control law are together referred to as the
compensator. Because of the Separation Theorem, each may be designed
separately. By specifvinR L, the driving noise gain matrix, and 0, the
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scnsor noise covariance matrix, one may derive the Kalman filter gain
matrix 11* in much the same manner as the feedback gain matrix C* was de-
Lcrmined after specifying Q and R

4

This analysis assumes that only p, 4, r, 6A and 6 R are measured.

Ihese states are the elements of the output vector y, where

V = Cx (23)

The measurements z are assumed to be corrupted by white sensor noise tl:

z = Cx + K (24)

where the sensor noise covariance matrix 0, presented in Table II, is

based on data from Reference 9. The state estimate R is generated from

z according to the matrix differential equation

= AR + Bu + H*(z - CR) (25)

where H* is given by

H* = PCC
- 
1 (26)

and P is the solution of

PA + A'P + LEL' - PC'O- CP = 0 (27)

Although H* may be generated off-line, the dynamics of the estim-
ation process require that, in addition to the feedback gain matrix G,

the matrices A, B, C and H* must be stored iv the on-board control com-
puter. If estimation were not required, only G would have to be stored.
Thus the use of a Kalman filter leads to significant increases in com-
puter memory size. Moreover, a number of these matrices, corresponding
to different ship speeds, may have to be stored. It is important to
keep these hardware and software constraints in mind during the design

phase.

Although the driving noise gain matrix L has been specified above,
it is to the designer's advantage to modify it by introducing some
'fake' driving noise before the Kalman filter is derived

3
. This tends

to compensate for modelling errors in the equations of motion. Unfor-
tunately, there is no systematic method for the selection of the ele-
ments of L. As in the selection of Q and R, physical intuition is of
great importance. The driving noise gain matrix selected for this ap-
plication is presented in Table II, along with the resulting optimal
filter gain matrix H*. This matrix, together with the modified optimal
gain matrix G and the A, B and C matrices completely defines the compen-

sator structure.
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The same seaway model derived above is used to simulate the perform-
ance of the filter-controller combination. The time histories displayed
in Fig. 12 show that use of the Kalman filter has apparently resulted in
reduced wheelhouse lateral acceleration compared to Fig. 11, at a cost
of increased aileron and rudder deflections, and increased hydraulic
power consumption. These results are borne out by the steady state rms
values presented in Table 11I.

7
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Figure 12. Time Domain Simulation of Kalman Filter
Plus Modified Optimal Controller

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A mathematical model of the lateral dynamics of a hydrofoil ship
equipped with fully submerged foils is presented. The open loop system
is inherently unstable and requires an automatic control system to pro-
vide stability and an acceptable level of ride quality. This paper
presents a methodology based on modern control theory for the design of
the necessary control system. An advantage of this approach is that the
closed loop performance, expressed in terms of ride quality and hydraulic
power consumption, may be explicitly specified by the performance index.

The methodology of stochastic control theory has been employed to
provide a quick preliminary assessment of the behaviour of the closed
loop system in waves. The results indicate that the controllers appear
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to be functioning as desired. This analysis has been extended to include
the situation where sensor noise is significant, or all the feedbacks
cannot be measured. Kalman filter design has been discussed and the
tilter-controller combination has been simulated in a seaway.
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APPENDIX "A"

DERIVATION OF THE STABILITY DERIVATIVES

Consider an arbitrary hydrofoil or strut of dihedral angle F and
sweep angle A. The lift may be expressed as

L='N + L (Al)NC C
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where the subscripts NC and C denote noncirculatorv and circulatory lift
respectively. The sweep angle correction is assumed to be included in
C Lx which is computed in the manner of Reference 10. The moment de-

veloped by this foil or strut is, from Reference 11,

M 1= - ,NCs - , c S - v )(Ur + 8 ) (A2

where:

m is the virtual mass
v

c is the chord length

s is the x coordinate of the mid chord

(Xsysz) are the coordinates of the centre of lift

Resolving the lift and moment into sway, roll and yaw components gives

Y = - LsinF (A3)

K = L(y cosr + z sinf) (A4)

N = MsinF (A5)

The evaluation of LNC and LC is carried out in Reference 12, and referred

to an inertial frame. If these results are referred to stability axes,
they may be expressed as

L = m v[(s; + v)sinF - (y scosF + z sSinF)p] (A6)

LC = 
1
pUSC M1[s - C )r + visinl' - (yscoSF + zsinF)p}

Equations (Al), (A2), (A6) and (A7) are substituted into equations (A3),
(A4) and (A5). Then Y, K and N are differentiated with respect to each
motion variable and the results are summed over all struts and foils to
produce the following stability derivatives:

Y- = ,(m sin
2
f)

v v
Yv = 2PUZ(SCc Sln2r')

Y; = - l[min (scotl + z )sin 2 fi
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Y - : T>.SC (y cotl + z )il2i

Ya =

Y i1J (Y SC sini

Y (in S sill')

Y: I ~~>Sc (s - c/4)sin2?I
r Lix

= - [in (yscotU" + zs)sfn ,-]

KV =V ) : S S ,- ot,+ zs) i

K = - [m, scotl +yot zs)zs sin2 Y

K = SC

K = *-j-,I'ISC (y cot + z )sin7]
2p Lh s s

K ~ =C -tP'[v~yct + z)sin l

K= - XUm sC (st - z/)( )sn + )in 1,
r v L sx

N= Ems sin 2 F)

N = 1U~ sCin 2 F)
v s L I.,C s

N;= - f v~ s(y scotl' + z s)sin 2F]

N = PZ SC (y cotf + z )sin 2l'
ps Lot S s

_' = _p2(XyS sinr)

N f - S2( sc Lh

N; m = s +, c32)sin~f

Nr = L£{[PUX SC (js - c/4 ) + m Uc/4Isin 2}

The stability derivatives with respect to the control variables are given

below. Control deflection is defined to be positive when a positive
moment results.
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. ron u.omma]. aiuthority itn~es~g'contrc)l
-I k*ok -. nt rr Iof it.- eqOi 1ip'l'n Lf101 J :11 t

St" :t 1,y ttue Pf" only if t- )- PCIJ and 5(71J control levers
orf cotrol 1 etween /Cffu is supervised by the S"';, the Bridge

.:to *.' .'1 Lv joint-to- point buses. In this way control can
; r;lo , an or between and SINJ if either the Bridge or

sz~ .L..§i. *t - a tu: or :re damsage.

* S.;,--- ---- '.Uswill depend upon the ship in which the system is to b"
evaluoatiorn a relatively complex panel was decided upon;

.y ~ ~ ~ 'f . nkL i'ireas- to get operator reaction during hardware
'lmI; S'Ir: me !-u-tablishment's (r410TE's) facility (described

'.lt ut-to-Tjoint data buses have be( , selected to transmit primary
rv-i Ian id )ntir-, data betwe'en individuial control units and KM~Is. A separate

- : 3u ,eI to transmit secondary surveillance data from the propulsion
i. i. ata from the variouu- auxiliary systems to the 8CC.

'Cntrol 'System

iri- otrcl and surveillance system for the reference ship is defined in the

f-u:octional liagrac in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows, as an example of the

7p:i- 'ieference 'ortrol System (First Level)

; i :' Inot 'nal uiirr:o'~ an :;('. I'igu,,c 6 shows the furnc~ io-irtl diag7rar,

'o - e "ssr c-intro: function- of in (i.e. function F5.2 in Figure 5) and
:.:ar. ~xe'rlo tilp third level. The fourth level is illustrated in Figure7

4.iO. ro :' o ngin'-, power integral control (i.e. function 5.2.1 in Figure b
,At t,.17 last ' tli inruit/output control signals can be identified as can the
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Figure 3. Power/Pitch Control System

- SMIA gas turbine controlled by LP compressoi speed demand rather than fuel

actuator position.

Even with the above differences from present generation identified, the stricture
of the functional description is such that the third-level, and in some cases the
fourth-level, liagrams can be the saxne for present and new systems. This allows the
i-agrams to be used, say, in the production of statements of requirements at an early
stage in the shi> design before committment to particular schedules and control

settings is made.

'ervo Manual ontrol

Following recent .hip philosophy, servo manual control at the SC7 
was adopted.

_he reference control system provides hard-wired connection tetween "inching" buttons
on the SCC panel into each of the FCIJs, by-passing their respective SCIT. Direct
connect cn to the P'lJs allows for failure of the respective D5'11 or data bus but retains
protected control of the plant by the PCII. It was decided that failure of a Pt'D would
require reversion to emergency hand control of the plant, rather than having servo-manual
input Iirectly to the plant actuators.

.an Machine :nterfaces (.%U41s)

':Ds are used in the reference control system at each of the following locations:

- Bridge

- SC of each shaft set

- Each PIP.
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In addition, the structure of the system was to be organised such that in'ifviIija]
sntrol units coull be used in different types of ships with possibly different

tnacsinery configurations.

As noted in the paper by Reeves and Spencer (reference 4,), the system design had
t,) be progressed even though some of the Machinery Control and Surveillance Research
* rogramme items were not completed, but we are confident that the flexibility of the
referonce control systems design will cater for any foreseeable change which future
research might recommend.

* lant Control Units (PCUs)

The development of the reference control system coincided with the development
if the SMIA gas turbine's on-plant controls by Rolls-Royce. Because of this a joint
Y-ARD!/olls-Hoyce/MOD(PE) team was established to define the SMIA's PCU requirements
,isi that P'U was then used as a model for the other main machinery PCUs.

Each PCU performs the on-plant closed loop control and protection functions,
.tart/stop sequencing and provides an interface with the rest of the system. In
a!lition it conditions plant data (including generation of alarms and warnings against
sr,'-s et datum levels) and interfaces with the propulsion machinery and ship data buses
t- trinsmit this information to its SCU and to the SCC respectively.

The definition of control and protection functions should take account of the
-;et ....al levels of system reliability to be achieved. A study was instigated by Mni-
YE to define such reliability levels and apply them to particular items of ship plant.

A, q result of this study a method, utilising failure analysis techniques, was
x,;tav ished for specifying the functional and reliability requirements for the PCTls
r 'f rernce ,6). The required protection functions and the plant failure probabilities

-tr- ierived from a fault and failure mode effects analysis. "Fail dangerous"
r olat'lity and "spurious trip" probability estimates are made and these are used in
conunction with the plant failure probability to produce failure predictions which

'an ie compared with the level of acceptable risk.

9v:te"'.'cntrol Units (SCUs)

,os are located in the main machinery space in the vicinity of their propulsion
ystem. Their purpose is to co-ordinate the individual PCUs and, at the time of writing,

a simulation study had begun to evaluate the system control philosophies adopted for
I"e 2?T,_. Their prime function is to co-ordinate propeller pitch and engine power
tnroughout the ship operating range and to control engine changeovers. In addition the
'7"s power and pitch programmes must take cognisance of different ship operating
-rcnditions, such as single or twin engine drive, single shaft operation and ship action
.,-wer profiles.

A schematic diagram of the power/pitch control system of the reference ship is
h.own in Figure 3. The most significant differences between this system and that of

t',e Type 47' class (i.e. present generation system) are:

- Open loop control of engine power at the system level (i.e. no proportional

control based on shaft speed) except for a limited authority slow acting
integral channel whose output is set to zero during manoeuvring.

- :ifferent engine power programmes depending on ship operating mode.

- Discrete levels of pitch rate demand as opposed to pitch rate demand being a
continuous function of propeller shaft speed.

- Ast-rn pitch schedules adjusted such that full pitch does not occur at very

low engine power.
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r r, at the scn~c't: n- twcri ther fin-tirna' blor!ks on the di agram i-e identifiod
at hpan level a,,- tl L, ocks t'i'soselv- r. CTS, intoercotinection- Ire fti:tio_-na1 only

an I !on n nes:- oa ly ind *at( di-oct physic-sT1 unK- betw-en the hlccie.;. ) The fi -st,
!--v',I ti F, marte- -v- rm Iac block- of th i.; lo-,el i.3 defin- i by a sequentio,
rumb e r -1l, F ', etr a., illustlrated bly l-im~ire 'a) . Facl- subsequent level is a logical

r,.an7.1cn of thi- Tre- n.- Ie~.F-r 1rnstqns!(, the, second levol is use(d to ;;how iii,
or- !etail the fun-!tions- soon " *d n ea 'h indiv*,iduial firs--wel b'leck. Tho second-

'e look.s are- 's1ent'f:-,i by irn ad 1iti~na_ !Frri-al rv'xber (F1.1, Fl1.2, etc, as
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determine the certain or highly probable factors i ivolved and hence the moslt I 1i, I,,
s hip, machinery fit and configuration. Thus, tho uln ned s to djfine a presumed
Preference ship'. The functions required of the controls and 'urve I1ance system of
the reference ship can then be defined in relation to the legree of automation tiat
is most likely to be required. Following this, options for the reference ship it;elf,

and ship variants to cover the range of' ship types originally predicted or known, must
be dealt with to complete the plan.

Equipment Implications

The effectiveness of designing the controls system from a functiona" viewpoint

becomes even greater if the equipments and subsystems of the reference ship's control

system design can be conveniently, inexpensively and rapidly modified to suit the

requirements of another ship. This is achievable for future systems as will be shown
later. In fact, this flexible characteristic is desirable in its own right for any

specific shi: . The aim of the plan, therefore, is that design and development can

proceed for the reference ship without significant waste of resources even if a new

ship is approved elsewhere in the range and with non-favourite equipment options. This

implies maximum standardisation of system component parts.

Vessels Considered

The range of conventional surface warships" within which choices for future Royal

Navy vessels are likely to be made was foreseen as embracing patrol craft and cruisers

and spanning displacements of, say, 1000 to 10 000 tonnes. Within this range the

reference ship was identified as having the role of a destroyer, displacing about
4900 tonnes, and as being fitted witL a twin shaft, gas turbine propulsion system

driving controllatle titch propellerF.

Controls Configuration and Characteristics

The results of the Machinery Control and Surveillance Research Programme (refer-
ence 4) suggest a distributed control system with a maximum delegation of function
down the system. It follows that it is a distributed hardware concept as opposed to

the centralised concept of present systems in which most of the electronics are sited

in the Ship Control 
0
entre (SCC). Thus, the reference control system, illustrated in

Figure 1, has a Plant ('ontrol Unit (pC-1) for each element of the propulsion system.

These PCUs are capable of local operation through their own Man Machine Interfaces

(MMIs) or as a co-ordinated shaft set under the control of a System Control Unit (Srl).

in turn, the behaviour of an SCU is controlled from its own FMI or by either the SCC

:r Brilge !. 4Ts as de.si-e2. Th.- si-'ara'e links to each SCU from the SCC end Bridg,- are

r':n by different routec toI increase inulnerabI-ty. rb e a-i'lity tc run = shaft from
its S7U, cr constituent plants from their !c Ts, enables th p-oplulsion system tc b

operated under many damage or fault conditiors, albeit in degraded mode and with more
men. In addit7on, this facility enables each pro'iulsion plant t , be run indepndent

1
.y

of -he SCC for diagnosic enJ testing. The distribition of thE hnrdwart not only
ircreares inwlnerability to damage lut also af'ords reductions in ship installation
prcblems, be-iau.e th PlU5 will generally be -%uilt and t~sted with the parent squipment
at the manufacturers. Cf more importance, the rE.f r,.n.e on--rol system -an provid-
th( flexib.'lity necessary to cater for a i;ide ringe of dif'erent ship prop'ils ion
systems.

The flexibility that is r-quired can be achieced by defi ing the functions re-

quire:r in each of the control units and "1Is and then -eparats ng a7 far a,; possible
the electronics ard coftware fulfilling th-se ind~vidual Aunctions. Thus -hang~s to
one function have no, or little, effect on st'ler functions, wheth ,r these changes
arise for tochnisal or operaticnal reirons. The aspects wbich cannot be easily changed
are senscrs and a ltuators fitted as part of a pslant. In the desig- of ths independent
pieces of :lant, therefore, care has to be taken t,- fcresee futurE ship configuratirns
in ihich th.e pl.tnt could possibly be fittd sn that provision can be made for the mist
Seranding case.
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FITURE PROPULSION CONTROL SYSTEMS FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

by Collier French
Ministry of Defence (P.E.), Bath, U.K.

and Alexander M. Dorrian
Y-ARD Ltd., Glasgow, U.K.

ABS TRACT

The ability to determine rapidly, and with high confidence, the proper control
equipment that should be fitted to a new ship at a stipulated date has at least two
major benefits. Firstly, it provides information for better decisions to be made on a
proposed ship and, secondly, it shortens controls development programmes. For this
ability to be attained, a well-supported strategy is needed for identifying what the
controls are to do and then specifying the optimum control system composed of the
maximum amount of well or fully developed, modern sub-systems and components.

This paper is concerned with the "what to do" aspect of the process, namely, the
rapid derivation of a proper statement of the functional requirements.

TNTRODUCTION

In the context of this paper the control system is taken as being all control and

surveillance hardware plus any associated computer software and the men involved in the
system's operation and maintenance. The design approach described herein is aimed at
any nominated surface warship of conentional type, but it will also be helpful for
more unusual craft. The technological and design details of the engineering implemen-
tation of the required functions are dealt with elsewhere in companion papers
,references 1, ', and 3).

BACKGROUND

Major Design Factors

For very practical and well known reasons, the types and configurations of
iropulsion system plants for a ship are very limited and, for a nominated new ship,
th decisions about these will usually have been made before controls design commences.
De'verthelens, even with such initial plant constraints, optimum controls design
1-pends essentially on a 'top down' approach. Ship level features - such as ship roles
and functions, survival or invulnerability requirements, manning policy, etc - must be
-orrectly translated and traded-off in the early stages of design to derive eventually
the functions and characteristics that the engineering systems, including their operators
and maintainers, are to provide and to have, respectively. The interim level of the
proce;s is the consideration of major interface features concerning operating,
tisplaying, data transmitting and communicating.

Pequirements of the Design Method

A plan for the rapid derivation of the functional requirements for the control
anJ Lurveillance system of any single type of ship in a given range requires to be
-2§murehensive yet concise and flexible. It must certainly provide fully for the most
I'k.ly ship and be almost as sound for the less likely, but entirely possible, ship

"hoice within the range. Therefore the plan needs to comprehend the likely range of
ships and options within which a Naval Staff Target or Requirement may arise, to

Copyright Q Controller, H4SO, London, 1978.
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Table 3. RMS Motions in the Seaway

Optimal Modified Suboptimal Modified

Control Optimal Control Optimal

(Perfect (Perfect (Perfect (Noisy
Measurements) Measurements) Measurements) Measurements)

awh (g) .0201 .0180 .0209 .0160

v (fps) 3.77 .358 .496 1.34

(rad) .356 .0464 .0365 .0294

r (rps) .1.35 .0194 .0133 .0161

6A (rad) .0233 .00585 .00799 .00869

6R (rad) .2064 .0285 .0210 .0247

A (rps) .00157 .00169 .00257 .00352

Is (rps) .00527 .00645 .00612 .00989R
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Kalman Filter Cain Matrix H*

-. 176 -13.2 -8.87 -30.50 179.

.0186 .809 .653 1.81 -2.10

.00486 .603 .168 .429 -1.88

.0261 1.12 1.01 3.01 -7.05

.00325 .129 .136 .488 -1.31

-. 00419 -. 626 -. 352 -1.45 18.7

.0101 .323 .333 .854 -. 525

.0113 .398 .386 1.04 -1.09

.170 5.87 9.67 36.2 -171.

2.32 106. 88.5 261. -632.

-.0222 -. 765 -1.26 -4.72 22.4

Seaway Model System Matrix A

0.00 1.00 0.00

-1.00 -1.00 0.00

0.00 -0.130 0.00

Seaway Model Driving Noise Vector LL1
0.00

1.00

0.00

Eigenvalues

Open Loop Closed Loop Closed Loop Closed Loop

(Optimal) (Modified Optimal) (Suboptimal)

.355 -. 425 + .437j -. 442 + .408j -. 412 + .481j

Ship -. 390 -. 425 - .437j -. 442 - .408j -. 412 - .481j

Dynamics
-1.04 -1.21 -1.18 -1.26

-4.86 -5.08 -5.08 -5.10

0. -.00118 -. 117 + .0967J -. 111 + .194j

Actuator 0. -. 240 -. 117 - .0967J -. 111 - .194j

Dynamics
-8.00 -7.99 -7.99 -7.08

-12.0 -11.9 -11.9 -11.5

F2 3-29
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State Weighting Matrix Q

.078 27.2 .151 -3.98 -11.6 .128 -.0866 .0138

27.2 9529. 52.9 -1395. -4074. 44.7 -30.3 4.84

.151 52.9 .294 -7.75 -22.6 .248 -.168 .0269

-3.98 -1395. -7.75 204. 596. -6.54 4.44 -.709

-11.6 -4074. -22.6 596. 1742. -19.1 13.0 -2.07

.128 44.7 .248 -6.54 -19.1 .209 -.142 .0227

-.0866 -30.3 -.168 4.44 13.0 -.142 .0964 -.0154

.0138 4.84 .0269 -.709 -2.07 .0227 -.0154 .00246

Input Weighting Matrix R

1 00 0

0. 1.001

Optimal Feedback Gain Matrix G*

.000414 -.290 .162 .197 .418 .204 .0338 .0250]

L.0107 .284 .661 .759 .207 .858 .0158 .111

Suboptimal Feedback Gain Matrix G

.281 .156 .191 .404 0. 0. 0.

,- 010 .256 .595 .683 0. .772 0. 0.

Plant Noise Gain Vector L

00100 .0100 .00110 .0110 .000900 .000800 .00900 .008001

0 1.00 .0

Sensor Noise Covariance Matrix S

.0005 0. 0. 0. 0.

0. .000003 0. 0. 0.

0. 0. .00002 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. .0000009 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. .000001
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Table 2. Matrices and Eigenvalues Associated with the Problem

Svstem Matrix A

.346 .638 -29.5 -79.9 -4.23 7.41 -. 0315 1.43

-. 0325 -4.89 .101 .594 1.89 .594 .014 .115

0. 1.00 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-. 00256 -.0807 -. 00727 -. 696 .0201 .493 .000149 .0972

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.00 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.00

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. -12.0 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. -8.00
L

Input Matrix B

K0. .930 ]
0. .0746

0. 0.

0. .0597

0. 0.

0. 0.

-12.0 0.

0. -8.00

Output Matrix C

F0. 1.00 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 1.00 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 1.00 0. 0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. 1.00 0. 0. 0.

0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.00 0. 0.

23
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1 jkYs
N= -'---- AJWX(X sS C (B6)W 2" 1, struts

zz

Consider e = cos ky s + j sin ky . Because the xszs plane is a

plane of symmetry, the sin ky terms will disappear. In the expression
.j kY sjv s e , the odd function is jysCos ky s , so it will disappear from K W

after summation. The equations may then be written as

1

YW = - --iUWY(Sc cos ky ) ( B7)
2 m LxI s struts

KW 21 r!UW[X(y sSCL S sin ky s)s Le sfoils
xx

-Z(z sSC Lcos ky s) struts (B8)

NW = - 1-- - UWZ(x SC coS kYs)srt
N W T-1 xSC s k s) struts (B9)

zz

For the ship under consideration, the numerical expressions are

YW = - [.414 cos(.418w
2
) + .125]W (BIO)

KW = - [.340 sin(.661w 2) + .028 sin(.151W
2
)

+ .050 cos(.418w 
2
) + .0161W (BI1)

Nw  = [.006 cos(.41F)
2
) - .0071W (B12)

Since NW is an order of magnitude smaller than the smallest terms in

Y, and KW, N W is neglected in the analysis.

Table I. Leading Particulars

All up weight 400 tons

Length between perpendiculars 152.5 ft.

Roll radius of gyration 13.1 ft.

Ysiw radius of gyration 39.4 ft.

Cross product of inertia 0.

Foil base length 112.5 ft.

Bow foil/aft foil area ratio 21/79
Foil operating depth 7.0 ft.

Foil dihedral 0.

Foil lift coefficient 0.18

Flap chord ratio 0.25

Aileron actuator time constant 0.08 sec.

Rudder actuator time constant 0.13 sec.

F2 3-26
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1' + p I1 - p 2 + PaCOS-I
T t = - ( + , T7- a P
t4 a a aT 4  cos Ip + pa' / I - Pa

1 -l 1 p( "2~)
T = - (- + p2)cos- p + (7 + 2 P 2

) - P
2

7 8 a a 8 a a

T - 1(1 + 2p )/ P2 + PCOS-1
8 3 a a a a

T IO= + cos-'p
10I a

T cos Pa(l - 2pa) + (2 - pa)/ i - Pa

where pa is the distance from the aileron hinge line to mid chord, di-

vided by the semi-chord.

APPENDIX "B"

DERIVATION OF THE WAVE FORCING FUNCTIONS

Including only forces due to orbital velocity, the side force,

rolling moment and yawing moment are, with W = wekh.

1jkyssn

Y 1 •WTZ[SCS e sinF(sinP + j cosF)] (Bl)W 2m La e struts

K = 1 jkYs
KW 21 pUW[SCL S e (y cosf + z sSinF)

xx

(sinT + j csF)]foils and struts (B2)

N pUW[xsSCL S e jky (sin + j cosF)]struts (B3)NW 21 UW[CL e sn~iPsrt

zz

For the struts, the Sears function S is taken as unity because of the
e

low aspect ratios involved. For the foils, only the real part of S
is included. e

7T

If the struts are assumed to be vertical (r = ) and the foils

have no dihedral, the above equations reduce to

= 1 jky (B4)
W =  ---mPUWZ(SCLe struts

K = 1 jkYs
KW 21 UW [E (Y sSCLSe je foils

xx
jky5

+ E(zsSCLe )struts ]  (B5)
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Y - -nl
4 RY = - m 1RR

YR = - mvRU - 4PUSRCLaRCR

1 2
• - 1 IPU S C

YS R - 2 RLCXR

1 3
Y SA = 

- 2Pb ACT c 2sinF A

YA =  pUbcCL(TAe Ts)ni
U 2 -UACA ~4 2rr LaA 11 5 A

KA = PU 2 bA RC e inS A

K6R = 6R " R

K -RYh 'R

KSR = 6R " R

K . pb T C 3(y cos + zsin
6A4 A 1AA A A A

KA =0b C + zsinF
4 2PACAT4 - - CLcATl)(YACSFA As A

K6A = _ PU 2bACACLQAe6(YACOSPA + zAsinPA)

N = Y s +-m c
SR 6R R 32 yR R

eR 1
=E -mPC Lc R

N;R = _ mvRU(sR - -4 - RRpUC RSCx

NSR = SR " R

N" Y** + 1p 4( + p T )sin'
6A 6A BA PbAC T 7  aTI A

= IpUb c2 [- T s + - C T XA
A=2 A A 4 A 2JT LoA 11A

CA1
- ---(T 1 - T 8 - PaT 4 + !Tll)IsinFA

NSA YSA . XA - ip U 2bAc2 (T4 + Tl0)sinA

The Ti  used in the above expressions are reproduced below

from Reference ii:
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Figure 7. Referene 'ontrol System (Fourth Level)
- ngine !'ower Tntegral Control

;aele evel of Functional Diagrams

Dur experience in that the area of greatest debate in specifying a new control
andi surveillance system i_; that of the scope of the .4Is and in particular the
nlividual parameters to be displayed upon them. This particular stidy ;.as been no
1iff erent and we have found that, while the control system definitio,, remained largely
.nchange. during the latter part of the study, the individual !- 4I surveillance

T"arameters changed as the study progressed.

We had initially taken the functional diagrams to the fourth level for the contr
.

ur~it. and the >4Is. We now consider that fourth-level functional diagrams are very

wortrw.ile, but that the third level is sufficient for MNIs wnen backed up by
appropriate tables of surveillance infon.ati.n.

FFRSCNCE DOCUMENT

'7ihe foregoing reference control system design was established as part of a
"Reference Document" which defines the system in functional terms, allowing the control
and surveillance system configuration to be hardware independent and to be specified

Furely from ship operational and propulsion plant requirements. Because the control
system definition is dependent on ship and machinery configuration then, provided

sufficient options are covered in the Reference Document, it is possible to readily

&.roduce the controls configuration for a particular ship fit from it.

The reference ship for which the preceding controls definition was evolved was
thought to resemble closely the next most likely ship fit. The fact that the reference
chip was also in the mid-range of the ship types considered Lo be feasible in the
future, was an added attribute. The actual range of ship fits considered in the

Reference Document is shown in Table 1.

In developing the Reference Document the approach was to fully progress the design
for the reference ship and to test the sensitivity of this design to the differing

control requirements of the alternative machinery types and the individual NNT
requirements of the different ship roles. In addition, within each machinery type, the
control functions were defined so that, where possible, hardware components or software
7olules could be common in different parts of the system e.g. control schedules or
limit schedules. The definition of the controls and surveillance for alternative ship
fits wan taK-n to the third level in the functional diagrams.

The Reference Document is structured such that the decision for the control
pilosophies, functions and surveillance configurations is recorded in a manner
comrati1le with the functional diagrams. It provides a means, therefore, to rapidly
of, a control ani surveillance system for a wide variety of ship fits.

G 1-9
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?a]]" 1. Selection of Ma-hinery '" ' .

'.*; A"b 'ofig':rar o. Descri ptio Zelet on '" .r.et

Control Ba ' a-' atscs

Ar MA 'In. SMIA & One Olysp:ns 'Io Y, Assum Olympus I'C!"

per shaft. Two shaft .sac as ;MIA in
sets . CPP future

. yAr ,,A, wo SMIA per shaft 'Two Yes Vfeference ship

shaft sets : P

' " ',A; 'No SMIA per shaft 'wo Yes as "el.cte{ s optior
shaft sets : reversing referco snip
gearbox to x ir.e reversing

gar bo-

;A Three PItA into combin- Yes :- hxanna effe'ts of
ing gearbox with two CP multiple ST intc
propellers gearbox

r PA 'Io O Diesels per shaft Yes eo ' elcted to exsmin,
'No shaft sets : CPP load nannig

r-qu i remento

rigato "''hDOE One SMIA & One Diesel per Yes No Selected tc exaine
shaft : Two shaft sets 'TODOG control
CF reqo i rements

)rvette 100G One SMIA & One Diesel into Yes Yen ;electel to examine
st-l 'raf.t combining gearbox with two independent pitch

CP propellers with diesel also

small craft W1

i'AT loN

": ference 'ontrols System Demonstrator

In advance of a new ship requirement, it was l t.:di t ";iegn and procure the
. control siystem in a demonstrator form for ,va]l'at; cs. .' a complete system

centro to be specially set up at NGTE for this purpose. At tV:.s centre the

.passorn machinery ani hyirodynamic effects are to be simulatedI by digital computer
.. ;; ment to interface the reference control system for real time operation. The
."tiuatior. centre will be used to validate the equipment interfaces; and system
. r.-'rmance of the reference control and surveillance system, t' develop operator
'r"itngies, to evolve maintenance and servicing proceduros, etc.

-Cor toe ' emonstrator' system to be developed a statement o' requirements was

..- t at oroject definition studies could be let to possili" contractors. Tue
':.'tionualofinition of the 'demonstrator' system was able to 1e completed quickly

.. e t'.e "reference" system was fully defined. En fact the only major differences

1r. t,- number and scope of the MMIs.

t t sk three weeks to produce the 'demonstrator' :y:;tem's stitements of
: and the majority of this time was spent in disculs : on -f' 'ontractua:

:t 7.: interesting to note that, although the stat-ment of reirements was

*"''t ;ri in functional terms, the contractors responding to uni:aterall2
e te u'e of digital based control hardware.

" a' .onstruction hip

'one significantly different ship configuration proroa.''hre exoected in the
1.,'t even though these could possibly have different main ir,' ti]on machinery

: anticipated that the controls and surveillance definition ef the "reference"
.. :;hou] i apply. The reference ship provisions are i l al in KFn!, and more

aieiate in timescale, for application to the next war,1,i pro,:ct. '
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'10, ,'us" 'LC''rt 701 by Director ;eneral , Ships, and by the dir c.
U ,-Ai, I 7rit, i. t, ,t-fTil]y acknowledged, as is the generous ass stance of

qhe t attor.-' ' -,n ''wo . .. ere opinions are exnressed they are thoset, of the a tK,-,u
ud not n -.- :.i,'i i '. those o' {.M. Government.

I Lt. ' Irr . Ste nhalisen and J. N. 'rton, "A Structural Approach to IMan-Mac -I-
Interface "egn for Machinery Control", Fifth Ship Control System:
Smpo.i un, Annapol is, USA, October 1978.

L.W. iri-e and o.B. Mchale, "Evaluation of Digital Technology for use a.'
'rcrulsi 'ontrol S<ystems", Ibid.

3) Lt.'dr. :,. Whalley and B. Gladman, "The Formulation of a Computer i cl - '
{eal- im Jhicsrr Digital Systems", Ibid.

(1;) Capt. . Peoves anI J.B. Spencer, "Ship Automation in the Royal avy", TIi -.

(5) A. Duberley and IW. Pirie, "An Evaluation Facility for Machinery Control
Surveillance an Display Systems", Ibid.

( ) 5.B. Will ox, 7.A. Watson and P.J. Tharratt, "The Role of Reliability in
estatl.shing lant Control and Surveillance Requirements for Warships", ati .

Delia ility conference, University of Nottingham, U.K., September l'7.
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AN ANALOGUE PRESENT, A DIGITAL FUTURE
FOR MARINE PROPULSION CONTROL?

by N.D. Probert B.Sc.
Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Engineering

SYNOPSIS

The level of automation in Marine Propulsion Control Systems is
increasing continually to meet modern operational requirements. The
vast majority of electronic propulsion control systems at present in
service use analogue circuit techniques. The introduction of the
microprocessor, however, has made the use of digital technology a via-
ble possibility.

This paper describes the development of analogue systems designeo
by Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Engineering Limited7 from the original
system built for The Type 21 frigate and Type 42 destroyer for the
Royal Navy, to the latest systems built for the Niels Juel Class of
Corvettes for the Royal Danish Navy. The advantages inherent in
the concept of functional control zones, first applied to the Danish
Corvette, are illustrated with regard to fundamental control system
requirements.

The concept of a distributed control system, using 'on-plant'
controllers, is outlined. The relative merits are discussed with re-
spect to both analogue and digital implementation. It is shown that
the use of distributed, microprocessor-based plant control units link-
ed by serial data links results in a significant increase in system
survivdbility under battle damage. Various control system configura-
tions are considered, the use of a System Control Unit to co-ordinate
the Plant Control Units is shown to provide a worthwhile reduction is
the complexity of the data network.

It is emphasised that this paper represents the personal views of
its author, and does not necessarily reflect either the opinion or the
policy of Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Engineering Limited.
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1. PROPULSION CONTROL SYSTEMS

THE NEED FOR AUTOMATION

The degree of automation in the modern warship is increasing ste-
adily to keep pace with changing operational requirements and the per-
formance characteristics of the latest propulsion machinery.

Two major factors are responsible for the increase in automation,
- The remote operation of major controls has become a necessity
with the advent of nuclear, biological and chemical warfare and the
resultant need to provide a protected area for ships personnel. The
concept of a ship control centre (SCC) arose directly from this: sited
below decks and fitted with control and surveillance equipment.
- Automation has allowed the increased performance available with
the use of aero-derived gas turbines and controllable pitch propellers
to be utilised to the fullest extent.

Propulsion Control System Requirements

The principal task of a propulsion control system (PCS) is the
co-ordination of the various items of propulsion machinery to provide
the desired ship performance, whilst including safeguards to prevent
unsafe operation or allow machinery stress limitations to be exceeded.
The PCS must programme engine power and propeller pitch in response to
operator demands, and in addition start and stop power plants, and con-
trol the changeover from one driving mode to another.

Within this broad objective the design of a PCS is subject to a
number of practical and often conflicting constraints:-
- The need for high system integrityi i.e. ability to survive part-
ial system or plant failure.
- The need to provide a system which is reliable and simple to oper-
ate, together with the need for rapid fault diagnosis and ease of main-
tainance should a failure occur.
- The need to minimise space and weight.
- The need to provide flexibility and ease of modification to allow
for changes in machinery fit, or in requirements.

Technological Advances in Electronics

The implementation of a comprehensive and reliable propulsion con-
trol and surveillance system has been made possible by dramatic advan-
ces in electronic technology.

The earliest systems for remote operation of major controls used
pneumatics: These systems were generally remote manual rather than

fully automatic. The decision to use electronics in place of pneu-

matics involved a radical change in the concept of ship propulsion con-

trol.
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In 1967 Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Engineering Limited began the

development of the first electronic PCS for the Royal Navy to be fitt-
ed to a gas turbine powered warship. The object of this paper is to

describe the development of this system into the present generation

of analogue control systems and to outline possible future develop-

ments concomitant with the introduction of microprocessors and serial

data links.

2. FUNCTION APPROACH

ANALOGUE PAST - MODULAR APPROACH

The first electronic propulsion controls designed by HSDE were

for the Thpe 21 frigate and Type 42 destroyer for the Royal Navy. The

first system, fitted to HMS AMAZON the first of class Type 21 frigate,

was commissioned in 1974. In this, and in its other applications, the

HSDE system has provided 16 ship-years of reliable sea service.

Experience gained with this system in service allowed certain re-

finements to be made. However, whilst incorporating improvements in

technology, the basic design philosphy of the system remained unchang-
ed. Thus, certain inherent disadvantages remained which could not be

eradicated simply by a change in technology, requiring instead a

change in fundamental thinking.

The first generation of control systems were based upon a range

of standard modules derived from proven items already employed in in-

dustrial control applications. The modules comprise up to seven ana-

logue printed circuit cards (approximately 80mm by 80mm): each module

containing specific types and groups of components: such as amplifiers,

voltage controlled oscillators or stepper motor drives. A typical

module is shown in Figure 1.

The modules are used as building blocks to construct the required

control functions. To this end, a number of modules, usually six are

plugged into a hard-wired chassis. In addition mini-modules, contain-

ing passive components, are fitted to the chassis to tailor the stan-

dard modules to specific tasks. The object being to create a range of
ship independant modules, each application being catered for by speci-

fic mini-modules. Figure 2 shows a console during build fitted with

semi-complete chassis.

When this system was first conceived there existed a considerable

degree of doubt concerning the reliability of electronics, expecially

in the harsh environment prevalent in a warship. The use of proven

modules eliminated much of the risk related to the electronics itself,

and allowed greater consideration to be given to the overall problem

of introducing an automated propulsion control system.

This system has proved to be reliable and effective, and is said

to be generally well-liked by its
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Figure 1: A Typical Module, showing constructional

details
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Figure 2: Rear View of Control Console during

build, showing chassis
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operators. However, the system does have drawbacks in the important

areas of integrity and maintainability. These will be outlined more

fully when compared to the present analogue systems.

ANALOGUE PRESENT - FUNCTIONAL APPROACH

Drawing on experience gained with their first propulsion control
systems, HSDE undertook an exhaustive study into the likely future de-
velopments of marine control systems. The study reverted to basic

principles, consideration being given to the functions required of the
control system and to the parameters the system might control to imple-
ment these functions. Two major conclusions resulted from this study:

firstly, the functionial hardware equivalence in the system design- and

secondly, the concept of a distributed control system.

Functional Control Zones

The main propulsion machinery for a typical naval application may
be divided into three sub-systems:-
- Power plant

- Couplings

- Propeller

The propulsion control system provides control signals to each of
these sub-systems to co-ordinate the application of power and pitch
(when a controllable pitch propeller is fitted) in response to operatcr

demands whilst maintaining the machinery within its design limitations.

Whatever machinery configuration is considered there are only a
limited number of parameters upon which the propulsion control system

can act to implement the desired control functions.
- Engine power level

- Rate of change of engine power level

- Coupling states

- Propeller pitch angle
- Rate of change of propeller pitch angle

The latter two assume a controllable pitch propeller. Figure 3
shows the main functional zones of a typical Naval application and in-
dicates the parameters which can be controlled.

The identification of functional zones within the propulsion

machinery leads to the concept of propulsion control system which is

functionally distributed. The control system ceases to be a unit in
which the control algorithms are implemented as a homogeneous func-

tion, instead the system is divided into functional zones each having

authority over one sub-system of the propulsion machinery. Each zone
is isolated from the other zones as far as possible.

There are, thus, three functional zones:-
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Engine power To provide a demanded power level and rate

of change of power level.

To provide for engine starting and stopping.

Coupling To control their engagement and disengage-

ment in response to system requirements.

Propeller Pitch To provide a demanded propeller pitch angle

and rate of change of pitch angle.

Each sub-system controller is responsible for maintaining its sub-

system within safe operational limits.

Each zone controls both steady-state and transient operation.
The steady running control is organised as the main forward control
path which may be modified by transient and limiting functions. The
steady-running control is implemented in the simplest possible manner
to increase reliability. Operation of the ship is possible if the
steady-running control is functioning even if failures occur in the
transient or limiting functions: although the introduction of extra
operator procedures may prove necessary.

It is a major design objective that each shaft set of machinery
be controlled by a single Power Control Lever (PCL) such that shaft

speed is approximately linear with PCL position. To achieve this aim
the forward control paths of both the Engine Power Zone and the Prop-
eller Pitch Zone must implement the following functions:-
- Shaping function : provides a non-linear characteristic to gene-
rate an engine or pitch demand as a function of system demand. The
demand to the engine may be in the form of throttle angle, fuel, speed
etc. but the shaping function for both the engine and the propeller
pitch is set such that the overall steady-state system demand to
achieved shaft speed characteristic is maintained.
- Level and R, te Generator : operation of the PCL allows the output
of the shaping function to be set anywhere within its range of values.
However, the level of the demand and the rate of change of that demand
must be controlled as a function of various plant parameters to ensure
that design limits are not exceeded. The Level and Rate Generators
provide means whereby the output of the shaping function may be modi-
fied by the transient and limiting functions.

The transient and limiting functions interface with the plant par-
ameters to modify the forward control path demand during engine change-
overs and manoeuvering; Figure 4 shows typical control functions.

Advantages of Functional Approach

Irrespective of the technology used, a system designed along the
lines outlined above has a number of advantages over the previous
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modular approach.

Integrity

Integrity is a measure of the ability of the ship to continue

functioning in the event of a partial plant or system failure. With
the modular system adopted in the past the PCS is not sub-divided
according to the machinery zones, thus, a fault occuring in, for
example, the main gas turbine control may be found to be caused by any
of a number of modules. Conversely, the failure of a single module

can result in faulty control of more than one item of plant.

A control system sub-divided in accordance with the functional
zones of the propulsion machinery obviates this problem to a large ex-
tent. All the control for, say, the port main gas turbine are located
in three, or possibly four, printed circuit cards: one card provides
the forward control path, one the transient and limiting functions and
the other control start/stop sequencing. It follows, therefore, that
should a fault occur in the controller for one particular zone, the
other functional zones are able to continue operation due to this

functional isolation.

In addition, should a fault occur in the limiting or start/stop
cards, these may be removed from the system, and operation can con-
tinue using the forward control path alone7 albeit with the introduc-
tion of extra operator procedures. This may not seem a significant
advantage at first sight. However, the electronics themselves are

generally reliable, failures are far more likely to occur in the tran-
sducers sending information back to the PCS, or in the wires used to
transmit this information. A transducer failure could result in in-
correct operation of the PCS; all inputs from machinery, however, are
via the transient and limiting card. Hence, removal of this card iso-
lates the PCS from the machinery and any faults therein. The ship may
thus be kept operational whilst repairs are performed.

Maintainance and Fault Diagnosis

Together with the increase in system integrity achieved by the
adoption of the functional design approach is a reduction in related
problems of maintainence and fault diagnosis. A problem occuring in

for example, the pitch system can be quickly identified as only a lim-
ited number of cards relate to the pitch control zone. In addition,
by grouping the cards according to their functional zones the opera-
tion of the system becomes clear to those who have to work with it,
Figure 5 shows how a typical control system could be arranged.

Flexibility

The isolation of the functional control zones has the added ad-
vantage of increasing the flexibility of the control system. A speci-
fic control zone can be modified to allow for a change in operational
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requirements or machinery whilst no other control zone is affected.

Practical Application of Functional Approach

The functional-to-hardware design concept was used by HSDE Ltd.
for their propulsion control system fitted to the Niels Juel Class of
Corvettes for the Royal Danish Navy: Figure 7 shows the completed
unit. The system consists of printed circuit cards, as shown in Fig-
ure 6 , housed in three standard 19 inch racks. Interconnection bet-
ween cards is via back-plane wiring as can be seen in Figure 8 . All
signals into and out of the PCS are routed through a filter and sup-
pression unit: the top left hand unit in Figure 7.

The adoption of a racking system led to savings both in cost and
in weight. Trials have shown the effectiveness of the design approach,
in that faults are quickly identified and modifications easily intro-
duced.

CONTROL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The choice of control system configuration allows a multitude of
possibilities within the following two extremes:-
- A single, centralised control system, incorporating the control-
lers for each of the machinery sub-systemsT with local plant actuators
to provide the requisite output power. This arrangement is outlined
in block diagram form in Figure 9.
- A totally distributed control system, consisting of remote mach-
inery control positions connected to Plant Control Units (PCU) mounted
on or near to machinery they control, Figure 10 shows a distributed
system in block diagram form. The PCU has as its input a demand from
the remote PCL, and contains within it both the steady-running and
transient control functions relating to that item of plant.

As with the concept of functional control zones, certain charac-
teristics of a distributed system may be stated, irrespective of the
technology chosen to implement them.

Concentration of all plant controllers within a small area, as in
a centralised system, renders such a system highly susceptible to
battle damage. Geographical distribution of the plant controllers
reduces the likelihood of total system failure due to battle damage,
although the multiplicity of inter-connecting wires is still an area
of vulnerability. The increase in the survivability of the ship as a
whole is the main advantage achieved by the adoption of a distributed
control system utilising on-plant controllers.

In addition to the reduction of vulnerability a distributed sys-
tem is highly flexible, since the plant controllers are isolated one
from another. Similarly, the identification of a plant controller to
each major item of plant eases fault diagnosis and maintainence prob-
lems.
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Figure 6: A Printed Circuit Card as used
on the Danish Corvette
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Figure 7: The Propulsion Control System

Supplied for the Danish Corvette

Figure 8: Rear View of Propulsion Control

System showing Back-plano Wiring
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There are, however, disadvantages inherent in this configuration:
suct as the difficulty of setting-up and optimising geographically
seperate controllers. In addition, extra design constraints are n'c-
essary as the environment within the machinery spaces is harsher than
that found in the S.C.C. (Ship Control Centre). Equipment has to be
sealed against the environment to prevent the ingress of dirt and
moisture. This demands careful design if forced cooling is to be

avoided. Shock and vibration criteria are also more severe in the

machinery spaces, requiring anti-shock mounting and a rigid assembly.

The advantages of a distributed system tend to be outweighted by
the practical disadvantages of implementation when an analogue imple-

mentation is considered. Many of the advantages inherent in a dis-
tributed system may be achieved in a functionally sub-divided centra-

lised control system: flexibility, ease of maintainance and fault
diagnosis and high system integrity, for example.

Thus, it can be said, that for the present a centralised control
system based upon the functional zones of the propulsion machinery

offers the best solution to problem of propulsion control system de-
sign. However, whilst improvements in analogue technology will lead

to a simplification of the electronic circuitry required, reducing
the component count and increasing reliability, future major advances

in propulsion control systems will revolve around digital designs

using the computing power of microprocessors.

3. DIGITAL FUTURE

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

The continuing trend towards miniaturisation of electronic compo-

nents has reduced the size and component count of electronic control
systems. With the introduction of Large Scale Integration (LSI) tech-

niques the number of components used in a chip has increased manyfold,
and has allowed the development of microprocessors which have the

processing capability of early computers at a fraction of the size.

Microprocessors are already used in many industrial applications,
increased flexibility and reliability being obvious advantages. On

board ship microprocessors make distributed control systems a viable

possibility by allowing processing power to be dispersed to 'on-plant'
controllers. In addition, communication between the various micro-
processor-based controllers can utilise serial data links (SDL). The

microprocessor controls the distribution of data along the SDLI con-

verting 8-bit or 16-bit parallel words into serial form for transmis-
sion, etc. The use of a SDL allows a dramatic reduction in the amount

of wiring required - with a great saving in both cost and weight - and

also allows duplication to increase the system integrity.
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Advantages of Microprocessor Based System

A microprocessor-based distributed system has the following advan-
tages, in addition to those common to any distributed system, which
offset many of the aforementioned disadvantages:-
- Common hardware : the microprocessor, its store and interfaces
will be the same for a range of applications. The software contained
in the microprocessor and its store will be specific to each applica-
tion, however certain elements of the software will also be common7
such as the programmes controlling the use of the data highway or those
generating arithmetic functions.
- Flexibility : the nature of the system ensures that much of the
hardware is ship independent. If a modular approach to software con-
struction operation and testing (MASCOT) is adopted, then much of the
software is also application independent. Also modifications and addi-
tional control functions or sequences can usually be introduced with-
outh hardware changes.
- Health and Trend Monitoring : health monitoring and long term
trend analysis can be readily incorporated into the system, making use
of the spare computing power available at the PCU's. This facility
can be used to predict major plant failures.
- Auto-test : whilst automatic fault diagnosis and self repair re-
main within the realms of science fiction, the spare processing power
available can be used for routine automatic testing and to assist in
fault diagnosis. This possibly is one of the major advantages offered
by a microprocessor-based system. Assuming a policy of 'Repair by Ex-
change' is adopted, then the system must identify which item the main-
tainer must replace to allow continued operation in order that a sat-
isfactorily low Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) may be achieved. It is be-
coming recognised that present automated systems largely absolve the
operator from decision making and hence reduce job satisfaction. At
the same time, however, highly trained personnel are required should a
fault occur. The discrepancy existing between the skills required for
routine observation and those required for fault diagnosis and repair
is a common problem in automated systems. The aim of the microproces-
ser-based system must be to reduce the skill required for fault diag-
nosis by inclusion of automatic test routines, thus obviating the need
for highly trained technical operators.
- Reduced cabling requirement : as stated previously, the introduc-
tion of microprocessors allows the use of Serial Data Links. The SDL
can be used to replace with a single multi-core wire all the wiring
previously necessary to link the SCC with the plant. This allows a
considerable saving in both weight and cost. More importantly, how-
ever, duplication or even triplication is a possibility. If the SDL
are routed via geographical separate paths then the likelihood of sys-
tem failure due to battle damage is substantially reduced.

Distributed System Configuration

The fully distributed system outlined in Figure 10 is not repre-
* sentative of a typical Naval application. A more likely configuration
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is shown in Figurell; each shaft set comprising two engine PCU's, Cone
gearbox PCU and one CPP PCU. Both shafts sets are controlled from

either the SCC, the Bridge or the Operations Room. In addition, cer-
tain parameters, such as achieved pitch must be transmitted from one
PCU to another. From Figure ii it can be seen that the number of point-

to-point links provide an unacceptable penalty. There are two solu-

tions to this problem:
- The use of some form of adaptive routing to reduce the number of

SDL required.
- The introduction of a centralised system control unit to co-ordi-

nate the operation of the PCU's.

Adaptive Routing

Adaptive Routing Packet Switching (ARPS) is a name given to a
method of communication between 'intelligent' sub-systems connected in
a network rather than by point-to-point links. Each sub-system requi-
ring access to the communications system has a node, or Highway Access

unit (HAU), consisting of serial communication interfaces linked to
the microprocessor. The nodes are connected by SDL so as to provide a
number of alternate routes between any two nodes that need to communi-
cate. Each node possesses a table that defines the preferred routing
to a particular node. The system is adaptive in that should failure
of a particular link be detected the system alters the route table at

each node to avoid its use.

The information to be transmitted is first converted from parall-
el to serial form. The message controller located in the HAU adds to
this data an envelope of priority and check bits together with details
of the final address, it then dispatches the envelope along the first
leg of the preferred route.

On reaching its destination, the message is decoded, converted
back to parallel form and is received by the acceptor microprocessor.

If confirmation of correct receipt is not received within a specified
time, diagnostic and re-routing procedures are initiated. The opera-
tion of ARPS is shown schematically in Figure 13,

System Control Unit

An alternative solution to the use of adaptive routing package
switching is the introduction of a System Control Unit (SCU) as shown
in Figure 12. In its simplest form the SCU controls the distribution

of control signals and plant information throughout the system7 how-
ever, the SCU can also contain control functions to co-ordinate the
operation of the individual PCU's. The introduction of the SCU intro-
duces a vulnerable element into the systemi should the SCU fail all
remote operation using the microprocessor system is rendered inopera-
tive. Duplication of the SCU is not considered practical- partly due
to cost, partly due to the difficulties that arise during changeover
from one unit to its replacement. Provision must be made for extensive
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Figure 12: Communications Network for distributed
system incorporating a System Control Unit
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The engine will continue running at its previously selected condition, and control
of the engine can be achieved using the manual reversion capability provided on
the throttle valve.

Thus it can be seen that a very comprehensive safety system exists which takes all
necessary action to protect the engine in the event of a control failure, but at
the same time maintains the maximum use of remaining control functions.

The safety circuits were designed following a failure modes and effects analysis.
Associated reliability analyses are discussed in the next section.

RELIABILITY

The reliability analysis of electronic systems in normally carried out by assessing
the circuits on a component by component basis, using data from a standard source,
and takes into account the operating temperature, the utilization of the equipment
and include an allowance for joints, wiring, maintenance damage etc. For gas
turbine engine control systems this approach has been found by experience to give
a very realistic reliability figure for the overall equipment.

A preliminary calculation (6) for the electronic control gives the total failure rate

to be 150 failures per 106 hours. However, it should be noted that the number of
failures resulting in a throttle freeze and subsequent reversion to manual engine
control would be much less than this figure.

A reliability estimate for the hydrau'ic system, based largely on field service
figures for similar equipment, including the pump, hydromechanical governor,
pr ssure drop unit, throttle and stepper motor gives a figure of 50 failures per
109 hours.

The overall figure for the system of 200 failures per million hours gives a
Mean Time Between Confirmed Defects of 5000 hours, which for a gas turbine
powered ship would probably represent about 2 years service at sea. This is
considered to be a very acceptable figure, contributing towards an excellent
system availability.

MAINTAINABILITY

Considering the hydraulic system first, marine engine control systems have an
advantage over their aircraft counterparts in that they do not need to be integrated
to the same extent to save space and weight. This gives improved accessibility
and allows piece part replacement.

A high standard of maintainability of the electronic control unit is achieved by
means of the modular constructional techniques used, and by means of built in
fault diagnostic displays and purpose built test equipment.

The construction of the unit is illustrated in prototype form in Fig.5.

The unit is rack mounted on a sliding frame, which allows the whole unit to be
withdrawn from the cubicle and rotated to gain access to the rear connections.

Each board (23 total) is removable for repair, by unscrewing the fixing at the top.
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If, however, the N (control) channel has failed, as detected by the circuit in th&
upper part of the diagram, the "N control failed" signal is passed onto the
Supervisory Logic which decides wat action to take.

Su-pervisory Logic

inputs from all the other safety circuits in the system are also passed onto the
Supervisory Logic, the output of which can take one of three states, dependinq on
circumstances, as follows:-

a) R-e-adyTo Star t Sig-n a-l

This is for indication only and will not actually inhibit an engine 'tart. The
signal is on when:-

All trip channels are clear
There are no safety circuit failures
The shut off valve is open
The throttle position 9 A is at minimum

b) Control Failed Signal

This is again indication only for faults which, although giving degraded control

are not serious enough to need a throttle freeze.

Examples of these are:-

T1 bias failed

N3 control fai led

T6 control failed

Minor supply rail failure

N1 limit failed

Flow schedules failed

HP7 failed

c) Apply Freeze Signal

In this case, the control failed indication is given, also a Failed Frozen
indication is given and a freeze signal is applied to the stepper motor drive
circuits.

Failure in this catagory are:-

Error amplifiers failed

Integrator failed

Supply rails failed

Throttle position signal 9 A outside limits

Power Demand sign3l failed

Stepper motor or drive circuit failed
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Gas generator overspeed is catered for by the top speed limiter on NI with
duplicated NI transducers. Power Turbine overspeed is catered for by the N3 limitf-r
in the main control and a seperate overspeed trip circuit which is described in mor
detail below.

Engine stall or flameout during power changes are catered for by the acceleration
and deceleration schedules provided.

In the event of failure of the HP7 transducer which is used to generate the
acceleration schedule, accelerations are automatically controlled at a safe rate by
means of a back up acceleration control (see Fig. 1). The integrator input is
limited to a constant low value, thus a steadily increasing Slave Datum signal at
the integrator output is produced and the engine follows this demand due to the
action of the inner N1 closed loop control.

Engine overtemperature is catered for by the T6 limiter plus a separate trip
circuit similar to the N3 trip.

Unscheduled shutdown and power changes are avoided by the comprehensive safety
circuitry built into the control together with the inherent fail frozen capability
of the stepper motor interface.

Maintenance of set conditions is assured by the use of isochronous governing. Any

desired power level can be accurately held for as lonq as required.

TriChannel

The separate overspeed and overtemperature trip channels are shown in Fig.3, which
will shut thp engine down if triggered. In the case of N3, one of the trip
circuits uses the same transducer as the main control, and the second trip circuit
has its own independent transducer.

In the case of T , this channel has its own thermocouples independent of the main
control. A redaum facility is provided to avoid unwanted trips durino start up.
A facility for incorporating an external trip signal is also included, and each trip
channel has its oin test and reset circuit to prove its operation during routine
maintenance.

Safety Circuits

Comprehensive circuits are incoporated to monitor the tranducers and control
functions and to initiate the most appropriate action in each case such as
indication only, reversion to a degraded control mode, or freezing the throttle
and allowing the engine to be controlled manually.

One example of the type of safety circuits included is shown in Fig.4. Here the
signals derived from the two N transducers are being compared. The predominant
failure mode of these is open ircuit, thus the signal would drop to zero. The
lower part of the diagram shows comparators being used to check the trip channel
transducer:-

thus if N3 (control) >15% AND

N3 (trip) <10%, then N3 (trip) must have failed.

Indication of this fault is given, but the engine running is not affected in this
case.
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The variable delivery capability means that the pumps have a reduced power
consumption, lower fuel temperature and less wear at part loaded conditions.

Special materials have been incorporated to give a long life capability with low
lubricity fuels and salt water contamination. The pump includes a hydromechanical
governor. This is driven by the engine HP spool on a common shaft with the fuel
pump, and is situated in the same housing, thus providing N2 speed limiting in
the event of electronic control failure.

The current control system on Rolls Royce marine engines is essentially a pressure
control system. In arriving at the SMIA control a number of schemes were evaluated
including controlling pump servo pressure, pump flow usinq a turbine flowmeter and
flow by means of a throttle valve with a controlled pressure drop. The last of
these approaches was finally adopted following detailed studies as it provided the
required flow control, fail frozen capability and simple manual reversion.

For these reasons a new face throttle design is being used for the SMIA. Details
are shown in fig 2. Throttling takes place at two flat surfaces which are pressure
loaded to prevent silting up which is possible in valves with small working
clearances. This enables materials to be used which are hard and corrosion
resistant. The moving valve plate is rotated by a stepper motor via a worm and
wheel, the latter being mounted concentrically with the throttle shaft. Position
is sensed by a plastic film potentiometer and fed back to the electronic control
unit. This type of transducer has been chosen as being reliable and requiring
only simple signal conditioning circuitry.

Manual Reversion

The normal drive to the face valve shaft is taken from the worm wheel via a tooth
face coupling and bellows arrangement. When manual reversion is required a plunger
is depressed to disengage'the coupling and engage the manually operater bevel gear.

The throttle is then completely independent of the stepper motor and electronic
control, and the engine can still be run manually if either of these fail. This
leads on to other subjects of importance, namely safety, reliability and
maintainability. The design features incorporated to achieve the high standard
in these areas required by the engine manufacturer and operators will now be
discussed.

SAFETY

The important areas from the point of view of maintaining engine and control
integrity are as follows:-

a) Gas generator and power turbine overspeed.

b) Engine stall or flame-out.

c) Engine overtemperature.

d) Unscheduled shutdown.

e) Unschedules power changes.

f) Manoeuvring controllability.
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The control functional block diagram is shown in fig.l. A reset mode governing
arrangement incorporatingthe Slave Datum control principle (2), (3) is used,
comprising an inner proportional control loop whose datum is reset by an outer
integral loop, which gives isochronous governing. This is a highly desirable
feature giving consistant control of the engine over its power range from idle up
to sprint rating.

System response depends critically on the timing of the inner proportional loop.
The choice of parame:er for this loop is however not critical. Engine pressure
and N were both considered carefully for the present application, and N1 was
choseA principally because it is the more easily and reliably measured.

The control parameters N and N3 are measured by conventional inductive pickoffs.
HP7 is sensed by a strain-gauge transducer and T by chromel-alumel thermocouples.
After conditioning these signals are compared with datum values as shown to form
the required error signals. Control passes to the lowest of these error signals,
except during deceleration, the winning error being integrated to give the
required inner loop datum. Comparison of the datum with N then produces the
throttle position command which is directly related to fuel flow.

Noteworthy points are that engine power is controlled by means of a range N
control. This parameter was chosen because it was familiar to operators anA met
most of the requirements such as transducer reliability, accuracy, ease of
measurement, and loqvariation of power with engine deterioration (4). Two
transducers are used to meet the stringent integrity targets, and particularly to
avoid unscheduled engine rundown. The acceleration control sets fuel flow as a
function of engine HP7 pressure, thus giving automatic protection against enqine
stall, and additionally preventing the control from giving excessive overfuelling in the
event of flameout. A backup acceleration control is incorporated giving a fixed
slow acceleration. The deceleration control is set as a funciton of N1 to give
safe deceleration without risk of flameout.

The fuel control throttle position is set by means of a servo control using a

hybrid stepper motor.

Hydromechanical Fuel Control

The fuel control comprises a pump, throttle, pressure drop unit and flow
distributor. The function of the control is to set engine fuel flow as a function
of throttle position. It is required that the system should be highly reliable,
accurate and repeatable, particularly because the acceleration and deceleration
controls depend on the relationship between throttle position and fuel flow being
accurately defined. The system has been designed to fail frozen in the event of
electronic control failure, and is provided with direct manual throttle control as
backup.

As mentioned previously, where exsiting technology has adequately proved itself in
terms of life, reliability and performance, a decision to change to a new technology
is not taken lightly (5). For this reason the well established marine standard
piston pump currently on the Olympus TM3B has been retained for the Marine Spey.

The piston pump has the capability of high pressure operation which is advantageous
from the point of view of combustion efficiency. Another outstanding feature is
the high volumetric efficiency, which is maintained at low speeds so that light-up
and starting at adequate fuel pressure presents no problem, even after many
thousands of hours service.
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ENGINE MANUFACTURES REQUIREMENTS

The requirements for a Marine Gas Turbine Engine Control System may be stated
broadly in two classes. Firstly, there are the control functions to be achieved and
other specific requirements to be met and these can be quantified fairly readily.
In case of the Marine Spey these include various governing functions, engine
intergrity requirements which need limiter and trip channels and safety circiuts to
be incorporated, reliability, life and environmental requirements.

Secondly there are requirements that, although important, are more difficult to
quantify. This category included adapability to different applications with
minimum change, and ease of adjustment, maintenance and trouble shooting, which
implies good accessibilityand understandability of the equipment by crew members.
There is also the implied requirement that any change from existing design or
technology must bring with it significant and proven new benefits.

It is believed that the system described goes a long way to properly meeting both
the above classes of requirement.

The electronics and hydromechanical parts of the system are described and the
reasons for the choice of design at each stage given.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SMIA CONTROL SYSTEM

Electronic Control Unit

The electronic control unit is required to provide the following primary functions:-

(a) Starting and Acceleration to Idle.

(b) Power control from idle to normal maximum and sprint rating.

(c) Engine acceleration and deceleration control.

(d) Limiting of the following engine parameters:-

Low Pressure Shaft Speed, N1
Power Turbine shaft speed, N3
Power Turbine inlet temperature, T6
Maximum Fuel flow, F

(e) Emergency trips on N3 and T6.

(f) Comprehensive self monitoring capability.

(g) Fail frozen and manual reversion capability.

This first major decision to be made was whether a digital or analogue system should
be used. At the time this decision was made, digital control techniques in this
context had not progressed to the point where they competed with analogue systems.
Reliability had not been proven and development costs were expected to be much
higher. However, the system concept chosen has the advantage that digital computing
elements can be introduced in place of some of the analogue circuits at an
appropriate time in the future, due to the modular design and construction technique
adopted.
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CURRENT AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN MARINE GAS TURBINE CONTROL SYSTEMS

by Michael J Joby
and Richard J Eves

Lucas Aerospace Limited

A radical re-examination of engine control system requirements has arisen out of the
development of the new generation of marine gas turbines such as the Rolls Royce
SMlA. This paper describes a new analogue electronic control system designed and
developed for the SMIA. Particular attention is given to discussing how the design
has evolved to meet the engine manufacturer's specification, and the advantages in
terms of performance, safety, reliability and maintainability which make the
adoption of a new technology control worthwhile.

One of the most important components of the fuel control system is the stepper motor
driven throttle valve developed for this application. The valve incorporates
features which give it a fail frozen capability. Particular attention has been paid
to overcoming the problems of contamination and corrosion so as to ensure a long
trouble-free operating life in the marine environment.

Consideration is given to future developments. Fighting ships are likely to make
increasing use of sophisticated data handling and control techniques. It is
anticipated that these future requirements can best be met in the case of the
engine controls, by introducing digital techniques. An example is given showing
how the existing SMIA analogue control system could be modified to give a full-
authority digital engine control, without taking the high-risk path of completely
redesigning the control system. The advantages of adopting a digital approach in
this context are analysed.

INTRODUCTION

The current range of Rolls Royce Marine Gas Turbine Engines use well proven and
reliable hydromechanical fuel control systems developed over a period of nearly
20 years. It has, however, been recognised that future generations of Marine Gas
Turbines would follow the same path as their aircraft and industrial counterparts,
namely towards the use of electronics controls for the regulation of engine power
and other engine parameters.

The specification requirements and evaluation of possible system configurations for
these new electronic controls and their associated simplified hydromechanical fuel
systems have been the subject of study for some time (1) (2) but activity crystallised
with the decision to proceed with the Rolls Royce Marine Spey (SMlA) programme.
The first part of this paper describes the electronic and hydromechanical fuel
control system that has been designed and developed for this application. Proving
of the system in prototype form by means of engine test bed running is scheduled for
this year and pre-produciton is planned for next year. Largely analogue techniques
have been used in the electronic control, but consideration is also given here to
likely future developments involving the use of digital techniques.
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CONCLUSIONS

The advantages inherent in adopting a control system comprising
isolated sub-systems corresponding to the functional zones of the pro-
pulsion machinery have been put forward. It has been shown how the
functional-to-hardware design approach offers the following benefits:
- Increased system integrity : The overall system is more likely to
survive partial system or plant failure.
- Increased flexibility : changes to one functional zone do not
effect other control zones. This allows for the inevitable changes in
the operational requirements of the ship during its lifetime.
- Easier operation and maintenance : the system is simpler to un-
derstand, and fault finding is less time-consuming, due to the manner
in which the system is arranged.

The concept of a geographically distributed control system, using
on-plant controllers, has been outlined. When an analogue implementa-
tion was considered, it was suggested that the advantages were out-
weighed by the practical problems.

However, the introduction of microprocessor-based sub-systems
linked by serial data links was shown to make a distributed system
viable. A distributed system using microprocessor and serial data
links has the following advantages:-
- Reduced vulnerability to battle damage : The use of geographical-
ly seperate plant control units and duplicated serial data links grea-
tly increasing survivability.
- Reduced costs : Less cabling bringing about a saving in both cost
and weight, the use of common elements of both hardware and software
reducing the cost of development and spares.
- Increased flexibility : The plant controllers are functionally
isolated, allowing changes to be made to one without affecting the

system as a whole.
- Reduced mean time to repair : The spare processing power avail-
able can be used for auto-testing and to aid fault diagnosis.

The use of a data network using some form of adaptive routing
technique was discussed. Practical problems were shown to indicate
that a better immediate solution involved the introduction of a Sys-
tem Control Unit to control the distribution of commands and data thr-
oughout the system.
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reversionary modes of operation. The PCU's will contain a local panel
displaying information essential to the safe operation of that item of
plant. From this position the operator can exercise the plant via the
microprocessor in the PCU. Thus, safe operation may be ensured for the
plant itself; however, communication with either the SCC or the other
PCU's will be necessary to ensure that the design limitations of the
propulsion machinery as a whole are not eyceeded. In the event of the
PCU itself failing, local manual operation is possible, bypassing the
microprocessor system.

An alternative fallback mode involves remote manual operation of
the plant, often termed servo-manual. The servo-manual system opera-
tes directly upon the plant actuators. Controls for servo-manual are
usually located in the SCC and allow remote operation of the plant in-
dependant of the microprocessor system.

Relative Advantages

Adaptive routing packet switching is a technique widely used for
inter-computer communication: there exists a wealth of theory and of
practice. However, ARPS is a new technique in propulsion control sys-
tem. Such a system would require considerable development, in terms
of hardware in the HAU and more especially in terms of the message
handling software. Once developed, however, an ARPS system would be
sufficiently flexible to be ship independant.

As an interim measure, a system utilising the concept of a SCU
offers a more straight forward solution at the expense of slightly
greater vulnerability to failure or battle damage. A microprocessor
system similar to that described previously has yet to be implemented
in a Royal Naval Warship, thus the use of a SCU removes some of the
unknown quantities inherent in the development of a completely new
type of propulsion control system.

The technology required to build a microprocessor-based system
exists: HSDE Limited have experience in designing equipment similar to
the various component parts of the system, but operation of the system
as a whole has yet to be tried. The mining equipment division of HSDE
Limited use a multiplexed data rinq system for conveyor belt control
and surveillance system. In addition HSDE Limited have undertaken
digital studies for the Royal Navy and for a major foreign navy. The
technology exists, however, a full understandinq of the implications
inherent in the adoption of such a system is vital if full advantage
is to be taken of the power of the microprocessor. IISDE have develop-
ed and run a digital fuel control system on such diverse gas turbines
as the Gnome Helicopter, Pegasus vectored thrust and Marine Olympus
engines. The Olympus Application included a HSDE made, microprocessor
based, user-programmable industrial controller for start/stop sequenc-
ing.
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Each board has its fault indication lamp; driven by the Safety circuits to
indicate if a fault is present. Thus it is possible to diagnose a fault and
replace a board with a spare one extremely rapidly.

There are also monitoring points on the front panel of each board, and some boards
have potentiometers for screwdriver adjustment of datums and schedules.

FIGURE 5

The boards containing the trip channels have test buttons which inject dummy
transducer signals into the trip circuits, i.e. an a.c. signal for the speed
trip circuits and a simulated thermocouple signal for the temperature trip circuit.
Reset buttons are also provided to reset the trip channels ready for operation.

Purpose built test equipment is also provided for connection via the two test
sockets. The test equipment provides simulated transducer signals to all inputs,
which may be varied for test purposes. The equipment also provides an engine
simulation for closed loop testing of the governors without running the engine.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The analogue controller described above has been designed to meet the
specification of requirements put up by the engine manufacturer and agreed by
the final customer. The development programme has involved the closest possible
liaison to ensure that the system accurately reflects the customer's requirements
without significant over-engineering. The electronic controller has been
designed particularly to have very high integrity and maintainability. This has
been achieved at the expense of some complexity in the safety circuits. A digital
control system puts most of its safety functions into the computer program and
a minimum amount into actual hardware. This is one good reason for examiniming
whether there is a case for a digital variant of the present control in the future

Digital System

A digital computer is ideally suited to applications where there is a requirement
to make use of its main capabilities namely:-

Data acquisition and storage
Data processing
Arithmetic and logical operations

Consider the incorporation of a digital computer in the present system. The
minimum change digital system is shown in Fig.6. All the input signal conditioning
channels are retained, and these are fed to a multiplexer along with the datum
signals. The computer can then select the required channel which is input to
the computer via an analogue to digital converter. The starting, acceleration,
deceleration and demand function generators are deleted, as are the error
amplifiers and slave datum control. The safety circuits and supervisory logic
would also no longer be required. The motor position control loop would be
replaced by a simplified circuit producing the required stepping sequence at a rate
set by the computer. Other new elements would be processor and store, multiplexer
and analogue to digital converter, computer monitor and computer power supply. A
fault display drive circuit would be required to take over the indicating
functions of the supervisory logic. B, sed upon in-house experience with digital
engine controls dating back to 1970 it would seem that the most suitable computer
for a marine engine control would use one of the modern 16-bit microprocessors
currently available to a military temperature range. A hardware multiply and
divide facility is regarded as being essential. A 16-bit machine is
preferred to the more widely used 8-bit processor because the higher computing
power allows the control system and engine manufacturers far greator scope in
product development programmes, since the basic control, safety and display
functions do not use the machine's full computing power. For the basic control and
self-check routines around 2K x 16-bits PROM store would be required together with
256 x 16-bit words of RAM. If it were requiredto extend the system functions
then the fixed PROM store would increase in size.

System input signals would be processed using the existing signal conditioning.
The computer would then select these signals as required by means of a multiplexer.
A 10-bit analogue to digital converter would convert the selected signal to the
required digital form. The datum signals would be similarly input to the computer
from potentiometers, allowing straight forward limited authority adjustment.

Operations from this point on come under software control. The input signals are
sampled as indicated above at regular intervals of time, typically every lO-2oms
for control variables. A software safety check is carried out in which each input is
checked to see that it is within defined limits and has not changed by an unreasonable
amount since the previous sample period. A fault integrator routine is used to ensure
that minor transient input disturbances do not cause a fault
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to be declared. The computer program then processes the validated signals
generating the required error signals and functions, applying compensation to the
signals and executing the rest of the control calculations. The resulting output
is a stepping rate command to the throttle actuator.

Safety and Reliability

The order in which particular calculations are executed can be important. A typical
sequence is listed below:-

Service computer monitor

Output to actuator drive

Read in control parameters

Validate inputs

Execute control calculations

Safety routines

The computer monitor consists of a timer, comparator and fault counter. Operation
is as follows. At the beginning of each control sample period the computer must
output a number calculated by the safety program within a preset interval. If this
number is incorrect the actuator drive is frozen, and the fault counter incremented.
If the correct answer is obtained next time round then normal operation is resumed.
Similarly if the computer does not service the monitor at the correct time a
temporary freeze occurs. If this is repeated over a sufficient number of cycles,
then the fault counter permanently disables the system and indicates a critical
fault.

The safety routines allow the designer considerable flexibility in deciding when
to freeze the control or when to by-pass a non-critical failure by means of suitable
backup control program which allows a measure of 'graceful degradation' in the
system.

The reliability of the minimum change control has been estimated using the same
data source as the analogue control and the table below compares relevent figures.
The analysis shows the digital system to have a marginally better failure rate
than the analogue control without safety circuits. When these are also taken into
account the difference is significant.

Analogue Digital

Failure Rate 100 82

(%)

Dormant Fault 22 5
Rate (%)

Table 1. Comparison of analogue and digital control failure rates.
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Maintainabi li ty

The lower failure rate of the digital controller and its high probability of

detecting any system fault combine to give better system availability and lower
maintenance costs. It can be argued that the difference in system availability
will be trivial in practice, since a repair by replacement policy in modular systems
allows single failures to be readily rectified, whether or not the safety circuits
have indicated the location of the fault. In the present example tracing a dormant
fault in the analogue system would require trying out more boards than for the
digital system. However, changing a module is an operation which does not
normally affect engine running and takes only a few minutes. It is therefore
expected that the analogue system will achieve better than 99.9% availability
in-service.

Maintenance costs may be divided into three categories in order to obtain a simple

comparison between systems.

(1) Maintenance staff, spares, tooling etc.

(2) Special test costs.

(3) Maintenance actions, spares utilisation.

The first area is related to the complexity of the control and is affected by the
number of distinctly different subsystems and technologies applied. The second
relates to those parts of each system which cannot be checked out automatically
by the electronic control system and require additional inspection, engine and rig
running to determine fault locations. The third area has been related directly
to complexity taking into account all the system components including duplication.

Defect rate is taken as a measure of complexity allowing similar systems to be
compared. In order that hydromechanical and electronic components may be included
in the comparison, the hydromechanical defect rates are multiplied by a suitable
weighting factor. This factor is generally not critical and experience suggests
that a factor of 3 is suitable. Thus the maintenance staff, spares and tooling
cost is given by summing individual defect rates as shown:-

Cost = (Throttle valve + PDU + Pump) 3 + electronic control + trips

The special test cost recognises those parts of the system which cannot be
checked out simply by switching on the control, and in the case of the trips by
pressing test buttons. Thus the special test cost is calculated

Cost = (PDU + Pump) 3 + electronics control (dormant faults)

The maintenance action and spares utilisation cost in the particular example is
the same as the first cost item above. Differences arise in these terms when
there are significant amounts of redundancy built into the design. The maintenance
costs of the complete engine controls are summarised below:-

Maintenance Cost (%)

Analogue 100

Digital 87
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Thus in terms of improved reliability and lower maintenance costs a digital
controller looks an attractive proposal. This of course is only a small part of
the story, and in any decision to adopt a new control the development costs of the
hardware and software must be traded against potential in-service economies. Not
only would the hardware development represent a significant part of the development
cost, but so also would the computer software.

Additional Functions

The case for adopting a digital control is strengthened if additional system
functions are considered. It is likely that the next generation of fighting ships
will follow the trends already in evidence on both civil and military aircraft,
which are making increasing use of standardised serial digital highways for data
transmission. Typical uses could include outputting information to a central
data logging system or for display purposes.

The optimum arrangement for in-service engine health monitoring still appears to
be to use those parameters already required for instrumentation and control with
relatively few additions, but in conjunction with established manual techniques (7).
The additional gains associated with more extensive systems are not, in most cases
justified. Typical pieces of information which are readily available include low
cycle fatigue counting, creep life calculation and even the simple but effective
bearing check afforded by measuring the time taken by the engine shafts to come to
rest after shutdown.

The use of a serial digital highway can enhance the conventional display functions
already provided by analogue and digital meters adjacent to the unit. Meters in the
machinery control room could be driven via a digital data link, thus simplifying
wiring, and a visual display could be provided giving both graphical and
alphanumeric information simultaneously. Further refinements are possible with
the inclusion of colour which an give easy to assimilate fault or condition
information.

CONCLUS ION

The paper has shown how an analogue electronic control system and simple
hydromechanical fuel system has been applied to the Rolls Royce Marine Spey engine.
The benefits of this approach have been discussed, particularly those such as
safety, reliability and maintainability. It has also been shown that further
benefits could be obtained in the future by introducing digital techniques in
place of some of the analogue circuitry.
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NOMENCLATURE

F - Fuel flow rate

HP7 - 7th Stage High Pressure Compressor Delivery Pressure

N1  - Low Pressure Shaft Speed

N2  - High Pressure Shaft Speed

N3  - Power Turbine Shaft Speed

T 1 - Ambient Air Temperature

T6  - Power Turbine Inlet Temperature

a - Required Throttle Valve Position

9A  - Actual Throttle Valve position

SD - Throttle Position Demand (Datum for Position Control Loop).
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A HIGH POWER SUOLRr1[NOtC I[N INC ',H1+ PROPJLLION OYIEM -

ITS CONTROL Fon IiMON' AND P!)5'51 LC CONTROL SCHEMES

by r.C. H artram, IR5 Ltd.,
and P.1.3. LucocK, Ministry of ;le'Fence We]t]

ABS TRACT

This paper describes the control system for a prototype superconductinE

propulsion .;yntem. The equipment included a sumerconducting generator providing
power to a low speed superconductine motor. I he caper covers the reql rerments a[

the control system and its realisation. The paper then examines come case studies

employing superconducting machinery and describes a range of control systems

designed to meet the differing requirements of various ship types.

INROOUC TI3N

Ouperconductivity is that property of certain materials which, woeen cooled
Lelow a certain critical temperature, exhibit no resistance to t! £ijrl nf
electricity. The property is, however, restricted by other phyzical conditions,

namely the current density in the superconductor and the magnetic flux censit
which it is required to operate. Fig. 1 shows the operating boun-marv of
temperature, current density and flux density for niobium-titanium alloy. It may
se seen that the critical temperature is about 10 K, therefore any wincing
employing superconductors must be cooled to below this valu,. 1l f'act, the

temperature of liquid helium at atmospheric pressure is 4.2 and tmis coolant is

used when exploiting the property of superconductivity.

IRO has been engaged for several years in the development of superonducting

devices, particularly machines, and under sponsorship, p-rticularly from te Royal
Navy, has built several d.c. superconducting macines. The advantage oF siler-
corductivity in relation to large d.c. machines is that sufficient apere tors may
be employed to provide magnetic Fields in air wtics are higner than the saturatics

level of the iron cores used in conventional machines. This lead,; so higher power

to weight ratios and by using the homopolar [or Faraday disc) principle the design
limit for d.c. machines is increased by at least a f-ctor of 1n.

Fig. -' shows a prototy;e propulsion system under test at :lkRL. This system was
built For the Royal Navy and a paper presented at the Third Ship Control flystems
Symnosijm shows computer predictions of its performance.

O OPrr S ON TROL PHILOSOPHY

Large d.c. superconducting motors may be employed for direct drive to propellers,

j0 0119 hp at 50 rev/min being well within the design boundary. Such high torque
motors necessarily have a high total flux produced by the superconducting windings.
c'ving rise to a large magnetic stored energy. To charge such a field rapidly

would require a large input and output power controller, itself running to several

megawatts. It was therefore decided, at an early stage that control os these
machines would be by varying the applied voltage to the armature, the field level
remaining constant. Thin gives rise to a ranpe of hasic control systems related to

the Ward-Leonard drive. Having rejected motor field control as a primary (i.e.

rapid) control function it should be noted that changes taking several minutes are

Internationail R-ee aR . g"P.veloPment -n. itd.,
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practical and such changes are available to the system designer as a secondary
function for, say, matching the propeller characteristics to engine characteristics
in multi-engine configurations. Such a feature may considerably improve the
rinning economy by acting as, effectively, a variable ratio gearbox.

ihe refrigeration and other plant may be regarded from a control viewpoint as
a service similar to luboil and cooling water systems which when operational put
the propulsion motor plant into the 'GO' state. No complex interaction therefore
exists between this plant and the propulsion control system

CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE I MW PROTOTYPE PROPULSION SYSTEM

The development system shown in Fig. 2 consisted of a 'Deltic' diesel engine
driving a superconducting d.c. generator electrically coupled to a propulsion
motor. The diesel engine was to run at nominally constant speed. The propulsion
control system was required to perform the following principal functions:

P) To provide a variable voltage, reversible, d.c. power supply capable of charging
and discharging the field of the superconducting generator and maintaining the
excitation at a selected level.

(2) To sequence the selection of the thyristor bridges, the positions of the
changeover-isolator, and the field circuit breaker from the existing condition
to the demanded condition.

(3) To sequence the operation of armature circuit breakers to insert energy

absorbing resistors during reversal manoeuvres.

(4) To provide various levels of manual control. '

An arrangement satisfying item (1) gives a variable voltage output from the
generator whilst operating at constant speed. This function was realised by a
pair of thyristor bridges supplied from an exciter driven from the 'Deltic' engine.
One bridge was supplied directly from the exciter and provided a variable 'forcing'
voltage to charge and discharge the field winding. The second bridge was supplied
from the same source via a 40:1 step down transformer, and provided a small range
of voltages for maintaining the current at the desired level after the use of the
'forcing' bridge. The second thyristor controller fulfilled two systemic
requirements: firstly, it reduced the 'ripple' voltage applied to the superconducting
coil under steady conditions, and secondly it reduced the reactive volt-amperes
from the exciter under the same conditions. The two thyristor bridges were
connected in parallel and supplied a changeover mechanised isolator to provide
reversibility of polarity on the d.c. side. Fig. 3 shows a schematic of this
plant.

The propulsion control system included additional feedback loops to prevent
engine overload and to prevent excessive load build-up and rejection.

Fig. 4 shows the propulsion control console which was designed to be
uompatible with a system of earlier design. The development was planned initially
for eventual sea trials to drive one shaft in a twin screw vessel. The left-hand
panel includes a 'mimic' diagram for the electrical plant showing important
parameters. The handwheel in the foreground is the input to the automatic
controller, The panel to the right is a surveillance aid showing the state of
the plant. The upper block shows the state of the various auxiliary pumps and
power supplies. The lower block gives warning of the excursion of chosen
parameters beyond set limits (an audible alarm was also provided). The centre
block repeats the parameters at the upper end of the lower block at a greater
level of excursion and items in this block may be selected in advance to shut down
the offending plant. Judgement on the selection for this procedure would of course
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Jsient5r whether thin system was being used to propel a ship or as a shore test
,iui 11 i/y

3 iows the system performance. Some design margin [about 10%) was
ii it tohe naroware and in fact this was used to give performance better than

Ou ''I mnimu4m,

munrie of the control system demonstrated that the underlying theory

reI I in tiJractice.

1 -'M M 113'0JP RCONDUCTIN, PRnPULSION SYSTM-IS

ci~nrrentjv with the development of the superconducting machines and the
i ,-tin )F their limitations in certain cirsumstances, there has been a

!lcrm.rt ln c ntrol and system concepts, giving a range of schemes to meet the
,i .? ri;uirersL't of aifferent ship types. Fig. 6 illustrates four of the

i,,I illanle for control systems and these are descrices briefly below:

pe I ia J constant speed engine driving a variable field superconducting
tor connected to a fLxod field superconducting motor. This arrangement was

on the 1 'W system described above and it is suitable for an engine speed of
-,3' rev'/min or below, and, to avoid undue complication in the generator,

tmu]rte transient performance in high power systems. This scheme was

,poe:g for 1,re tanker and similar drives employiog medium speed diesels (400
reJ/minJ. A major advantage is that auxiliary power generation can be

, rrm 3.,c. gerorators driven by the constant speed engine.

vpe ,~sai /)riible speed engine driving a fixed field superconducting

.- ritsr :onncctd to a fixed field superconducting motor. This concept requires

rversi gear but allows rapid manoeuvring by engine speed control.

A ',as i onstant speed engine driving a variable field conventional s.c.
,jonrtr )nnesteJ by rectifiers to a fixed field superconducting motor. This

i,, similir to type 1 but requires armature reversal equipment. The scheme

S n . ,larly pplioAble to high speed engines such as gas turbines and allows

r~pi~l " i )r , y -enerator field control whilst providing a constant speed
rc!/ 'or muxiliary generation.

1y-. I has a variable speed engine driving a variable field conventional a.c.

7 , 'r ,ornne-ted by rectifiers to a fixed field superconducting motor. This
pvaticalarlv attractive to systems with more gas turbines than propeller

l! io warship drives where the total installed propulsive power

V, 1, Y ON A 260 ifU TONNE D.W. CRUDE OIL CARRIER

i- 3tudV was done on behalf of the UK Department of Industry by IR) in

,js' ~ ,ion with ) major OK shipbuilder and other consultants.

A -jor 'onsideration was the requirements for crude carriers to have

'ur egV, bllast tanks. This meant that such vessels were volume rather than

w 3Fht limrited aod it had been identified that superconducting electrical propulsion
,ioau'. j r, e engine room volume In a large number of ship types. The schematic

h13,-,irr, t.r thr syste- is shown in Fig. 7. In this case the vessel is propelled
v ingle shift system employing Lx 'IP j p. "tudies were performed for 86 and

re/,'ml propeller speeds, the power being provided by 3 medium speed diesel

L~r'ioo Operating at oostant speed and each driving a superconducting generator
ina -n alternator. The superconducting generators provide propulsive and cargo

, prpIng niwer. remaining laid being taken from the alternators. The use of three

i,[-,s is relatd to the duty cycle of the vessel. Iwo engines only are required
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Ior a oallast voyage and for cargo pumping one only in required. The out of

service engine may be maintained during the ballast voyage as separate environmental
enclosures are proposed. With one engine under maintenance during cargo pumping
the third is available for emergency propulsion.

Toe layout of the main machinery (Figs. 8 and 9) results in a 20% reduction of

the machinery space in this type of vessel over a conventional system. This is
achieved by locating the main engines above the propulsion motor.

The system is configured as Type 1 (Fig. G) and conventional d.c. motors are
used to drive the cargo pumps. The propeller reversal time of 60 seconds requires

small excitation plant for the generators and the rate of change of field current

is low.

,.:ASl TUOY FOR WARSHIP PROPULSION

This case study was completed as part of a programme sponsored by the Royal

Navy. The scheme presented here is for a three engine, two shaft fit. The

engine chosen is the SMIA gas turbine and the arrangement is of Type 4 (Fig. 6).
Altnough the study covered different numbers of engines for a two shaft ship, the

three engine system was chosen since odd numbers of prime movers are impractical
with alternative transmission systems, particularly if the flexibility provided cy
the electrical system is to be maintained.

Fig. 10 shows a control functions block diagram. The power interconnection

scheme is shown in Fig. 11. The switchgear shown consists entirely of off-load
isolotors except for C1 and 002 which are load maKing/breaking switches.

For ahead operation, only one engine is requireo for speeds up to about 66% of

maximum, two engines are needed to reach about 87%, and three engines thereafter.
Clearly, any generator may be used for propulsion in the one engine mode and any

two in the two engine mode. The motors [or generators) need to be paralleled in

toe one and three engine modes in order to share power. In the two engine mode thin

is neither essential nor desirable since this mode gives idenependent speed control
when motors are segregated. The transmission lines shown should be capable of

carrying the total output current, so giving a high degree of security of supply
in the event nf failure or damage. It is anticipated that the single engine mode

will ue sed in open water conditions for normal cruising, with two engines in use
for manoeuvring and fast cruising. The three engine mode is, of course, for full
power performance with rapid reversion to a segregated two engine system for high

speed manueuvring, the third engine idling ready for instant connection to meet

power lemands nJring such activities.

Reversal of the propeller rotation is, oF course, a requirement of the system,

the most arduous condition being the full ahead to full astern, crash stop.
manoeuvre. The scheme proposed below is suitable for any number of prime movers

in excest of two. he sequence of events is as follows:

']I Sunores generator field and set GSI-3 to fIFF when supply currents have fallen

to zero.

12. )pen circuit reaKers C81 and C82.

3)i Open -1, 32. 33 ied close 24.

S ',I K ipse :C61 3nd r]32.

it th vessel in ruring with condition (3) already set up, items 21) to (4) may be
Jittedm .

( ... ..-- _ _



thj Allow ship and propeller to declerate to about half speed under normal drag.

LW Open [LI and CB2.

S7? Set C31 and 6S2 to 'ASTERN' and U]$1-i so that tne appropriate generators arr!
connected (two out of three generators only required), i.e. at least one
generator to each busbar 1B1 and BdB2.

d3 Close [B1 and CB2.

F erform constant current (i.e. torque) braking b generator field zontrol
ri.e. maintain voltage across braking resistors constanqt it anout 52L system

voltage).

, ]in motors (and propellers) are decelerated to standstill and aucelerate astern

WItOut further switching, the system settling out about lit full current and

25, of ahead full speed in reverse.

BraKing resistors must now be removed.

(11 Increase loading on one transmission line whilst reducing current in the second.

2 At current zero in second line, short out resistor.

;iJ Load up second line and unload first line.

143 At current zero in first line, short out resistor.

1 Equally load transmission lines and run segregated, if desired, by opening 34.

rne items which determine the time for this manoeuvre are numbers (5) and 310);

- ter items are logic functions, which in total will take less than 5% of the time
for items (5) and (101. The system can be designed to operate so that the 'half
speed' in item (5) may be anywhere between 0 and 100%, however the larger the value
then the larger the total energy dissipated in the braking resistors.

The control system is a speed demanded function rather than a power demanded
fi<nction. This is a particularly useful feature since the power system voltage, an
easily measured parameter, is almost directly proportional to shaft speed. The
system is also able to deal inherently with fluctuations in load, due to, say, the
propeller leaving the water, since shedding full load on the motor results in an
increase in motor speed of only 2% for an unchanged applied voltage. Load shedding

by the gas turbines has to be dealt with by the governor and is a problem common to
all transmission systems employing these engines, but should be achievable without
causing engine speed to reach the 'shut down' level.

It is difficult to compare a three engine electric transmission system with a
conventional (i.e. gearbox) equivalent from a fuel consumption viewpoint for reasons
given earlier. However, a four engine system can be compared, and the same

conclusions would apply for three engines if the gearbox equivalent were practical.
The fuel flow against ship speed for the equivalent mechanical and electrical systems

is shown in Fig. 12; these curves assume that the systems have equal efficiency. It
can be seen that the flexibility of the electrical system allows fuel savings over
certain speed bands. When this chart is modified by the duty cycle (an'2' -urve)
the total fuel flow against cumulative time underway is as in rig. 13"; the

difference in area under these curves represents the difference in overall fuel

* Fig. 13 should be interpreted as follows: for any fuel flow the corresponding time
underway represents the proportion of the total mission time during which thait

fuel flow is not exceeded.

I 
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Parkin, L., LCDR, USCG 3 L 3-1
U.S. Coast Guard

Parsons, M., Dr.
Chairman, Session J2
Univ of Michigan

Pesch, A. J. 3 L 2-1
Eclectech Associates, Inc.

Phelps, M. A., LCDR, RN 2 D 2-1
HMS SULTAN (UK)

Pijcke, A. C.
Chairman, Session Fl
The Netherlands Maritime Inst

(Neth)

Pirie, I. W. 3 H 2-1
Ministry of Defence (UK)

Plant, J. B. 4 M 2-1
Royal Military College of Canada

(Canada)

Probert, N. D. 2 G 2-1
Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Engr,

Ltd (UK)

Puglisi, J. 3 Ki 1-
Maritime Administration
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Putman, T. H. 3 K2 2-1
Westinghouse

Rains, D. A. 1 B 3-1
Ingalls Shipbuilding

Reeves, P., CAPT, RN 1 A 2-1
Ministry of Defence (UK)

Reid, R. E. I C 1-1
Univ of Virginia

Rinehart, V. 3 L 2-i
Maritime Administration

Risberg, R. J. 3 KI 3-i
Panama Canal Co. (Canal Zone)

Robey, H. N. 4 02 2-1
David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D

Center

Rohkamm, E. 2 E2 2-1
Blohm + Voss AG (W. Ger)

Ronning, 0., CAPT 2 Fl 1-1
Royal Norwegian Navy (Norway)

Ropstad, 0. 2 El 1-1
Kongsberg, Vapenfabrikk (Norway)

Rubis, C. J. 2 E2 1-1
Propulsion Dynamics, Inc.

Ruland, J. K., LCDR, USN 1 A 4-1
Office of Chief of Naval
Operations

Schubert, E. 5 Qi 2-1
Forschungsinstitute fur Anthro-
potechnik (W. Ger)

Schubert, F., CAPT, USCG
Chairman, Session Ki
U.S. Coast Guard Hdqtrs

Schuffel, H. 3 K1 2-1
Inst for Perception-TNO (Neth)
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Shipley, P. 5 3-1

Birkbeck College (UK)

Simanowith, R. C. 5 R 2-1
David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D

Center

Smalley, J. P. E. 4 01 1-1
EASAMS, Ltd (UK)

Smith, W. E. 6 P 2-1
David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D

Center

Spencer, J. B. 1 A 2-1

Chairman, Session K2
Ministry of Defence (UK)

Stankey, R.
Chairman, Session El

Naval Ship Engineering Center

Steinhausen, J., LCDR, RN 4 01 1-1
Ministry of Defence (UK)

Stuurman, A., LT 2 El 3-1

Royal Navy (Neth)

Sugimoto, A. 4 P 1-1
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd

(Japan)

Thomas, J. R. E. 2 El 2-1

Ferranti (UK)

Thompson, R. V. 5 Q2 2-1

Univ of Newcastle Upon Tyne (UK)

Tiano, A. 4 P 4-1

Laboratorie per l'Automazione
Navale (Italy)

Toney, J., LT, USN 3 K2 1-1
Naval Postgraduate School

Turner, R. J. 4 01 3-1

College of Nautical Studies (UK)

Turner, T. 2 Fl 2-1

Vosper Thorneycroft, Ltd (UK)
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van Amerongen, J. 3 J2 4-1
Delft Univ of Technology (Neth)

van Dam, J. 3 Jl 4-1
Royal Netherlands Naval College

(Neth)

van de Linde, J. G. C., RADM
Chairman, Session Ql
Royal Netherlands Navy (Neth)

van Nauta Lemke, H. 3 J2 4-1
Chairman, Session P
Delft Univ (Neth)

Verhage, W., LCDR
Chairman, Session D
The Royal Netherlands Naval

College (Neth)

Verlo, G. 3 Jl 2-1
Det Norske Veritas (Norway)

Volta, E. 4 P 4-1
Laboratoria per l'Automazione
Navale (Italy)

Ware, J. 1 C 4-1
Operations Research, Inc.

Whalen, J. 4 02 2-1
* Operations Research, Inc.

Whalley, R., LCDR, RN 3 H 3-1
Ministry of Defence (UK)

Wheatley, S.
Chairman, Session N
Natl Maritime Res Center

Wheeler, D. J. 1 B 2-1
Rolls Royce (UK)

Whitesel, H. K. 4 02 3-1
David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D

Center
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Whyte, P. H. 2 F2 3-1
D.R.E.A. (Canada)

Williams, K. E. 5 Qi 1-1
MARA-TIME Marine Serv Corp.

Williams, V. E. 1 C 1-1
National Maritime Research Center

Wolford, J. C. 5 R 1-1
Naval Weapons Support Center

Zuidveg, J. 3 Jl 4-1
Royal Netherlands Naval College

(Neth)
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